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Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish
(Unitarian) church will hold an Easter sale in
the church parlor
Thursday afternoon, April
bth, at half past two o clock. There will be a
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variety of fancy articles suitable for Easter
?ifts; also aprons, candy and an attractive tea
table. A food table will be an
important

the

feature of the sale.
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In coming ashore from sch.
Nile at Marshall’s^ wharf Tuesday evening the ratlin of
which Capt. Al. Robbins had hold broke and

of the

recommendations

Benjamin Kelley,

had given perfect
inlendent of schools,
.dv a verbal statement
fact., there has never
during Mr. Parker’s
good citizen in every
cest, moral, conscien-
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dent of Belfast, and known throughout eastern and northern Maine as the manufacturer
of the Kelley axe, died March 25th at his
home in East Belfast, aged 75 years. 2 months
and 21 days. He had been gradually failing in
health for the past year or two, and in the
past few months the decline had been so

fell between the vesseland the wharf. One
shoulder was dislocated, and it was
got back
nto place with
difficulty. Capt. Robbins was
jp and about the house yesterday, but was
ie

very

Mrs. Fred W. Brown went to Boston last
week to visit her daughters.

or

Miss Nellie Hall spent part of her vacation
the guest of her mother. Mrs. John French,
in Camden.
Mrs. George Gorham of Bangor arrived last
for a visit with Miss Inez E. Crawford,
Miller street.

ARCHITECT’S

SKETCH OF NEW CITY NATIONAL BANK.

The old Chase store, corner of Main and Church street, has disappeared and on its site will
to be occupied exclusively by The City
soon arise a new and substantial two-story building,
National Bank of Belfast. The above cut from the architect’s sketch shows the design and
general appearance of the building. The material is to be brick, with granite and iron trimmings. and the building will be 25 by 60 feet on the ground. On the first floor there will be a
of the building.
This space will have
large lobby or public space, extending across the front
nothing above it but the domed ceiling of the second story. On the ground floor also will be
the banking-room or general work-room; the cashier's work-room and behind it the cashier’s
private room and the vault. From the lobby a staircase will lead to a gallery from which arched
entrances will lead to four coupon rooms, a directors’ room, a lavatory and rest room for women
street side of the building will have large
patrons and also one for men patrons. The Church
and handsome wi dows, giving a splendid light, for the work rooms. The entrance will be on
Main street, with window on each side as shown in the cut.
The officers of the bank are William B. Swan, president; Clement W. Wescott, cashier; William B. Swan, Robert F. Dunton, Asa A. Howes, Elmer A. Sherman, Thomas W. Pitcher, Charles
P. Hazeltine, Charles H. Walden, Clement W. Wescott and Capt. Winfield S. Pendleton, directors.
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Amos Clement and his

Mrs.

Ben Hazeltine.

Miss Edith C. Wilson returned to her teach-

ing position in the Gardiner High school last
Saturday, after spending the vacation with
relatives in Belfast.

John returned

son

'riday from Ashville, N. C., where they spent
weeks.

everal

Mrs. Fred Payson and son Carle have reurned to Guilford after a visit with
Mrs.
■Issie P. Carle.

George A. Gilchrest arrived from Florida orSunday morning’s boat. Mrs. Gilchrest will renain a few weeks longer at Fruitland Park.
Miss Cora S. Morison and Miss Elizabeth
A.

juimby

are

expec ted Saturday night to spend
ihe Easter vacation from
Wellesley College.
Roscoe Rolerson, who had spent some wo
weeks in this city, returned this week to his
employment in the Taunton. Mass., hospital.
Miss Alice P. Poor arrived
from Poston

Friday

to

spend her

from Simmons’

vacation

Allege with her parents, Hon.

and Mrs

C. O

Poor.

Miss Marian Hazeltine arrived last Thursn

Abner Gilmore had an operation
performed
Portland last week for cataracts and is re

sorted

as

nay be

restored.

doing well,

and

it is hoped his sight

Charles H. Field who has been in
Bangor the
three months under treatment for his
syes, has returned home and is able to attend
o business as usual.

Dast

Miss Louise Hazeltine and Miss Margaret
A very pleasing recital by the
piano pupils of
N. Hazeltine left Thursday for Boston, en route ! Miss Jeanette Stephenson was given at her
lome in Chester
street,
Pittsfield, Saturday
for Charleston, South Carolina, where they
ifternoon.—Bangor News.
will spend several weeks.
Miss Frances Howes and her
guest, Miss
Walton S Adams, formerly principal of the
Kary Livingston of Portland, Ore., arrived last,
Belfast High School, has resigned as principal ,
light to spend the vacation from Miss MeClinof the Guilford High School to take a position
ock’s school, Boston, with Miss Howes'
paras superintendent of schools there.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes.
Mrs. George W. Stoddard and Miss Amy E.
Owen Clement, conductor on the Belfast
Stoddard left Monday for a week’s visit in Bosbranch, is confined to the house from injuries
ton, after which Mrs. Stoddard will go to received
by a fall when stepping off the train
Schuyler, Nebraska, for a month’s visit with it Thorndike a few
days ago. His injuries
relatives.
vere not serious, but will
lay him up for a
Mr. ana Mrs. rial K. fcaton of Stoughton,
veek or two. Baggage Master Ambrose MorMass., formerly of Belfast, are receiving the rison is in
charge of his train.
congratulations of their friends on the arrival
momc
stuueiiLs
...»v.o.tjr
are
at
of a son, March 22nd. He has been named
lome for the
spring recess, with the exception
Charles Sargent.
>f William M. Black, who is the
guest of
Miss Alice B. Farnsworth of West Sullivan.
riends in Windsor. Those at home are
Ralph
University of Maine 1908, arrives today for a Ah Gould, Miss Louise F. Hall.
Lynwood B
brief visit to Miss M. 1). Pilsbury en route
rhompson, Arthur Shales, Colby A. Raekliffefrom her home to Canton, where she is prinJay E. Holmes and William Vaughan. Jr.
of
the
school.
cipal
High
Andy L. Knowlton returned Friday night
Miss Olive Wadlin of Northport, formerly
from Portland, where he went to have
an
a clerk in the sfore of James H. Howes in this
operation performed upon his eye. injured by
arrived
home
last
from
Boston
city,
Sunday
the explosion of a railroad
torpedo at the Rewhere she has been employed during the past
vere House a few
A hit of the tin
days
ago.
year. She will remain at her home in East
was found imbedded in the
eye ball, and it was
Northport for tw’o weeks.
found necessary to remove the injured
eye
The annual reunion and dinner of Kent’s
Mr. Knowlton recovered from the < peration
Hill Alumni was held at the Parker House, nicely.
Boston, recently. Early in the evening a reSome interesting postals have been r- reived
ception was held in the parlors and dinner was in Belfast from G. W. (’. Drexe! and Mr 1.. L
served at 8 o’clock. Pres. L. D. Jennings was
Biddle, summer residents of North I- -siK.ro
toastmaster and William C. Crawford talked
The cards were mailed in Peru. South A no: ca
industrial
education.
upon
and are representations of the ar-.-h:!.ecf.re
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Abbott in writing to theii
and the natives of that country.
They >ay.
daughter Frances, who is attending school in “We are a long ways off from Bel fa.-1
y-u
Bristol, Virginia, during one of our recent see. and are bound around
-re tits
through t
snow storms, asked how the climate was in
of Magellan, but we will be on hand n <
:mIn reply Miss Abbott wrote that the
Bristol.
mer, D. V." Mr. Drexel's
the ‘A .-ed

girls were playing basket ball on the lawn and
the peach trees were in blossom. The school
closes May 24th.
previous to

Just
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yacht,

in

which his
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same
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party is making this
which they made their trip mn.-d

the world two years ago.

Washingparty Orrin J. Dickey
for

Matters at

Augusta.

presented by the Red Men of Tarratine
a Boston bag, a gift given in
THE STU KlilS LAW K ETA IN HIappreciation of Mr. Dickey’s work in the interest of
B> a vote of 22 to S, which with tw exceptions
was
the order and a most useful gift. The presentastrictly on party lines, tie -enate
,w.
tion wTas made at a regular meeting by Her- March 25th refused to repeal the St.: -g
in 1905, foi the bett« enfor
passed
bert W.
Healey and Mr. Dickey responded the prohibitory lic.uor lav..
The Democratic members favored
-■•-..ea
briefly.
and the Republican senuf
opposed .--m-A Belfast finger, who is attracting much attion. One Republican some or, Mr. Pi-.
.f
tention in musical
is Arthur N. Johnwas

Tribe with

••

circles,

son, formerly of Auburn. Mr. Johnson was
born in Auburn 20 years ago, going to Belfast
a few years ago, where he has since made his
home. He is now a student of Susan Dinsmore
Wescott, a gifted singer of Belfast, and expects later to go to Boston to enter the New
England Conservatory of Music. Mr. Johnson
is a member of the Hammons Quintet, which is
considered one of the best vocal combinations
in the State.
Kennebec Journal.

Cumberland, voted for
Democrat. Mr. Boynton f Lin- in.
its retention. The vote can.-- -n
tance of the favorable mm-nty rej
peal the Sturgis act. the •••jn’.t r- f
accept it. The majority

About 50 invited

North Haven.

j

guests

were

present. One noted feature of the occasion
the presence of four generations, Mrs.
Elizabeth Bean, mother of Mrs. Webster, who
will be 90 years old in May; Mrs. Webster, 00
years old; Mrs. Frank Beverage, niece of Mrs.
Webster, 39 years old, and Linda, daughter of'
Mrs. Beverage, 20 years old, their united ages
being 215, an average of 54 years.
was

!

!

Miss Ethel Godfrey gave a lecture before
the Pierian club in Presque Isle Monday evening on The Cities of the Mediterranean. Miss
Godfrey’s foreign letters published in the Commercial have created a demand for her addresses as her talents as a raconteur as well as
letter writer are of a high order.- Bangor Com-

mercial.
Miss

Godfrey
that

party

was

visited

a

member

England

and

Scotland in

The University of Maine rifle team held its
shoot in the

I

intercollegiate contest now being
larger colleges in the country,
Armory in Bangor last week.

held among the
in Company G.

The Maine team of ten

men

made

a score

of 896

possible 1,000, which, while it is not
expected to wTin the trophy, will not put Maine
by any means, at the last of the list. The col! lege men at Orono have been somewhat handii capped by having to use rifles that did not be| long to them. A Waldo County boy, Lynne T.
Rand of Unity, won the fourth place, with a
out

of

score

a

of 92.

Gen. C. W. Tilden of Hallowell arrived in
Portland Wednesday and went to the Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary, where he is to be operated on for cataracts. The general has been
suffering from eye trouble for several months
and at one time it was feared be might lose his
sight. However, after consulting specialists in
New York, Portland and Boston encouragement has been given that his sight can be saved.
A Portland specialist will perform the operation tomorrow.
The many friends of the
general all over the State are anxiously awaiting results.— Portland Press March 25th.

The Press of

operation for

the

March 30th

removal of

reports that the
a cataract from

eye was performed Saturday and was a
decided success, but Gen. Tilden will remain in
the hospital for several weeks yet pending another operation on the other eye.
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House Friday passed

HU.!

be engrossed
the bill reported by the committee
fixation. providing for an increase in the
hoo!
fund by a mill and a half cent, after representatives of the grange had made fruit.o -l»-a
vors to amend it by cutting the increase
one
half a mill. '1 his bill, while entitled an act re
to

•-

lating to the school fund ai i its distrihui ->r., it
generally known as the wild land tax bill, for

the reason that it will tai
jbO.uoO ad tional
from the owners of those lands and 1 tribute
it among the cities and towns in the State The
bill then went to the Senate w here 11
»port >f
committee was accepted in oncurrence After
an

argument covering

neaian

hour, during

which several votes were t
the time of assignment for -econd re t-Png of
the bill, it was finally assigned for Tue-duv
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Capt. and Mrs. Ira IS. Webster recently celegolden wedding at their home in

brated their
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home

new

day evening to spend the spring vacation
from Smith College with her parents, Mr. and

I

>

family

their

Miss Frances A. Sargent arrived Friday from
Gorham Normal School to spend her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sargent.

1

Cr’1

in

Union.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
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Mathews and

comfortably settled

j

ahij1,

returned Friday from
called by the death

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Parsons of
Lynn. Mass
visiting their daughter, Mrs. G. S. White
fain street.
re

was

College.

Mr. E. A.

londay

for a few days' visit with
her father.
Miss Wentworth of South
Weymouth. Mass.,
j the guest of her
aunt, Mrs. Alfred A. Small
1 filler street.

Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine returned Saturday from
Boston, where sh<e spent the winter, and has
opened her Court street home.

..

■

1

R. Howard returned to Farmington, N.
H., Saturday, after spending a week’s vacation
1 with Belfast friends.
Mrs.*H. R. Annis and daughter, Miss Julia,
:
of Camden were among the recent visitors to
W’ashington, D. C.

•■-

6norj7~nT:-

Miss Gaylie Ryder of Islesboro is
employed
the millinery department at The Fashion.
Miss C. Lillian Spinney went to Stockton

W\

...

..

Miss Myra Goss of Lewiston arrived last
to be the guest of Mrs. E. L. Stevens.
Miss Lena St. John of Boston is employed as
1 ead milliner at th< Fashion for the season.

mother.

at Bates

Boston is the guest of

light

Frederick R. Weymouth of Troy has been
chosen as one of the eight champion debaters

1

..

L. Wilson

York, where he

of his

of the

j

D.

Rev.
New

of

father.

E. P. Frost left on Monday afternoon’s boat
Boston and New York on business.

week

sore.

If

Hugh D. McLellan
lis

as

E. L. Leib of Searsport,
The Churches.
j
W ork is progressing
*
favorably on Capt. Kappa Sigma house at the University of
the Percy V., at the Duplex I
Prey’s
steamer,
family depending on
Maine, is spending the vacation in Saco.
Mr. Emory White has resumed his place as
rapid that the end was not unexpected to his Roller Bushing Co’s., and when she goes on her j J. G. Aborn has made the plans for the new i tenor in the Unitarian choir.
j
ppears to have been
^oute
between
Bangor and North Penobscot hall
-.men's right in voting relatives and friends. His demise is keenly
There will be preaching at the Woods schoolfor Seaside Grange and they were consid- j
felt, however, by them and by a large circle of she will hardly be recognized as the same
uons, and he was rehouse, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2 j
at the regular meeting last Saturday
ered
friends and acquaintances who had a strong -■raft. The ice may go out of the Penobscot
mayor might pay one
The building will be 75 feet long and ! o’clock.
admiration for his sturdy manhood and whole- my day now and Capt. Arey wants to be ready night.
34 feet wide, which is as long as the old build- I
The Young Ladies’ Social Union of the Baptsr
to start on his route.
hearted Christian character.
The
Tremont
is
also
meeting of the school
ing including the extension and 4 feet wider, tist church will meet next Wednesday evt;ning
here
to
on
the
waiting
as
and
Manset
he was long known in
go
Benj. Kelley, Jr.,
Bangor
appeared and asserted
It is expected that work will begin as soon as at the home of Mrs. A. J. Roberts.
route.
this city, was the son of Major Benjamin and
’•> as denied, but as he
the weather conditions are favorable and it is
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetCatherine (Campbell) Kelley and was born
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
ummittee with him,
hoped to have th^ building ready for occupancy ings in their rooms on High street
near his late home in East Belfast.
every
Circle
will
be
4,
with
January
Mrs.
C.
A.
on
the
4
Hubbard, No.
:><Hize the discussion,
by July 4th. We congratulate Seaside
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
1834. He was educated in the Belfast common Park street, Monday afternoon,
April 5th. The prospect of soon having a home of its own.
Bickford, called for a
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are corschools and the old Belfast academy and as a
lesson will be from European
Literature,
;lted as follows:
Long Litigation Ended. A very compli- dially invited.
young man became associated with the various
“Goethe’s Faust," and from
chapter
fourteen,
hn PARKER.
§
cated law suit involving the estate of the late
There will be services in the Chapel at East
enterprises with which his father was con- the C. L. S. C. book. "Man and the Earth,’’
George U. White of this city was settled in Northport Sunday, April 4th, at 10:45, a. m.
nected, including the axe manufactory which
March 23rd. The litigation
Brockton,
Mass.,
had been established on a water power on -all,
quotations from Faust. A character | has been in progress nearly five years and sev- conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winsa ombly
s
Goose river in 1820 by th»* elder Kelley, who
study of Goethe and his influence upon the eral trials were held, all of which have been low, of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the
HR H. DECROW.
came here from the old family home in Boothpreaching service.
world; paper. Hugo De Vries, the famous
decided in favor of the White heirs. The benebay shortly before. For a period he also Amsterdam botanist; a description of food and
The Christian Scientists hold services in
Lunt
White
of
Mrs. Sarah A.
Liberty,
worked in the paper mill erected on the same flowers in Holland; a book review of the ficiaries are
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
Mrs. Walter G. Hatch of North Belfast and
stream.
‘Black Tulip.” Topic for discussion: Is there
11 o’clock; subject, “Unreality;” and WednesThe
Ernest L. White of Brockton, Mass.
At the outbreak of the Civil War Benjamin
ianger of too rapid development of drainage
day evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are
of
the
case:
“One
Brockton
Enterprise says
Kelley was a member of the Belfast City and irrigation projects?
cordially welcome.
'■«
from Ward 4, was
of the longest and most expensive law suits
Greys, a local militia company, and he together
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
Many will read with surprise and regret, the ever fought in this city was brought to a close
with many other members of the company
next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
announcement of Mr. Fred A. Johnson that he when the suit
n.mittee, constituted was mustered into
brought by trustees under the church
Company K of the Fourth is to close out his
•i
dry goods business here and will of the late George U. White against Wash- by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school :
legislature, is com- Maine
which
went to the front unRegiment,
locate elsewhere. Instead of selling out the burn &
from each of the five
Hayward, local cabinetmakers, was an- immediately after the sermon. Prayer meetder Colonel, afterwards General Hiram G.
business entire he is to dispose of his stock at nounced as settled when the case was scheduled ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
lent a body as the city
Berry of Rockland. Mr. Kelley was orderly retail at
prices that will ensure quick sales. to go on trial in Boston today. Francis W.
•cement of the schools,
The East Maine conference of the Methodist
sergeant and then second and first lieutenant
Everything is for sale. The sale begins today Kittridge of Boston appeared for the petition- church will he held at the church in Ellsworth,
Mings, the choice of and
of hi? company, but was
acting
captain
at 8 a. m.
No goods charged. No goods laid
serves the board as
ers.
The suit was for possession of certain
April 7-12, and some of the best known minisengaged in only one important battle, that f away. No telephone orders. Mr. Johnson is
non of the teachers.
ters of the denomination in New England will
land on Montello street brought by the trusBull Run. in .July, 1861. shortly after the
one of our most enterprising young business
office is President
be among the speakers.
White executed a lease for 20 years to
tees.
Fourth Maine had arrived at the front. In men, and in that
respect, as well as socially, Washburn & Hayward with the purchase priviorganizes with the
Service next Sunday at the Universalist
of the following year Mr. Kelley his
February
will
be
a
loss
:nt»ers as chairman, and
to the community.
departure
lego. It was stipulated that if a purchase church, with sermon by the pastor, Rev. Ashhis commission as first lieutenant and
resigned
While
he
has
been
which the mayor might
successful in his business
price could not be agreed upon a committee of ley A. Smith; subject. Our Modern Jesus.
returned home.
here he is assured of greater returns elsehe vent of a tie. In
A committee could
arbitration should decide.
Sunday school at 3.30 p. m. Castle Lincoln, K.
Later he stood draft for further service, hut where. and hence his decision to
has ever attended the
leave Belfast. not arrive at a decision. Two suits were inO. K. A., Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
as his younger brother. Louira A., had gone to
unless invited to do
The Improvement Society will meet with stituted in the Equity cqurt by one Graham as
the front with the 19th Maine and had been
The Union of the First Parish (Unitarian)
ayor has ever spent
Mrs. F. W. Pote, Monday, April 5th, at 2.30 p. lessee to get possession. Washburn & Haychurch was entertained last Monday by Miss
killed at Gettysburg, he decided to remain with
1
emoval of a janitor
m.
At the last meeting the special committee ward
brought an action in equity to restrain Alberta Farnham. The evening was
his family at home and he entered actively into
spent
o;h* of his followers
appointed in December last to select ornament- Graham from taking action under the lease. A most
the axe business, first with his father and then,
enjoyably with the popular jig-saw
al shrubs for the park reported that they had
bill was brought to restrain Washburn
counter
after his death in 1873. was associated with
puzzles, and Miss Katherine C. Quimby won
it ics entered into the
placed an order for several mountain ash, a & Hayward from interfering with the occu- the
his brother-in-law, the late Walter B. Rankin,
prize, a dainty picture.
<1 the action of the
bed of bridal wreath spiraea and one of
Jap. pancy of the land. The matter was taken to
and of late years with the latter's son, Elmer
The North church Guild met last Monday
imminent member of
snow balls. A bed of phlox will also be
planted. the Superior Court and then reported entire to
I. Rankin.
For nearly fifty years Mr. Kelley
! the nomination by a
evening with Miss M. D. Pilsbury and perMiss Maude E. Barker has donated through the the
Supreme Court, which decided against fected
the manufacture, and for much of
•aved himself a Popu- supervised
plans for the May Festival. It was
$5 tt> aid in this. The metal marks for Washburn & Hayward and in favor of Graham
society
the time himself attended to the tempering of
decided to hold weekly meetings until after
no difference; there
the beds bought last fall, too late for setting, for
of
the
heirs
the
land
and
White
possession
all the axes put out by the concern, and not
the affair. Monday evening, April 5th, the
•hool committee. While
will be placed a* soon as possible. Plans have
as owners, and denying the defendants in the
until failing health overtook him two years or
Guild will meet with Miss L. Grace Chadwick,
been made to continue the special work the
wholly of Republicans so
original suit the right to purchase given them
ago did he relinquish this work to other
Northport avenue.
crat, was elected
has so well carried on for nine years. under the lease. A suit since 1907 has been
hands. The reputation made by his axes was society
l.ellan, Democrat, was
The Seaside Spiritualist society observed the
New rubbish barrels will be procured to take
pending to decide the amount due for occua most enviable one.
1 i ischool, and John
60th anniversary at its rooms in Knowlton’s
the place of those out of repair and an effort
pancy of the land since the ejectment suit was
Mr. Kelley was devoted to his home and
was elected Superin
hall on High street last Sunday.
The forewill be made to interest the school children in started.”
family and took a just pride in it and them.
«i before that was pronoon meeting began at 30 o’cloc k and the afterthe grounds free from litter. The
keeping
He did not engage actively in politics, but had
See
M.
B.
Smith’s
New Advertisements.
s
the school committee
noon meeting at 2 o’clock.
Several mediums
work done several years ago in the schools will
represented his ward as councilman and aiderpossibly be supplemented in other ways.— advt. of the Pearl Brook Farm stallions, head- from out of town as well as local mediums were
man and had been a member of the Republican
ed by Direct Braden, of which an excellent present.
!
r in this matter is in
Secretary.
city committee and a frequent delegate to county
half-tone is given. On another page will be
i
carding the public liThe Universalist parish will hold it? annual
Mr. H. M. Prentiss attended the second
and State conventions. He joined the Masonicfound a write-up by Lee of the stock at Pearl
and indeed every de|
Sectional Boys’ Conference held at the RockPhoenix Lodge of Belfast, previous to Easter sale, supper and entertainment in Mebody,
that
at
The
Brook
as
well
as
Pastures.
Farm,
vernment and every
port Y. M. C. A., March 20th and 21st- He led
going to the front in 1861 and always mani- morial Hall, Wednesday. April 7th, afternoon
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
spring an effort was fested interest in the order. He
the devotional service at the%Saturday afterthe and evening. Doors open at 2.30 f. m. There
joined
offered for sale by John A. Fogg. It is a deS
hias. F. Swift, who has
will be offered for sale useful am1 fancy artinoon session and also spoke at the banquet in
Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows early in its ex
sirable property.Annual meeting of the
one of the cemetery
\
the evening. Sunday morning Mr. Prentiss
istence and went through the encampment and cles and home-made candy. An attractive
Association at the office of
Building
iiat to change the orPythian
feature for the children will be a Fish Pond.
spoke in Camden, and Sunday evening ad| the canton. He was a member of Thomas H.
James Pattee & Son, Belfast, April 13th, at 3
followers
could
ayi.r’s
dressed a union service at the Thomaston ConMarshall Post, G. A. R. of Belfast, but was not Supper will be served at € p. m., after which
m.
Hallett & Davis pianos at The Fashion,
t Grove cemetery in
will be presented the one-act farce, “Our Aunt p.
gregational church on “Work for the Boys.”
actively identified with the order.
street.The Estabrooks Mfg. Co. can
M ient superintendent.
High
California.” Following is the cast:
Mr. Kelley succeeded his father as one of the from
At the First Parish (Unitarian) church there
few
to
a
give
employment
good, steady girls.
fficials of the public
Felicia
Miss Edna Crawford
strong supporters of the Universalist church Rosalie Needy, j
from $7.50 to $9 will be service Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Subject
was only averted by
Sisters, Miss Florence Libby When experienced they earn
Needy,
in Belfast and until recent years was one of the
Miss Maud Curtis per week. Beginrmrs are paid $3 to $4 per of sermon “Honor thy Fatner and thy MothSally Needy,
some of our ladies
most constant in attendance.
He was long Mrs. Needy, their mother, Miss Mildred Strout week while
learning. Only those wanting er.” Sunday school at 12 noon; Bible class
wed public sentiment.
treasurer and member of the managing board Miss Wilcoxngibs, their dressmaker,
need apply... W. W. Blazo study “Death of Jesus.” Special vesper seremployment
steady
•Me by removing from
Miss Velma Mitchell
and at all times ready to help in furthering the
vice at 4 p. m. for the Knights of King
5
v. Ashley A. Smith,
Merry Muntoburn, their aunt from C alifornia. i is prepared to do all kinds of trucking and
interests of the church and society.
Arthur. All the Castles of the city will atMiss Frances Murch makes a
and
furniture
movof
piano
specialty
•Mied for the position,
Miss Sarah Preston
Mr. Kelley was first married to Miss I>aura The Maid,
also a reader of good
j ing. Leave your orders at H. E. McDonald’s tend. A short sermon will be delivered by
Musical numbers by Mrs. E. P. Frost and
of Richard Rankin of WinterRev. Adolph Rossbach and music appropriate
Rankin,
daughter
iurmture store, a) Main street
Mrs. w. ti.
es P. Hazel tine, both
Miss Emma Skay. Supper and entertainment,
who died shortly after he returned from
for Palm Sunday will be sung by the choir.
Nash and family publish a card of thanksR. Hazeltine, to whose port,
the war in 18(52. In September, 1863, he was 35 cents. Entertainment. 15 cents. Dancing H. A. French & Co. will have their 11th anniA special invitation is extended to the parents
Belfast are indebted
married to Miss Mary E. Rankin, cousin of his at 8.30 o’clock. Tickets, 25 cents per couple;
sale Friday, Saturday and Monday, I and friends.
versary
The
least
the
ng.
city first
ladies. 10 cents.
wife and a native of Richmond, Va. He is
At the Methodist church Palm Sun Jay, April
April 2nd. 3d and 5th, when they will give
uld be to retain one of
survived by his widow and three children: WalThe May Festival. At ;he meeting of the their annual discount of 20
per cent, on all
1
of trustees. The only
4th, at 10.45 a. m., preaching by the pastor,
ter B.
Kellev. who is nresidenf and general
i.,
North Church Guild last Monday evening, goods. Their new
spring goods are all in and Rev. Albert E. Luce; at noon, Bible school, F.
board, and whose tit- j manager of an extensive manufacturing busiI
ness in St. Paul, Minn.; Maj. Edward H. Kelley,
plans were perfected for the May Festival to this a great opportunity for shoppers. Agency P. Blodgett, Supt., at 3 p. m Junior Epworth
none can question, was
i
managing editor of the Bangor Daily Commer- be held in Memorial Hall, May 3rd. In the af- for the May Manton patterns-Mrs. C. S.
i now the library trus- i
League, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p.
cial, and Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley* who has ternoon a baby show will be held, tj which all
Webber, 4 Bell street, will have a fine line of m., reception of members and communion of
"f the mayor's political remained at home and tenderly cared for her
parents. Other near relatives are his niece. mothers with children three years old vr under spring and summer suits, coats, etc., on Tues- the Lord’s Supper. This will be the last pubMrs. Elmer A. Sherman, a nephew, Elmer A. are cordially invited. A May pole dance by
days and Wednesdays until further notice. lic service before the pastor goes to the annual
Rankin, a cousin, Mrs. Edwin Frost, all of Bel- the older children will be a novel feature of
Call and seg^them_April 3d C. W. Lancaster conference to be held in Ellsworth April 6-12.
i-e. ( enter Montville,
fast, and a cousin, John E. Kelley of Boothbay.
J
the afternoon, and other plans are under con- and J. A.
former sheriff of Lincoln county,
Staples will have on sale at the City Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m., Epworth League.
ng resolutions of rei
The funeral was held Monday afternoon at sideration. Among the special attractions of I Feed
corner of Main and Cross streets,
Thursday, church devotional prayer meeting.
Stable,
Rev.
the home in East Belfast, at 2.30 o’clock.
the sale, which will begin in the afternoon and
25 Iowa horses, including matched pairs, work
he loss we have t.usFriday, at 7 p. m., regular meeting of Castle
|
Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist continue through the evening, will be the
our brother William
and driving horses. Every horse will be guarWaldo, K. O. K. A.
officiated. The bearers were the two
church,
1
greater loss sustained sons, Walter B. and Edward H. Kelley, Elmer brass workshop, in charge of Miss Emeroy anteed.,. .Ten cents will buy one dozen Easter
The services for the week at the North
rest and dearest to him:
i
There was Ginn, where all the materials for the
A. Sherman and Elmer 1. Rankin.
popular post cards at the Belfast Department Store, 45
Congregational church will be as follows:
a very large attendance, which included reprewill
be
on
j
sale.
The
brass-piercing
brass, Main street_Fresh herbs, roots and barks at
■•"Ji a just tribute to the
sentatives of the orders of which the deceased
meeting of the Junior C. E. Society this,
awls, boards, brads, fringe, and also numerous The
to say that in regretCity Drug Store_If you want a top Thursday, afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer
j was a member.
ur midst we mourn foi
for
and
candle shades, fern
lamp
patterns
buggy, the very best in the market at the low- meeting this evening at 7.30: topic, Marcus
'if our respect and redishes, etc., as well as finished pieces, will be est
Liquor Legislation at Augusta.
possible price, call on E. R. CQjnner, Front Whitman; morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a.
displayed for sale, and orders for the work street. He can show you sonte, both with end
sincerely condole with
m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L.
of
the
the
session
House
TuesAt
morning
ased on the dispensation
will be taken. An able corps of assistants will
springs and side springs... .Wilson’s White Wilson; subject of the sermon. Science and
day the Staples bill for the unconditional re- be in attendance and lessons
(I divine Providence tc
will
be
to
was
defeated in
given
n
Pine and Tar and Wilson's Hair Tonic at the Religion.
peal of the Sturgis law, which
;oiid them for consolation
Sunday School at noon; consethe Senate last w’eek, wras passed by a vote of beginners desiring them, so that customers
things for the best anc 74
City Drug Store.Mrs. Freeman Partridge cration meeting of the Christian Endeavor
Mr. Peters, of Ellsworth, endeavored can start in on their work
to 54.
at
6.30;
topic. Life lessons from the
meant in mercy.
immediately. The and family publish a card of thanks. Society
to amend it by providing that the repeal
book of Proverbs. Prov. 8:1-17; evening wor"py of the above beenfad for this effective craftsmanship is a rapidbecome operative until it had been
H. Howes, Odd Fellows block, will
shouldn’t
James
"
iinge records; also one be
ship at 7.30; subject; Julius Ceasar, the third in
ratified by a vote of the people at a special ly growing one, and the brass snop will doubt- have a
of the deceased
l*bc
opening and style exhibition of the Shakespear ian series. A cordial welcome
spring
family
was
defeated
75
to
The
amendment
1 ln
less find many patrons. Another novelty plansi extended to all to attend these services.
the Belfast papers, am election.
1^
ladies and misses' suits and garments, on
58.
ned for is a table of baby things, in charge of
respect the charter of this
Services at the Baptist church for the week
amendment to the constitution,
and Thursday, April 7th and 8th.
0
The
Wednesday
Hastings
'llourning for thirty days
V
Mrs. D. L. Wilson. All sorts of dainty trifles
sentences mandatory in liquor
M *'
will be as follows: This, Thursday, afternoon
A representative of New York suit and garTasker, Committee making jail
for babies’ wear will be on sale. Mrs. C. E.
cases, together with the two supplementary
will have a missionary
on
'skkr,
|
Owen will have charge of a table of aprons ment houses will be here and deliver all suits at 3.30, the Juniors
and
^ Resolutions bills effecting illegal possession and maintainl
a social.
This evening
"°i>win,
followed
advt.
of Fred A.
by
and
and
Mrs.
kimonas,
M.
sold....See
E.
Brown
houses
of
meeting
and
will
have
nuisances,
garments
gambling
ing liquor
h
ill fame, went through without a voice being the fancy table. Candy will be on sale also, Johnson’s closing out sale, of which mention is the covenant meeting. Friday evening a union
another
and
"n'te
feature
of
the
affair
almeasures
have
will
These
be
^il
gave a delightful musi<
raised in protest.
Carle & Jones fa- meeting, will be held in the auditorium in the
!
Japanese tea room, where little maids made elsewhere_One of
ready received a passage in the Senate and will the
'-hurch Tuesday
en
interests of the Laymen’s Movement, to be
in oriental costumes will serve tea, sand- mous 9 cent sales begins this morning and
^ 4 *^
now go to the governor for his approval. There
l^'at £reatly appreciat
is some intimation that the Governor may veto wiches and wafers during the afternoon. Miss continues Friday and Saturday. The sale will addressed by Mr. C. W. Nesbit of Washington,
Grace Chadwick has charge of this department.
singer. The progran the Hastings bill.
D. C. Sunday at 10.45, morning worship, with
include summer dress goods, white waistings,
low the splendid an<
The House and Senate are in disagreement In the evening the Ladies’ Quartette, which
belt buckles, col- sermon; Sunday school at noon. At 4 p. m. a
and
children’s
ladies
hosiery,
has
so delighted Belfast audiences, will have
an^
at
the
close
o:
the
74
to
the
to
h,s.voice*
as
House,
57,
Sturgis law,
Ljytom tf!!
enoe was reluctant t.
>
having repealed that famous measure, the charge of the entire program, which promises lars, pins, crash, etc.Flowers for Easter at vesper service and the Lord’s Supper, followed
Mr. White return
and
Senate, a few days ago, having by a vote of 22 a treat in store for the audience. Tickets for the Hamilton greenhouse; also a large stock of by a social service in connection with the
TTe‘
hls ‘hanks. Mr. White i
'lkf
to 8 refused to repeal it. Unless the Senate the afternoon are to be 25 cents, for the eventhe very best seeds.... Dr. Salie, eye specialist Christian Endeavor Society, led by the pastor.
V ‘""gers with which a Presqm
k.7/'1
will recede and concur with the House, the ing 35 cents, and a combination ticket will be
H'
'i.
Windsor hotel April There will be no further evening servicel
Isl.
favored.—Presque
Sturgis law will remain upon the statute sold for 50 cents, admitting in both afternoon of Portland, will be at the
and evening.
books.
7th and 8th.
_.
Wednesday evening,.the men’s social meeting*

I

brief

Mrs. Banton of Freedom is visiting her dauin Pittsfield.
Mrs. James Preston of Lowell, Mass., spent
last week in town, the guest of Mrs. James H.
Howes.

was

was

a

stay.

ghter, Mrs. Charles Danforth,

out of

pleasant evening

t..Born. .Married..

K

4

spent in games and music. Tea
was served at 6
o’clock, after which they were
?nrertained at the Opera House, where a

.-dnm.
;

Migration, chapter

book.

coming

ternoon

\urthport... .Waldo

I

PERSONAL.

Mrs. George A. Dunning of Brunswick visited friends in Belfast the past week.

Miss Doris Anita Clifford
entertained her
teacher and classmates of Class No.
14, Baptist
Sunday school Tuesday, March 30th. The af-

nturies of
in Maine.

|

NUMBER IS

PERSONAL.
Miss Isabel Ginn is in Boston for

his house
yesterday morning Hon. William B. Swan slipped and fell on
the steps, cracking two ribs. He
is up about
the house and suffers but little
inconvenience
from the accident.

lght for Every Day.,
port Man.
tbiiuary.Stockton
j

Belfast.

The Haywood Queen Esther
Circle will meet
Friday evening, April 2nd at 7.30 with Miss
Elizabeth Chamberlain on Pearl
street
Subject for study, The New

Connor

Horses. .Paradise in
.nd ( poem). ..Neutral
Boys Buy a Town-

|

^

APRIL 1, 1909.

full report of the
entertainment at Brainard school house,
Northport, March 26th, will
next
week.
appeal

Got his
Frankfort...
Hampden
The Topsail Schooner
Gen.

,u

MAINE, THURSDAY,

Johrnai

A

Washington. ..Condon’s
.Signs of Spring

3

The News Of

ts a

!>

|

BENJAMIN KELLEY.

ican

motion of Senator Milliken the Senate
Friday voted to recall from the executi-•* the
resolve in favor of the University »f Maine
and tabled it. This action was taken i- the
result of an agreement teween '.ivirnor
Fernald and the committe »n education *.• ap
propriate $100,000 flat for each of the next
four years, $80,000 to be used for rnn ntenance and $20,000 each
.mi
year for the
tory. President Fellows <•:" the University of
Maine states that the
president and trustees
have signified their assent to
any proposition
which the committee on education and the
Governor might agree upon, so that there will
be no opposition to the resolve in a new draft
It has been the position of the
and
the trustees while the matter was under discussion that they were bound to
accept the
action of the committee on education.
The
original resolve called for $75,000 for a dormi
tory to be divided between the years I'.KH) and
1010, so that the new draft of the resolve upon which the committee has
finally come to an
agreement with the Governor, will save $35,000
in the appropriations of the next two years.

president

Union Harvest Grange. Center M mtville,
had every officer present last Saturday even-

ing,

which is

voted

to

something

unusual.

The

grant to Sister Eliza Kane

drawal card.

The

following

program

Grange
a

with-

was en-

joyed:

reading by Sister Tasker; reading by
Mehuren; reading by Brother Ramsay;
recitation by the Worthy Master; song by the
Worthy Lecturer; quotation by Brother Terry,
quotation by Sister Gordon; reading by the
Sister

Worthy Secretary.

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, had an
entertainment and oyster supper Wednesday

evening,

March 31st.

Letter from Washington,

low Gen. Connor Got his Crutches.

j EXPLANATION

OBITUARY.

THE TOPSAIL SCHOONER MEXICAN

Queen of the Penobscot Bay Fleet in 1837.
Wir am Harrison Nash of Morrill passed to
The topsail schooner Mexican, the
the higher life March 13th, aged 70 years, 2
in the
tol. They Shake Hands with President
months and 27 days. He married Miss Angelia “Queen of Penobscot Bay”
Taft
Representative Burleigh Extends
Morse Thomas 49 years ago. They lived in palmy days of the coastwise trade, was
Center Montville 46 years and since that time built at the Mill Brook shipyard in West
Courtesies. His Work on the Census Bill
the other. At this moment the rebels
had resided in Morrill. He was a member of
ar.! in the Departments. Senator Hale
Prospect, now Searsport, and launched
The Fedwere at bay all along the line.
Union Harvest Grange and of E. H. Bradstreet in
Senator Frye'on the
on the War Path.
May, 1835. She, was 116 tons, O. M.,
third
or
eral column had for the second
Post, G. A. R. of Liberty. He was honored and 80 feet in length/ 25 feet in breadth and
Tariff.
time nearly reached the enemy’s works respected by all. Quiet in manner he had a
10 feet deep. The model was made by
Correspondence of The Journal.]
and had paused for a moment as if to kind word for everybody, believing that all
Master Sebra Crooker, who was also
These
24.
March
D.
a
for
C.,
\y ishington,
were possessed of some good.
He served in
take breath and gather strength
m ster builder until she was ready for
days for the High
final attempt to penetrate them. The Company B, 26th Maine Regt. Inft. Volunteers, planking, when he was engaged to build
•a,.
ig
and
Red
the
River
in
in
are
inThe
of
Maine.
participated
campaign
to
another vessel, Master Henry Mathews
students
ml
enemy,
:
They
victory.
pause was fatal
Louisiana in 1863, and on returning from a 600 completing the work on the Mexican.'
a weakness,
of
take
to
advantage
::tg the federal Capitol in force, seequick
mile march at once proceeded without a single Both of those men were well known
the sights and forming opinions of
t
suddenly in a column struck our left flank
in the early days of West
day’s rest to Port Hudson, where he partici- master builders
is
a
column
our
how
getit., ir own as to
Washington
in front and poured into
Prospect, where at one time was owned
in the memorable siege from May 29th
pated
and managed in the early ’40’s 40 vesThe Federal column
solid sheet of fire.
ng along under the new Taft administo July 9, 1863, and until there were less than
sels engaged in the coastwise trade.
tration.
started for the rear or to gain the Brock 100 men out of 1,000 fit for
They are viewing Congress in
military duty. A
The Mexican was built for Capt. Benvtra session, climbing the Washington
Road, and a whole rebel division came comrade who served with him and marched by jamin Colcord, who sailed her for about a
monument, tramping the corridors of the
pell-mell after them. Back we ran as his side through those long, weary days, says year. She was then commanded by Capt.
useless as a flock of sheep toward the he was always ready and willing to do what- John P. Colcord continuously until he reDepartments, and so on to the end of a
While in his comtired from the sea.
Brock Road and the open air; back ever was required of him without a murmur.
High school classes from
,ng chapter.
mand she was never outsailed. She was
he was the most able man in the
Physically
were
toward
back
and
Kennebunk
Wiscasset
toward
the
breastworks;
iardiner,
engaged in the lumber trade between
six feet, four inches, and
or any- regiment, standing
nere last week and went the rounds, havBangor and Boston and other ports in
The old family apothecaries, Carleton & the batteries; toward anything
was well
Mr. Nash also served that
proportioned.
vicinity, returning with freight and
ing a gay old time indeed. These visiting Hovey of Lowell, Mass., established in 1827, where to get out of danger. The rebels in Company B, First Maine Sharp Shooters
passengers and was very successful finanstudents were agreed that they had learn- have in their possession the old prescription were pressing the helpless mob as relent- (Captain Thos. H. Peavey) and saw
and
long
cially for her owners.
,1 more about their country in a few book in which is filed the prescription for lessly as ever; a maddened foe pressing hard service until the close of the war. He
After Capt. Colcord retired she was
on
did
shouting
hours than they could acquire from a few Father John's Medicine as written by the emi- its victim.
his whole duty for his country. The funeral commanded by Capt. Jeremiah Grant of
On,
they came,
It was indeed a was held at his late home March 16th at 10.30 Prospect for a time, and then by Capt.
months perusal of hooks. Right on the nent specialist who prescribed it for the late and sure of victory.
who comNelson Smart of
Rev. Fr. John O'Brien of Lowell, by whom it
orels of those young excursionists came
dark moment for the Stars and Stripes. a. m., under the management of Hon. L. C. manded her in the Searsport,
lumber trade out of
was recommended to his friends and
Morse
of
Rev.
A.
parishionand
Smith
of
it
must
Belfast
Liberty,
Ashley
of
students
:nt High school
What could save the day? Surely
Bangor until 1859, when she was sold to
ers, and from whom it has derived its name and
Belfast officiating. There was singing by the
IsVsboro. under the management of
be something providential. Col. Connor’s
Capt. Riley Cottrell of Belfast and was
was advertised with his
and apMorrill quartette. Following is a list of the afterward owned in Frankfort and Banknowledge
itAlso there came High
Orru J. Dickey.
proval. It is not a patent medicine and it is regiment, the 19th, was replenishing
flowers: Pillow with the word “Father” from gor.
at the moment the
si-rool students from Augusta, who were free from
ammunition
self
in
or
other
She ended her days on the Neck, Squam
morphine, opium
his sons and daughter; piece with the word
poisonous
These
Connor
class.
Col.
“also”
in
the
o
means
It
reverse
makes
and
drugs.
began. Suddenly
by
strength
prevents pneu“Husband” from his wife; basket from Walter Bar, Oct. 17, 1890. A marine painting of
a Gloucester school teachthe wreck
visitors haw kept Representative monia—invaluable as a tonic and body builder wheeled his command parallel to the Nash and E. R. Thomas; bouquet of
ii,:.
pinks and er took thebyfirst
of $1,500 at the
BurVigl and other Maine Congressmen for weak and run down systems. Not a new Plank Road and poured volley after vol- roses from Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nash; bouquet W'orld’s Fair in prize in 1893.
Chicago
medicine—50
in use.
them
division.
of
all
years
the
rebel
Madeline
Coombs
to
of
from
Of
course
flank
the
white
Grandpa;
pinks
stiqring high.
ley into
The Bangor Commercial, in publishing
their Congressmen and
to si
Never did a section of a line of battle from Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Sherer of Rockland; this account of the Mexican, had an acand
Mrs.
from Mr.
Selwin Bowen; wreath companying cut from a photograph of a
tion whether it would, the new schedules,
change front more opportunely and sel- spray
pains t look the statesmen up at
from Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Bangs; piece from painting now in the possession of Miss
if enacted into law, promise to depredom if ever was a volley delivered with
'apitol. All the courtesies possible
Union Harvest Grange; cut flowers from Mr. Hannah C. Colcord of Searsport, the
,verextended to them in learning about ciate the value of nearly every woodlot in more telling effect. The enemy falterand Mrs. D. C. Kane. The bearers were Messrs. daughter ot the late Capt. John P. Colas well as in a number of other
into
of
moment
Maine,
ambush
at
the
and
other
who commanded the Mexican in
ed. half dismayed
places
apitol
Simon and George Erskine, Daniel Dickey and cord,
her palmy days.
v
the map of the District of Columbia, States that produce pulp wood. Senators which they supposed they had been led. D. O. Bowen.
is
a
Following
quotation from
s,-,::., of them got to shake the hand of Hale and Frye are well aware of that, as Their officers could hardly keep them the history of the 26th Maine:
C
O 'a’ <0 2ML X AX.
well
as
of
the
that
had
the
Taft,
but
that
is
a
i. si dent
uurs are tne memories oi tnose glorious days,
tendency
proposed from fleeing. They felt the enemy
special privWhen bugle notes awoke the slumbering morn.
Bear,the
ilege these days, depending upon whethe*- law would have toward lowering wages been playing a trick by retiring so steadi- When
the drums beat for battles to be born
Signature
rhe President is in town at the right time of Maine workmen and oi' giving Canada
]y before them, and they would not ad- And fields of blood still meet the soldiers’ gaze.
of
the advantage in the great paper and vance
Again the batteries of Port Hudson blaze.
ana also upon the pressure of public busifarther.
any
And roaring Dalgrens thunder a reply
aleast
At
was
Representative Burleigh asked that pulp industries. A goodly number of SenThe check
complete.
As dauntless Farragut goes sailing by
ators and Representatives
m President give a reception to the Belfrom other fifteen minutes elapsed before they re- With fleets almost the hostile forts that graze.
Ours are the memories that can never die.
fast and Islesboro students. This was states are gathering under Senator Hale’s covered from the shock, anti during that
While still a comrade lives who wore the blue.
uvended. and’Congressman Burleigh ac- leadership. He already has a formidable time our troops gained the Brock Road Who at Chalmatte his ready rifle knew,
And
saw at Irish Rend the foeman fly.
i: allied the party to the East room at
following. There is small hope of ac- and formed their lines to receive the Such scenes in song and story live again
i
White House and presented them to complishing much in the House, where enemy. Never was a point of time more When at the campfires meet the men of Maine.
the bill will probably pass about as it was
resident Taft.
precious to the Union cause. The enemy
After an illness extending over a period of
A this is the vacation period thousands drawn, but the shock of battle is to be for
nearly three hours did not venture two years, Mrs. James H. Post departed this
life
at 8.15 a. m. Sunday, March 14, death oenets are coming at thistimeof the had in the Senate, where there is more
into
beyond where the volley was poured
Me.
curing at the ranch home of J. A. Post, three National Bank
ta- and the White House is
besieged latitude for hot fighting.
Never were a few moments miles west of this city.
their flank.
Tuberculosis, the
Mr. Taft is glad to grant
i. .rests.
Senator Frye says that the removal of of time more valuable to the Union result of a complication of diseases, was the
direct cause of death. Two years ago she con- ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
and. to receive the young people the duty from wood
... :
pulp would transfer forces: yet a handful of men, less than tracted consumption, and gradually failed deOF HARTFORD, CONN.
vei he can possibly spare the time.
that industry to Canada, and that the three hundred, were instrumental in ob- spite the efforts of her physicians. Since Janu3rd she was confined continuously to her
ary
HI ooo men now
DECEMBER
ASSRTS
>ur er two a day would be required
31, 190*.
A
was
defeat
like
in
the
wood
employed
taining it. What seemed
bed. She was a great, although a patient suf$ 167,686 38
i‘ shake hands with all the
young students pulp and paper business in Maine would warded off by the resolute standing of a ferer to the end. Florence M. Giles was born Heal estate,
1,804.727 14
Stocks and bonds.
This is a be placed in forced idleness.
.vant to s *r him just now.
These in- small body of troops under the lead of an at Thorndike, Me., in the year 1873, on June 12. Cash in office and bank.
304,217 4i
She was united in marriage to James II. Post
229,01< 14
:t
>;' time for a very busy President to dustries. he said, represent $70,000,000
balances,
intelligent, brave and beloved officer. at Westbrook, Me., and from there moved to Agents’
519 56
Hills receivable,
are.
when Congressmen and many in capital.
As soon Knox of the same State. In 1899 she moved
And it was not without cost.
26,070 17
with her husband to Rig Timber, and five years Interest and rents.
73
11.709
■others are pressing for a few moment's
their
surAll
other
from
assets,
as they began to recover
later they returned to the old home in Maine.
,-or.versation with him.
fall they returned to Montana and Mr.
CONDON S BIG SPRING OPENING.
59
prise the rebels proceeded to change Last
$2,543,947
Gross assets,
Post took up a farm near Straw, in the Judith
’• oral
Third District travellers, who
48,406 96
Deduct items not admitted,
front and opened fire upon their assail- Basin. For the
past few months they have
An Event in Greeley, Colorado.
navi been sunning themselves in the land
into
made their home with J. A. Post, a brother of
Col. Connor sprang forward
ants.
$2,495,540 63
Admitted assets,
it were almost superfluous to say anyof Dixie have dropped in at Representain- Mr. Post, near this city, where she was when
about the grand spring opening at the road to lead a charge. Almost
visited by the grim reaper. Since early child31. 1908.
DECEMBER
thing
LIABILITIES
o
and hood the deceased had been an earnest and deBurleigh’s offices the last few days. Condon’s last night, and
$ 121,49* 17
practically stantly he was struck by a bullet
Net unpaid losses,
Mr. 'i. E. Frost of Belfast, who was out everybody in town was there.
To at- fell helpless to the ground. His fall was vout member of the Methodist Episcopal faith, Unearned premiums.
1,235,627 *8
and was always a faithful worker in the church.
a
or. the stum).- in the last campaign, was
53,857 08
tempt word picture would only beggar taken
the troops as a signal to retire She was also a member in good standing of the All other liabilities,
by
500,000 00
the
Cash
capital.
magnificent display and lessen the
in Washington last week on his way home
Rebecca
of
and
of
SunMe.,
and
Lodge
Unity,
585,557 50
over all liabilities,
carried away by the hundreds and they fell back to the Brock Road
light Grange of Knox, Me. The remains were Surplus
fr
the South. Major John W. Fogler impression
who jammed the aisles, the elevator, the their wounded leader was borne from shipped Tuesday morning on train No. 2., to
63
and
Total
liabilities
$2,495,540
surplus,
>1 'kowhegan. has been here recently different floors and
departments, from the field, a cripple for life and narrowly Knox, Me., for burial. Besides a husband and FIELD &
IJllMBV, Agents, Itelfast, Maim*.
■'
father, she leaves one sister. Mrs. Cora Alice
r
welcomed by the Third District 7:30 until 10 o’clock in the evening. The
3wl3
Cole of Thorndike, and two brothers, Carlyle M.,
grand display, with its perfect prepara- escaping capture.
‘or.rhigent at the Capitol.
Thus the 19th Maine under the orders of Effington, 111., and Wallace E., of Shawmut,
tion and metropolitan aspect, has had no
.'ivsentative Burleigh is heaving a
Mont., to mourn their loss. Her husband and
precedent in the mercantile industry of and lead of Gen. Connor saved our army father, (>kley Giles, were at the bedside when SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL INgr. of relief because that troublesome Greeley, and that is saying much, as it from defeat.
If we had known at the death occurred. The deceased was possessed of
SURANCE CO. EDINBURGH,
Census bill is off his bands. During the has long been recognized by the travelsweet disposition, kind, tender and thoughtful,
time what great service we had renderSCOTLAND.
and
beloved
who
In
was
all
knew
her.
her
who
are
the
by
only real au■a
six months lie has devoted much ing salesmen,
But as death the husband loses a faithful and
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
that Greeley has the most up-to- ed we should have felt better.
loving
tin t- to its provisions while they were thority,
$ 90,706 42
date and progressive mercantile houses, it was there was but a handful of us left wife, and the father a kind and devoted daugh- Real estate.
ter.- Rig Timber. Montana, Pioneer.
429,812 50
ui. .er consideration in committee.
If the in proportion to it? size, of
Mortgage loans,
any city west with the colors. The loss in the regibonds,
4,080,985 30
Stocks
and
Senate does not pass the bill, as the of the big river.
Half had
168,675 52
Cash in office and bank,
There was a large attendance at the funeral
For some time the big store has been ment had been fearful. Nearly
297.179 33
House passed it. however, there will be
balances.
been killed or wounded, and with such a of Mrs. S. G. Norton, which was held March Agents’
a complete remodeling and
undergoing
63,548 41
and
Interest
rents,
:>
f< r- nee c immittee, of which Gov.
23d
at their old homestead in North Palermo.
renovation, and last evening the result loss, and without knowing what damage
Rev. T. R. Pentecost of Montville was the offilie
B
will
of
the
House
mem$5,130.90 < 54
was evident from the countless expresigh
Gross assets
we had done, we felt very sad. After dark
ciating clergyman and Samuel Marden, an old Deduct items not admitted,
178,298 78
■. an :
wid ht. -■■ to sit at the coun- sions of admiration and delight.
A
of
friend
of
the
had
the
serfamily,
charge
to
we drank some coffee and laid down
vices. The beautiful flowers, which entirely
u
face with Senator noticable feature in every one of the
$4,952,608 <6
Admitted assets,
twelve big departments, aside from the sleep. Troops were marching by us all covered the casket, testified to the love and
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
ui.'.ing Hoi,." LaFollette of Wis- artistic display, was the newness and
in
was
held
in
her
which
she
what
time
high
regard
hundredth
night, asking for the
$ 156,360 42
Thr
tt«*r was recently put at freshness of everything
adopted home and in Palermo. Very choice Net unpaid losses.
in sight, and
1,759,987 27
regiment, and we would answer the 19th pieces were sent from many friends in Relfast Unearned premiums,
even
the
of
who
large
army
salespeople,
t!.. ( nsus committee of the
32,835 31
and Thomaston, consisting of roses, carnations All other liabilities,
stood smiling in their pride, looked as if Maine. One of them asked how about that
200,000 00
in every hue. lilies and ferns in abundance. Deposit capital,
Gov. Burleigh was one of the
2,803,425 76
they had just come out of a bandbox. frying pan?--something that happened An exquisite pillow bearing the word “Wife” Surplus over all liabilities,
that President Roose- The front rooms on the second floor were
:•••!■
in the 19th in our early service. Then we from the husband, another pillow having the
76
liabilities
and
Total
$4,952,608
surplus,
word ‘'Mother” from the three sons, and a
■.•••*!■ ni-ndations that Census ap- a joy for the ladies and a sigh for the
that made us feei better and we beautiful
men.
piece in the form of a cross from FIELD & (HIM BY. Agents, Ikelfast, Maine.
Millinery, suits and wraps were laughed;
to med
to help take the new
3wl3
the officers of the Maine State prison, of which
there.
The carpets and furnishings were went to sleep.
-.
her son Bernes is warden. The interment
in. the spring of 1910, be selected like
A Member of the Regiment.
riding in a balloon and the new
was in the Smith cemetery beside her only
ATLAS ASSURANCE COMPANY, Ltd.,
ug’n the Civil Service Commission, spring creations were so fluffy that one
daughter Juliette, who died more than 20
fix: .■revision, which was the bone of could feel the softness with his eyes shut.
LONDON, ENGLAND.
Much sympathy is extended t<>
imyears
ago.
with
well
feel
well
or
eat
Can’t
look
well,
the entire family.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Lemonade-punch was served to all the pure blood feeding
:
tion and led to the veto of the first
Keep the blood
body.
your
guests and the music from a 7-piece or- jure with Burdock Blood Bitters. Eat simply,
Real estate,
$ 83,878 81
< envois bill by President
Roosevelt, has chestra completed the harmony of the ake exercise, keep clean and you will have long
Stocks and bonds,
1,869,107 09
now been incorporated in the bill.
Cash in office and bank,
62,040 32
grand display.—Greeley, Colorado, Trib- ife.
259,485 75
Agents’ balances,
Now that the troubles of the House une, March 19th.
and rents,
Interest
18,256 67
HAM PDEN.
It is estimated that nearly 1,000 people
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics All other
9.316 98
assets,
Republicans in getting organized have called altogether during the evening, and
The entertainmet given at Town Hall, March
forthe cureof disessesof Horses,
besettled satisfactorily, Representa- nothing but expressions of delight were
!5th, by the Sons of Veterans, was successful
Gross assets,
$2,302,085 62
Dogs, Poultry.
Sheep,
Cattle,
tive Burleigh is resuming his rounds of heard on all sides at the beauty both of n every way. In spite of wind and rain a
131,265 74
Deduct items not admitted,
A A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever.
so that the hall was
the Departments on the errands of his the decorations and the handsome goods
arge number gathered
B. B. For SPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism.
88
which would do credit to a city
Admitted
$2,170,819
assets,
displayed,
illed and all were enthusiastic in their praises
i'!>r siituents.
ne too tea it aown to the
C. C. ForSORE Throat, Epizootie. Distemper.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
many times the size of Greeley.—Daily
From thejmoment the
whole
>f
the
program.
Po.-toffice Department the other day and Greeley Pioneer.
D. D. For WORMS, Dots. Grubs.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 111,113 40
curtain rose on the first tableau—The Goddess
Unearned premiums,
1,307,581 93
E. B. For COUGHS, I'oldu, Influenza.
persuaded the authorities to put Mouna
-a
Defenders
Her
sailorjand
and
>f Liberty
All other liabilities,
38,523 57
WORTH KNOWING.
F. F. For COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea.
•'•a;r ville. on Deer Isle, back in the list of
a
oonwas
over
all
713,600 98
there
liabilities,
Surplus
ioldier, until the final scene,
G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
postoffitoes. The Department abolished
To remove Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches
The
inuous applause and unabated interest.
Total liabilities and surplus,
H. H. For KIDNEY and Bladder disorders.
$2,170,819 88
the iftice some t:me ago, but the people and all forms of Skin eruptions, is, acording 1
ihorus and solo work was good, and included
FIELD A; QUIMBY. Agent*, Belfast, Maine.
to a well known Physician, a very easy matFor SKIN DISEASES. Mange. Eruptions.
I-1.
tie :r think they are as much entitled to
of especial in3wl3
ter; he says that many are afflicted with some ; ill the old war songs. Features
J. K. For BAD CONDITION. Inligestion.
postal facilities as ever and in short order one of the above ailments, and are subject to a erest were the drill of the young recruits, the
bottle.
Price, 60 Cents per
great deal of embarassment on account of the
THE CONTINENTAL INSURANCE COMth< y vili have them again.
oldiers’ march through Georgia, the music by
unsightly appearance which they present, and
Vet. Cure Oil, for Stable or
PANY OF NEW YORK.
he fife and drum corps, the plantation scene
It is a long time since the 500 Con- recommends the following simple harmless
and inexpensive treatment. Go to your DrugField Use, $1.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
tnd singing by the darkies. Also thejsoldiers
gi'i .-n around the Capital saw Sena- gist and
Clearola
filled:
this
drill b.y
prescription
get
Real estate,
$ 1,009,000 00
enting at night and the Columbian
At druggists, or sent prepaid
tor Hale of Maine, out in the open, war- one-half ounce, Ether one ounce, Alcohol seven
350,700 00
Mortgage loans,
iixteen young women, who, dressed in nationon receipt of price.
ri(v-,-:ad. He has fought many a legis- ounces; mix, shake w ell and apply to the parts
and
bonds,
Stocks
16,092,005 00
Gieat
affected night and morning, allowing it to reil colors, executed their parts perfectly.
and
63
office
in
Cash
bank,
817,685
•at
battle.
Ai»OOPage 15ook on the treat- Agents' balances,
Frequently he has been main for at least ten minutes, then wipe off :redit is due Mrs. E. C. Hodgins, whofso effi782,217 70
of
Domestic
care
and
ment
in
s'- nate clashes.
But usually his the powder from the skin. Use a soft cloth or
08
entertain72,161
Bills
receivable,
:ientlv managed and directed the;
sponge in applying the mixture and in from
Interest and rents,
192,598 45
at
Animals anti Stable Chart to
;m thods
are quiet, leaning to adjustten days to two w'eeks your face will be smooth
nent; to Miss Marion Wales, who presided
Pure
to the
ments in the conference room, where and clear as a marriage bell. Get the
hang up. mailed free.
86
he piano throughout the evening, and
Gross assets.
$19,316,367
which is only put up in one-half
of the
Deduct items not admitted,
1,671 05
differences are put to the test without Clearola,
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corner
\cademy students and young people
Ask to see it.
ounce packages.
“Sons.
William and Ann Streets, New York.
Now the senior j
;own who so acceptably assisted the
particular display.
Admitted assets,
$19,314,696 81
SIGNS OF SPRING.
Maine Senator is right out in the middle
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
FRANKFORT.
of the way, inviting combat and ready to Sister’s planning dresses, dimities and lawn.
$ 354,096 25
Net upaid losses,
The operetta, A Merry Company, for which
1
talk of fashions now' is going on,
Unearned premiums,
7,211,417 04
school children have been rehearsing durhe
put spear oil the shield of all comers. Constant
432,433 04
All other liabilities,
|
Outing costume chatter every day we hear,
So all the Capitol is interested to note There’s no doubt about it, spring is drawing j ing the vacation, will be presented in the K. of ,
1,000,000 00
Cash capital,
The
14th.
48
all
P.
hall
over
liabilities,
Wednesday
evening,
April
10,316,750
near.
the outcome.
Surplus
me!
play will be followed by a dance,5 and candy
As all Maine knows by this time the Mother's started sighing, mutters “Mercy
81
and
Real Estate Salesman
Total liabilities
$19,314,696
surplus,
Everything about the house is dirty as can be:” ; will be on sale during the evening-Work ;
welfare of the pulp and paper industry We must start house cleaning very soon I fear, i
AT TU'lKN HIKE
FIELD A: OIIMIIV, Agents, Belfast, Maine
has been resumed at the Mt. Waldo quarry,
3wl2
AND
I! KOOKS
is
about
j
no
doubt
drawing
There’s
it, spring
of the Pine Tree State is hazarded by
which was shut down during the winter
near.
Sto send us description of farms
j
the provisions of the Payne tariff reviThere are about 225 men now emmonths.
now fur sale, and to show same
j AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE
Brother Bill is sewing up a baseball mitt,
Albert
at
the
wTorks.Hon.
to our customers. He must
granite
ployed
sion bill and Mr. Hale has announced Telling us about the time he made a three-base
COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.
own a team and live near
|
Peirce has returned from a business trip to AuI
hit;
I depot or on stage line. It is
that he will accept the challenge and
and Portland.Batchelder’s orchestra
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Thinks that he’ll be captain of his nine this gusta
not necessary that he he fafurnished music for the dance given in the K.
$
1 Mortgage loans,
35,000 00
miliar with the Real Estate
try to put those duties back. This promyear,
of P. Hall, Prospect, Wednesday evening
1
is drawing
590,250 00
Business, as. we have many
Collateral loans,
ises to be a very difficult undertaking, There’s no doubt about it, spring
The dramatic company of the West Winterin
this
men with no previous experience
line, mak4,001,512 00
Stocks and bonds,
near.
port grange is planning to present the drama
185,726 19
ing $1000 to $1500 a year.
because most of the States, where there
Cash in office and bank,
Every one’s excited; spring is in the air.
Borderland in the K. of P. hall here some time
Thousands of sales prove our methods right.
balances,
451,496 12
Agents’
Women folks are planning what they’re going during the week after Easter.
are no pulp and paper mills, naturally
392 06
We require no advance payments. We are simBills receivable,
to wear;
think that the lowering of pulp and
42,752 34
All other assets,
ply looking for a man of ability who has the confiTo foretell its -coming, needs no wise, old seer,
dence of the community in which he resides, who
N. Y., writes:
Mr.
F.
G.
Oneonta,
Fritts,
The news- Father’s getting lazy.
Spring will soon be “My little girl was greatly benefittedby taking
can secure a list of properties for sale, and who
paper duties is a good thing.
$5,307,128 71
Gross assets,
believes he would like to enter the Real Estate
here.
5,307,128 71
papers, or many of them, claim that it
Foley’s Orino Laxative, and I think it is the
Admitted assets,
Business. His success would be assured backed by
—Detroit Free Press.
for constipation and liver trouble.”
best
remedy
1908.
will make print paper cheaper. They
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31,
Our
and
women
and
Reputation
best
for
is
Our Capital
Foley’s Orino Laxative
$ 164,843 74
Net unpaid losses,
have waged a long campaign for lower
If you have backache and urinary troubles children, as it is mild, pleasant and effective,
Please write us today and mention ypur age and
2,099,801 02
Unearned premiums,
what experience, if any, you have had as an agent
duties and a special committee of Con- you should take Foley’s Kidney Remedy to and is a splendid spring medicine, as it cleanses
83,465 39
All
other
Sold
liabilities,
the
so they
or salesman.
and build up
the system and clears the complexion.
kidneys
strengthen
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
gress investigated the matter and made will act properly, as a serious kidney trouble by all druggists.
56
CO.
all
959,018
liabilities,
E. A. STROUT
Surplus over
recommendations that were substantial- may develop.
THE CHILDREN LIKE IT
York
New
Barton
Philadelphia
bill.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,307,128 71
ly embodied in the Payne tariff
OUS.Hk BUf. 47 Wat Mtk St. LuJTKWBU,.
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfait, Maine.
Whether the lower duties would low2wl3
3wl2
er the price of paper or not many quesPrevents Pneumonia
—

High School

Students at the National

Capi-

mid-day and the conflict
had been incessant since day began.
Both armies had surged furiously to and
fro and each had been driven back by
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Cut this year about sixty
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ELMER f. BROWN. M. D..
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A SSI-

Practice limited to Fyc. Kar. Nose and Throat
including the fitting of Glasses.

every
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F. A. PACKARD,
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Box B, Camden, Maine.

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corner, £ mile from Northport Campground, will
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUTTON
Stf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine
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LydiaE.Pinkham’s Vegeta*
ble Compound Cured Her.
V

illimantic. Conn.—1' For five years
I suffered untold
agony from female

troubles, causing backache, irregularities, dizziness and nervous prostration^ It was impossible for me to
on

showed

funds to 20 secel safe in saying
the number bred,
breeders in pro-

i.

a

1

lam Mendolita,
..dit. all over, very
d eights as a yearnit. This is a great

I-'-aiding

a

For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, au.i
suffering women ow e it to themselvi.
to at least give this medieini a trial
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and w hv should it
not cure you ?

long

left went and
He is just
him.
shoulders, back and
ive

1

that

from good mares were very
a
perfect foal, will nice fillies, the third one a trifle coarse
s
is justly proud of
Fanny Delmar 2.27 1-4 by Delmar, is
arrive in 1909.
to be raced this year.
She has wintered
lAuremark 141 2.10.
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That such islands shall main-

standing army, or navv, or any
defense, and only volunteer militia

sufficient to maintain local order.
Third. That the ships of all nations,
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for
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The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made fi urn mi ls
and herbs, is unparalleled. It
may be
used with perfect confidence bv women
who suifer from displacements, inllammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra-

apply

tain no

innocent.
Fourth. That such islands shall main-
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that Mr.

one
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is one of the compact kind, looks
strong,
at every point, goes pacing and can go
fast. The superintendent thinks she will
do.
She has a right to, all of her folks

ma-

huilt right, with the
is asked of her.”
called Edgernark’s
iffered for sale, but
price has “riz.
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We often wonder how any person tan be
persuaded into taking anything (tut Foley's
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. Do not be fooled into accepting
own make” or other substitutes.
The genuine contains no harmful drugs and is in a
yellow package. Sold by all druggists.

INSTANT RELILT FROM ITCH.

Hr,
c

Tne Itch Gone, the Skin Soothed and Refreshed Immediately.

ear-old colt, Billy

Instant Relief from that itch.
A few drops of a soothing liquid—
And the itch is gone as if by magic.
Just a drop or two on the skin and no more
of that torturing, endless, nerve racking itch.
Can you imagine how it will feel—that itching agony swept away in a moment?
You can know the relief if you just try the
simple remedy—simplest of external liquid
remedies—oil of wintergreen as compounded
in D. D. D. Prescription.
We positively know that it alleviates the
itch immediately we vouch for this and guarantee it —for we have seen it used in too many
cases, and the cures that follow, as far as we
know, seem to be permanent.
W. O. Poor & Son.

bay trotter of
subject for the
rare thing to find
any
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In addition to his
fast trotter.
Last
;e for Mr. Nevins in
Mind one of still anpounds steel grey
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year-old,
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enjoyed

our

good
call

stOCK.

superintendent,
i"ws

is

a

he soothing spray of Ely s Liquid (, ream
Balm, used in an atomizer, is an unspeakable
relief to sufferers from Catarrh. Some of them
describe it as a Godsend, and no wonder. The
thick, foul discharge is dislodged and the patient breathes freely, perhaps for the first time
in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm contains all the
healing, purifying elements of the solid form,
and it never fails to satisfy. Sold by all druggists for 75c., including spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
1
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in. and we were un"uss
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seeing
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That

which

we

have,

nor

other thirst doth

we aspire to be up higher,
Then our desires discordant all would be
Unto His will who doth us here retire;

If

j

look about, ; Which in these circles can not, thou wilt
a few of the colts,
If to abide in love is needful here.
u h
interested in the And if thou dost consider what it be.
a

Si

fet,

ijuick

Birano by Bingara,
A einlin, 2.07 1-2, secard.
(dam of Rui. etc.)
Birano is

(,:..

■

produced Binvola
u’-rit bay, stands 15-3
imbed, very nicely
:

1

ki>

see.

Nay ’tis essential to this blessed sphere
To keep ourselves within the wiil divine,
By which our very wills do one appear.
And what from

stage to stage He doth assign

Throughout this realm to all doth pleasing be,
As to the King whose will doth ours incline.
In His will is

our

it is the

sea

peace;
-ad is the head of
To which moves onward all of being’s train
He has the full I It doth create and that
by nature be.
Bi plenty of breadth
Then clear it was to me how in heaven’s do«s j.
ct well formed ear.
main
d tine; he is not a
grace
B" is not all
rain.
Pitta,
legs, will
N’ 'T into a 15-3 1-2, 1,100
James E. C. Sawyer.
STingerlands, N. Y., March 10, 1909.
•’*
three very valuable
sitf
and
sp*-<-d
size.
Mr.
The funeral of the late Mrs. I. C. Libby was
-fv
•M|> much pleased with Bi- held at 1.30 o’clock
Thursday afternoon from
her late residence on High wood street, Water'"It Picked
Rev.
up by Mr. Smith, ville. The service was ably conducted by
the Methodist
%
4M66, bay colt by Di- W. F. Berry, formerly pastor ofwas
furnished
of Waterville. Music
,Jenny Rolfe, 2.13 to church
the Woronoco Male Quartet of that city.
mile track, at the by
The floral tributes were abundant, coming
Wilson, by Blue Bell, from different parts of the State and marking
Nntt'ioi! size, and well built, the high esteem
in which the deceased was
lion.
held. The remains were taken by special
^ (l
short service was
lefl here
J'4> lias but two of his train to Burnham, where aThe
before burial.
quartet and a
dair i|..a four year old brown conducted
friends accomand
number
of
relatives
N a voru
by Altivo, that pro- large the remains.
P> 1 Hs rn ook'ng bay filly by panied
b.V was in a pen with
a|i
During the spring every one would be bene( asmo.
Two of them fitted by taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It
it Kvs,’ «..j,Ky
and
furnishes
a needed tonic to the kidneys after
white ankles
(mark,.,i
tt'e borse) the other the extra strain of winter, and it purifies the
Tu
causing
P? lot, •I-, bey were a very clean blood by stimulating the kidneys, and from
it.
them to eliminate the impurities
that „leSt' Were the first foals Foley'8 Kidney Remedy imparts new life and
'•
Vf,r saw;
‘ixan,,,..
very natural- vigor. Pleasant to take. Sold by all drug•hem closely. The two
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12 years
rapidly to a master mariner
in all ports of the world for 52
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Belfast Boys Euy

a

A. J. Condon and A. W. Thompson
also gone into the townsite business.
Yesterday they bought the eighty
which includes the new town to be
known as Zeta, some seven miles east of
Eaton. Messrs. Condon and Thompson
own the whole section just east of the
townsite.
They paid $1D an acre for it
thirty days ago, and have refused $25 for
it several times since. They have about
completed the organization, which will
look after the commissary department of
the big Sterling irrigation project and
the Greeley-Poudre, which is still larger.
The Denver company has not yet closed
its contract to build the Sterling project,
and it begins to look like a bluff on its
part. Its bio was some four hundred
thousand dollars cheaper than the Camfield company ’s.and it is rumored that it is
now
trying to sell out to the latter. However, there will be no “easy money” in
the deal, and the Denver company will be
made to either till its contract or drop it.

March tilth.

Colorado,

Daily

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting fr< >m
Catarrh and drives
awav a Cold in the
Head quickly. lie- || «y PPI/PR
stores the Senses of IlH 9 9 bfLn
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 75 cents.
*\ly Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York*

0_

Residents of all parts of New England realand more the necessity of having the
Boston Daily Globe delivered at their homes.
It is essential because it covers the news thoroughly, faithfully, cleanly,and w ithout bias. A
reader of the Boston Globe know’s what is going on in the world, his State, and in his town

city.

But the Daily Globe does much more than
the news well. It is a liberal education
delivered at the homes of New England at a
merely nominal price. It is filied with interesting features which aid ime reader to become
No better start can be
a more useful citizen.
made toward this end than the formation of
the saving habit. The first step is to have a
bank account, and the Daily Globe stands ready
t«: place sums from $100 to $500 to the credit of
enterprising boys and girls throughout New
cover

hatpins, stickpins and cut-up picture puzzles
which are distributed weekly. No ambitious
boy or girl in New England can afford to let
this opportunity go by if real success in life is
the goal.

at the

great Ansted C&, Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect
flour.
most

exacting

scien-

tific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
all the time.

readers, are better and better each week.
The practical school for housekeeping conducted on the household page, the exchange of
ideas in the Boys’ and Girls’ column, the Famous Gems of Prose, Your Favorite Selection,
choice bits of humor and daily puzzles, the
serial story, the daily short story, all contained
in the Daily Globe, in addition to the news,
make New England’s favorite paper a welcome
visitor in every home.

and
* #

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be
found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have
leased for
a term of years and where we have
excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new
location we
hope to merit and receive a continuance of the patronage we have had for so many years.

The perfect system

^k

First-class Teams furnished night and
day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

WilliamTell

V. A.

SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D.

SOUTHWORIH, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

COMPANY. Miller
Springfield, Ohio

ANSTED & BURK

Sale

to

p^Wate?*'

at

Yg-

Grocer’ll

r

HAVE

EGGS

YOU

For

TRIED

15 H. P.

PRICE RIGHT

Maine

j

Engines,

Supplies

THE

IMW,? °,ff,er

1

Freezers,
Stationary

NEW YORK

Repairs

HERALD

Hatching.

We offer eggs for hatching from
thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Hock
Yearling Hens that
layed -00 eggs or over during the first lav me
They are descendants of the Hawkin’!
oear'i
hoyal Blue family mated to cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the late Prof.
Cowell, at Orono, Me.
,fr,om Purt> Bred sinEie Comb
Rhode Island?ggs
Red Yearling hens that
layed 200
or
more their first
eggs
laying year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels from the Ray V ew
harm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
Our stock is large, healthv and
vigorous,
free range and carefully bred in this
rfwedon
climate for winter layers.

Ice Cream

;

Price $2.00 per setting of 15
eggs.
for 30. $7.00 per hundred.

for
Catalog B
Ask

$3.00

Carefully

packed and shipped by express the day they
layed.

are

April 4,
BEAUTIFUL

1909

EIGHT

BRANCH

We shall have for sale in
April
day old chicks from both strains.

Telephone 2215
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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SUPERIOR DRAWINGS

Swan &
IN

NADBERNY.
I- A. SHAFER.
E. H. MINER.
H.

ASSETS

Co.,

Real

E.

RANDALL, Ptop.
BOWEN, Supt.

DECEMBER

estate.1

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents,
All other assets
i

tiERVEX.

0:;i

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.
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TAILED,
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BRING
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FURR
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KATHERINE

arc
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—and—

timely special artiby

ORIGINAL CONCEPTION
K. H. MINER

IN COLOR BY

revelation

that

will

We carry everything in the wayf
of painters’ supplies.
FULL LINES OF

surprise you.

In the Comic Section there

•

SALE"

FARM FOR
IN

NORTHPORT, MAINE,

Containing

story house, eleven rooms, convenient
or two families, and in good repair.
City water, sewer connection; one-fourth acare
of land. 26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire ot
D. F. STEPHENSON, at Store,1
tf
Next door to Windsor Hote
A two

for

180

acres

one

FarmForSa,c

*
harsh physics. The reaction weak- A
Don’t
^ing Farms in 14 Slates. Stroups
New Monthly Bulletin of Real
ens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation. I
Get Doan’s Regulets. They operate easily, tone j Bargains, profusely illustrated, mailed free; we pay
E. A. STROUT CO.. Book C1.
your R. R. fare.
the stomach, cure constipation.
Koat’s Hill, Mains
World’s Larc«t Ftra Dtakn.

JOH

N

lU NTON.
3wl3

It.

HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

|
j

DAVID L. HERRICK,

on

|j

New

;

Old

the Premises.

8tf

~forTsale

Coming Millennium

mortgage.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, AD. 1909.
ROSCOK L. CIiEMFNTS.

j

of

YOUR^OPY

FOR SALE

Total liabilities ar.d surplus,
s7,">~ ‘46 48
II. SaKGKNT,
Age.il, UHla-i M ne

j

land, good for crops
of all kinds and especially corn and potatoes;
40 acres of mowing land, 50 acres of pasture,
land suitable for sheep raising and other
hats
and
gowns,
numerous
other high
stock, well watered from springs, remainder in,
features to interest V.'omeu.
wood land, 50 apple trees in good condition.
One story house, ell, wood house, and barn 70x
NOW 42, in good repair. Well of good water. Five
miles from the Camp
j miles from Belfast,
Ground. This farm is in every way suitableg
1 for a stock farm. For particulars inquire of

ORDER

\ 00
1,1*
m
103 945 82
2 r.w",.ww) 00
2.7:2,2 7_ s2

Every

HIGH STHEET, BELFAST.

Further adventures of

•‘WOO-WOO BIRDS.”
besides there will be the beautiful
creations in
Easter
with
fashions,
Haris
Photographs,
illustrating the

Specialty.

|

"UTILE NEMO,”
"BUSTER BROWN.”
“TUNY TADS,”

And

a

Mitchell k Trussell,

are:—

"MARSELEEN”
and the

'46 48-

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton 1
Whereas, Frank H. Bowden of Monroe, in
I Market. Cars leave i.elfast every Monday morethe County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by
! ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxhis mortgage deed dated
February 25 A. I).
croft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your
1899, and recorded in Waldo County Registry
consignment, promising you prompt and satis- ! of Deeds, Book 256, Rage 46, conveyed te one
factory returns with the party’s name and ad- i Frank F. Barden of said Monroe, two certain
dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping | lots or parcels of land, with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Monroe, and described
i directions and my weekly market letter, free,
as follows, viz;
It being the same two lots or
parcels of real estate described in a deed from
Martha J. Downs to the said Frank H. Bowden,
dated Decemher 19, A D 1SS7r and ra. nrded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book 216,
By Harky F. Howard
Page 418, to which deed and record reference is
A Book
One Should Read
hereby had for a particular description of the
Nothing visionary, nothing assumed, every
premises conveyed by said mortgage, said real
thought substantiated by scienestate being the same occupied by said Frank
tific and Biblical proofs.
H. Bowden as a homestead on the* twenty-fifth
The author explains many of the tilings in t lie
day of February, A. I). ISiand whereas said
Bil>le by modern science which lias always
Frank F. Barden thereafterwards, t«. w t. on
puzzled you.
the twenty-seventh day of April, A 1lvm0,
Uev. 21:4, 22:2.— And there shall be no more
for a valuable consideration, by his assignment
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
there he any more pain: for the former things
of that date, recorded in said
Registry of
I are passed away. And lieshewed mea pure river
Deeds, Book 259, Page 18, assigned said mort
; of water of life and on either side <»f the rivei
deed to me and indorsed and delivered the
gage
w as there the tree of
and the leaves
life,
note secured thereby to me; and whereas the
of the tree were for the healing of the nations.”
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
Bound in cloth.
400 pages, sent postpaid
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
for $1.00. Order of the Author.
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. II., U. S. A.

Kitchen Furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges. The
Plumbing

“WILES OF A WOMAN
SHOPPER REVEALED”

31, 1908.
§

21 26

■

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

M.

PAGE ON WILLIAM M. CHASE AND His
ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENTS. MUSIC AND
DELICATE SENTIMENT COMBINED IN
THE VERSES OF ETULYN LESLIE HUSTON AND ILLUSTRATED III A MOST

a

AMERICAN

furnished

ROOF, MHO CONTRIBUTES "THE WHITE SHADOW;" JAMES
I*.
Til REIT
FORD, "THE
BRITISH
GRAFTER;" KATE JORDAN, "is THE
AMERICAN GIRL LOSING HER CHARM;"
AND
AN
EFFECTIVE
ILLUSTRATED

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
|

13

rilA.S.

IN

COLOR.

Iligli class fiction

Burnham. Maine,

iq

$7 220,367 74

$7,0'7.

liabilities DECEMBER

A BEAUTIFUL NEW
MADONNA

->io

27 688 47
243 20

:> ;.i

Admitted assets,

OF MODERN ART
IN’
OF
THU
IMPRESSIVE
HE OLD MASTERS IN RE

31, 1908.
$3,ir,.,.:;;;7

tit
3, on,, „(.
iti 1,750 00
2.8S ) 136 18

Mortgage loans,

Chenery.

LIVE STOCK

E. V.

"00

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY
OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK
CITY,

Hall,

Horace

BY
F. EARL FIIKISlY.
W. H. LOOMIS.

w. M.

_S.

Sibley Co.,

A. A. Howes &

WI T H

May

and

PINELAND POULTRY FARM, Belfast, Me-

IN STOCK BY

Jackson &

I

COLOR
HALF TONE AND BLACK
AND WHITE

of

use

Transient Stable.

It is tested every half hour day and

1899.

Livery Co.,

Pumps,

Daily Globe is the newspaper filled with

optimism. Its features are of the helpful kind.
Its biographical sketches are telling examples
of what great Americans have achieved, and a
careful reading of them cannot fail to be an
inspiration to the old and young alike. These
biographical sketches are illustrated and worth
saving, for they contain in condensed and
graphic form all the essentials of great lives.
The many other features in the Daily Globe
which for years have been helpful to thousands

I

boston, mass.

Livery, Sale, Hack

l!4

England

The Globe's savings coupons are within the
reach of all readers of the Daily Globe, and in
addition to the cash prizes offered for them,
there is a long list of baseball goods, cameras,

H

much tor SO cent*.

as

Incorporated

Belfast

THE OLD RELIABLE

A
TKllMPH
WHICH
Al.l.

THE PEOPLE S NEWSPAPER.

The

bottle—3 times

Established 1857.

MI ANUS MARINE ENGINES

Tribune,

Foley’s Honey and Tar is a safeguard against
serious results from spring colds, which inflame
the lungs and develop into pneumonia.
Avoid
counterfeits by insisting upon having the
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar, which contains
Sold by all druggists.
no harmful drugs.

or

a

Telephone Connection.

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

Township.

have

Greeley,

25 cents

L S. Johnson & Co.

Ely's Cream Balm

Bought

B
B

years.

night by the

CASroniA.

B
H
H

rose

Unspoken

OF

H
H
B

V°ns- S?'ieverywhere-

B
B
B

Are valueless until we give them birth;
Like unfound gold their hidden beauties shine,
Which God has made to bless and gild the

AReST GfllAnm*

The great National Family Doctor. Gets
right at the source
the trouble—reduces all inflammation, eases
pain and effects a
speedy cure. Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a bottle
handy in case of accidents, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, sprains,
lam® back> s,|ff joints, muscular
rheumatism, swellings, face ache
headache, earache, frost bites, chilblains, chaps, or any other external
or inflammation.
P.a,n
Every drop means relief—just follow direcGuaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30,1906. Serial number, 513.
ot

B
■

and

ize more

move.

V-....

!ar-

[Dante; Paradiso iii: 70-90.]
will is quieted by love.
Brother,
Whose power makes us only to desire
our

P.

our

demand for

gea-B the

[Springfield Republican, March 21, 1909.]
Paradise In The Will Of God.

BELFAST, ME.
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are
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2.117. dam Hazel by
am Hazel Mac by
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Because these islands

stimulating

Will be
Lee.

'dam of 3 and one
it wood, 2.18 3-4. He
burse, as well as a
bnwn satisfactorily
is first foals will,
.' lu this year, and
2.05 in his races,
as. by him both of
astnut filly from
u black filly out of
Wilkes, 2.20.
a id
things at The

|

|

as a

Fifth.

inclined that way. Her full broth- lant in international rivalry.
Sixth. Because a neutral island policy
er, Direct Braden, is booked to beat 2.10
this season.
would be a great starter for internationIt looks as though the services of
Brown Braden, 2.13 1-4, (trial of 2.07) al peace, and the United States is best
should be iu demand this year.
He has prepared to start it.
shown in two ways, as a race horse and a
Because as such neutral
Seventh.
sire of fast colts.
islands they will be of equal or greater
We saw several (four) on the farm by
the big trotter Marston C.,‘2.19 1-4, re- benefit to us, and at no expense.
Eighth. Because there seems to be
cently purchased by C. W. Hammond of
Carmel, where he will stand this season. no other safe way to give the islands
They expect six foals this spring, their independence, or any just cause for
three of them by Brown Braden, (sire
refusing or delaying it on these terms.
of two at 8 years).
C. S. Griffin.
Brown Braden, 2.13 1-4. goes to Ran-

year old
is.

JOHNSONS

Married 64 Years.

old and

WEDNESDAY.

FOLEYSHONEY^TAR

right
tral territory.

were

■

was elected
Attleboro, Mass
for
the eleventh time, with the
recently,
largest vote ever received since his apbefore
the voters of Attleboro
pearance
was born in Searsport 57
years ago. After
graduating from the High school in his
native town he taught school two
years
He then learned the tin-plate and sheet
iron workers’ trade.
He went to Attleboro in 1873, where he is now
proprietor
of one of the largest
house-furnishing
stores in that part of the State.
He has
been for many years a member of the
Attleboro fire department. He was
appointed postmaster under President Cleve
land’s administration and held the office
four years, giving the people excellent
satisfaction.

of the selectmen of

The death of Mrs. Sarah Anne, wife
If you just keep pegging away.
—Nixon Waterman.
of Capt. Joseph Putnam of
Searsport
breaks up the oldest couple in Waldo
TUESDAY.
Mrs.
Putnam
county.
was
nearly 83
These are the gifts I ask
years old and her husband is of about
Of thee, Spirit serene:
the
same age.
celebrated
the
for
task,
They
the 64th
daily
Strength
anniversary of their marriage in JanuCourage to face the road,
Two of their three children are
Good cheer to help me bear the traveler’s load, ary.
And, for the hours of rest that come between, living, Mrs. Chrissy Whitcomb and W.
An inward joy in all things heard and seen.
J. Putnam, both of Dorchester, Mass
—Henry van Dyke.
Capt. Putnam went to sea when

A heartstring thrills with kindness, but is
Fifth. That while such island mainmute!
tains absolute neutrality and complies
Then hide it not, the music of the soul—
with the stipulated conditions, it shall
Dear sympathy, expressed with kindly voice,
have the right to establish, maintain or But let it like a shining river roll
To deserts dry—to hearts that would rejoice.
alter any form of government for itself Oh, let the symphony of kindly words
Sound for the poor, the friendless, and the
that it may choose by majority vote, and
weak,
call
in
the
aid
of
nation
to
mainmay
And He will bless you! He who struck these
any
chords
tain or restore the same in ease of inWill strike another when, in turn, you seek.
surrection or rebellion.
—John Boyle O’Reilly.
Some of the reasons why such a neutral
island policy sterns to be inevitable are:
First. Because the world has a natur•to»« the cough and bmla lun^f
al
and natural need for such neu-

I:
1

George A. Sweeney, who

one

cosmopolitan population by such
earth.
sad ’twould be to see a master’s hand
immigration restrictions as shall forbid How
Strike glorious notes upon a voiceless lute;
more than ten per cent of its
immigra- But, oh! what pain, when at God’s own comtion coming from any one country.
mand.
a

good shape.
colt.by John Ward,
Isabel!, 2.12 1-2, (dam of Bell's Early,
Second. Because the carnage of war
c-' type, round as an 2.381-4,
by Adbell (1), 2.2 3,is also in ex..i t bodied, straight
cellent form.
She paced the fastest between great contending powers natcond dam is by Em- heat for the
year on Maine tracks (2.12 urally falls upon such innocent territhis colt is an illus- 1-2,
Belfast,) stepping a half in 1.041-2. tory.
ideas in breeding. She will be raced
again this season.
Third. Because a nation's island posby Edgernark and
The second one by Masconomo,2.10 1-4,
ii pacer, John Ward,
sessions are the strongest temptation to
is a brown yearling colt, dam
DiDolly
hi iiad been a filly, in
rectum, by Directum. He is solid color, international conflict and jealousy.
been bred to Stilet- and solid built, all trot.
Fourth. Because such possessions are
The thing that Mr. Gallagher is sweet
a source of national weakness and exi,tered in fine shape. on is a brown, two
old
a
fillv.
full
year
by him and out of sister to Direct Braden (3) 2.23 1-2. She pense.
out in

Searsport" Man.

Former

Reward shall greet you after awhile

ing or unrewarding who sees within the sphere
freight or armament, shall be molested of
his own activity a wrong he can help to
evil he can hope
the
or
men
of
by
ships
any nation, under remedy, or within himself an
W. Eliot.
penalty of full indemnity tt> the party in- to overcome.—-Charles
THURSDAY.
jured, and to the island, if the island
words, like treasures in the mine,

and 1 am restored to my natural
health.”—Mrs. Etta Dohovak, Jj„\
299, 'VVillimantic. Conn.

equals
perfect

will be 15-2 at
fast record at
lie has as
,dent,
I ever saw on a

1

to

Second.

I

way.

taking Lydia K. Pinkbam’s VegetablCompound to see what it would <!,

,,1 ipearance,

Maine;

I

■'■■■■'

■i

;.ng stallion, breedihat in size, cona

J

r

of John Ward.

t

the

tried three different doctors and
each told me something different, I
received no benefit
from any of them,
but seemed to suffer more. The last
doctor said 110th-

c.-idings by the same
after a little work
;n and 37 1-2 seconds,

.arlings

equally

walk upstairs
without stopping

two

did the

Edgemark,

neutral

islands.
A THOUGHT FOR EVERY DAY.
To THE EpiTOR of
THE JOURNAL: I
FRIDAY.
should like to
indulge in a political proph“Strongest souls
ecy concerning the final
disposition of Are often those of whom the noisy world
the islands now held
Hears least.”
by the United States.
We shall
SATURDAY.
ultimately invite the great
powers to join with us in
No life can be pure in its purpose and
an alliance,
not be purer and
strong in its strife and all life
offensive and
defensive, under which the stronger thereby.—Owen Meredith.
contracting powers will agree that any
SUNDAY.
island or islands now
to any “Give time, give thoughts, give deeds, give
belonging
of the
self,
contracting nations that may be
Give prayers, give tears, and give thyself.
given their independence shall have their
Give, give; be always giving,
independence sustained by each and all Who gives not, is not living.
The more we give, the more we live.”
the contracting
powers, on the following
MONDAY.
conditions:
A little toil and a little rest,
First. That such
independent islands
And a little more earned than spent,
shall at all times maintain free and
Ts sure to bring to an honest breast
open
A
to
blessing of glad content.
all nations
ports
(except a small imAnd so, though skies may frown or smile,
port duty and port charges to
Be diligent day by day;

Rugs

D. & M.

-FROM-

FOR

Carpets.

At

I wish to notify my customers and the public
generally that 1 am prepared to do inside anc
outside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc
WALTER J. ROBERTS.

Telephone 75-22

bargain-

my residence, No. 10 Elm street,
This property includes 2 stables, is in

MAINE.

Painting and Paper
l
Hanging.

3m8

SALE

good repair,'desirably located, and will stand
inspection. Business change only vreason for
selling. For full particulars call on or address

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
SKOWHEGAN,

a

Belfast.

Send for circulars to

10 Elm

Factory rebuilt, brick, modern improvements.

One of the best bay farms in the county, containing about too acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also0
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold1
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located lj miles from.postofllce. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON,
Lower Congress Sl„ Belfast, Me.
35tf
7w42

3wll

C. E. PERKINS.
Street, Belfast, Maine.

Telephone connection.

1

4tf

Dressmaking.
I am
and

prepared
fancy

to do

work.

dressmaking

Children’s work

a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entranc

THE REPUBLICAN JJUKNAL

mittee was impersonated by A. J. Knowlton
and Hon. John R. Dunton was a visitor. It
was exhibition
day in the "skule” and each of
the pupils did some sort of a stunt. Miss Brier
and Mr. Keen sang a duet, Mrs. Pitcher a solo,
Mr. Pitcher and Mrs. Bowker a duet, Mrs. Frost
and Miss Skay a duet. Miss Hatch a solo, while
Mr. Frost and Mr. Adams spoke pieces. The
costumes were fearfully and wonderfully gotten up. Mr. Pitcher, a youth who stands 6
feet and 5 inches, was arrayed in a “Buster
Brown” suit, and the costumes of the “girls”
were pinafores with sunbonnets, hair down in
braids and pig-tails. The singing of the multiplication table by the school brought down
the house, and the whole entertainment called
forth rounds of laughter and applause from
the audience.

Secret Societies.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Phenix lodge, F. and A. M., had a raising last
Monday night and a visitation from district
Deputy Grand Master Joseph A. Sprague of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Several candidates were given the
Islesboro.
arrived
Harriman
of
Miss
Susan
Orrington
The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
degree and banquet followed the meeting.
last Saturday to remain a short time with Mrs.
Tarratine tribe of Red Men have issued a
Angie Mudgett.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,
circular letter nominating Orrin J. Dickey of
Capt. Elden Shute arrived Monday from this
city as a candidate for great junior sagaSubscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a New York to take command of the steamer
more in the annual Red Men’s convention,which
year; $1 00 for six months; 50 cents for three 1 Northland.
meets in Portland on the 15th of April, when
months.
Sleighing is a thing of the past along the the officers for the coming year will be elected.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week shore roads. Back from salt water there is
The chief’s degree was conferred on six canand 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
yet considerable snow.
Mrs. Edgar Parsons of Cape Jellison is at
this writing (Monday) suffering from pneumonia.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, APRIL 1,1909.

( Bu^£^er

George

T.

has

Angell

joined

the

angels,

and all dumb animals mourn his departure.

didates in Tarratine Tribe of Red Men last
Monday evening and a number of applications
were received.
The Tribe has .made a gain of
thirty members since the first of January and
has a number of applications under consideration.

Miss Mabel F. Simmons arrived home from
Boston Monday evening, to open the family
home

on

School street for the

summer.

Some of his colleagues in the National
Capt. W. E. Closson is doing a large business
House are calling the Democratic leader
shipping clams into the northern part of the
Chump Clark.
State. The bivalves are sent by nearly every

legislature

The

and next week

will

we

adjourn this week,

shall

no

doubt have

a

colds

are

prevailing throughout

town.

Nearly every family has, or has had, some
supplement containing the laws enacted, members quite sick—a kind of influenza, apwhat
and
has
been
done
what
showing
parently.

left undone.

Canadians allege that the water from
the Allegash river, a Maine tributary of
the St. John, has been diverted to the
Penobscot river, but our people will no
doubt deny the allegation.
Mr. Roosevelt will attract some attention during his hunting trip, but on his
return, this great man will take a plunge
into oblivion that will be pitiful.—Atchi-

Globe.

so:.

J

Mr. Roosevelt will not sink
into oblivion while alive and when dead
Not much.

his

name

will live in history.

ed jr.

a

failures, their

man

has called

our

atten-

table of percentages of number
In this table
of failures and liabilities.
21.6 per cent of failures are put down to
incompetence, and 34.2 per cent to lack
a

of capital.
M-.ition was made recently of the
forced resignation of the mayor of Los
who was accused of grafting.
Officers whom he had appointed were
also implicated and last week a special

Angeles,

grar,.l jury indicted one of his former
police commissioners for an alleged atten.r- to bribe the city prosecuting attor
> to discontinue prosecution of inof certain houses.

( ?

fitting out an expedition
attempt to solve
the mystery of the rapidly disappearing
ma-.T.-rel along the eastern coasts. The
expe dtion will be in the Grampus, in
charge of Capt. Jerry Cook, an expert
ma .I
rel catcher, and its chief aim will
Sam

in

..

ucester

is

which will

be u find the new route

or

i-las'vc fish in its annual
.-■

■.•hern

waters to the

routes of this

journeys from
north.
May it

prove successful in its quest.

OBITUARY.
7he

funeral
at

of Mr.

his late home

Joshua Littlefield

Saturday,

health had been poor for several
car
'1

many more, and refreshments will be served.
It is requested that all who signed the charter
list should be present at this meeting.
as

was

March

months, death

very unexpectedly. Mr. Littlefield was
id Fellow and a Granger and had served his

Colcord,

)

Parker,
J. B. Nealley. \

Committee

ford, N.

J.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., entertained
I
Current Events Club will meet Wednes- j members of the fraternity from Searsport,
last Friday
day afternoon, April 7th, with the Misses Mary Brooks, Freedom and Burnham
The Knights from up the line came by
and Harriet D. Hichborn, in regular session. night.
This will be observed as a “Stockton Day,” as special train and the Searsport contingent had
; previovsly arranged. Members are requested chartered the steamer Castine and arrived
about 8 o’clock, escorted by the Searsport K.
to attend, rain or shine.
of P. band. Many of the visitors witnessed
The Misses Beulah Cousens and Maud Merrithe basket ball game at the Opera House and
thew came from Bangor last Friday evening to
then the lodges met in K. of P. hall and the
Mr.
and
their
with
spend Sunday
parents,
rank of Page was worked by Silver Cross
Mrs.
Simluis. Frank H. Cousens and Mr. and
Lodge and those of Esquire and Knight by
eon B. Merrithew.
They returned Monday to Penobscot
Lodge of Searsport. the candidates
their studies, at Shaw's Business College.
being from nearly all of the orders present.
five major questions asked.
There are
Among the guests was W. E. Ricker of PortWhence came I? WhJ^t am I? Why am I here?
land, grand keeper of records and seals, who
Where is my opportunity? Whither am I tendmade interesting remarks on the secret work
ing? These Rev. II. E. Rouillard will speak up- of each
degree. At 11 o’clock an intermission
on the next three Sundays, in the Universalist
was taken and all repaired to Memorial Hall,
a
to
Let
there
be
good
congregation
pulpit.
where Golden Cross Lodge, Sisters of Pythias,
isten to these discourses each Sunday.
served a fine banquet, to which over 300 sat
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 23rd and down. After the banquet the meeting was re24th, brought us most beautiful days, followed sumed and the Third
degree was worked in the
by an overcast sky Thursday, which at night de- long form by Penobscot Lodge of Searsport on
into
a
furious
rain
and
wind
storm, rive candidates in a manner that called forth
veloped
The

selectman.

He

Send this advertisement, together with

SCOTT & BOWNE,

John

name

Pearl St., New York

Spring

and

Millinery
April 10th,

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the

Eustachian Tube. When the tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine* cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for
circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

|
;

Cures Dyspepsia. j
Your
back
don't Gives
1
if it

im-

mediate relief from heartburn, sour stomach. stomach distress and sick headache.
SO cents a Urge box at
/
A. A HOWES S CO.

York Suit and Garment Houses to be here

}

and

The

|

I

cordially

invited to

I
V-.

is cordially
invited.

representative

these days
GARMENTS SOLD

and

SUITS

of New

on

Block,

Belfast,

j!

j

i
1

Maine

j

“A HELPING HAND"
The confidence and

Employees

friendship which exists between

the Off

of this bank and its Customers

We extend to

I

s

■

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas, Emily A. Farrow of Islesboro, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day
of October, A. D. 1905, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 208, Page 211,
conveyed to the undersigned, the Belfast Savings Bank, a corporation established by law at
Belfast, in the State of Maine, a certain lot or
parcel of land, situated in said Islesboro, and
bounded as follows, viz: Northwesterly by the
town road: northeasterly by land of Wilson
Coombs; southeasterly by land of Samuel
Veazie and land of heirs of Silas Bunker; and
southwesterly by land occupied by Schubel Penleton; containing five acres, more or less, being
the same land conveyed to Velocia E. Coombs
by T. H. Parker, by his deed of warranty dated
March 3,1881, and recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds, Book 192, Page 273.
Also one other lot or parcel of land, situated
in said Islesboro, with the buildings thereon,

of a

patrons

our

banking institution but

;.

inspect our

line of

Fancy Feathers, Braids,

Millinery

!

Hats, Flowers,
Ribbons

The

Saturday, April 3,

j

1909.

I have also added to my stock a complete line of Infant’s
and Children’s Silk and Muslin Hats and Bonnets.

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

*

our

only the

usual business

cck

assistance and counsel at ai

National Bank of Bel

City

[CASH

GROCERY SI

ij

Eggs fTasTads

:

MAXWELL
See it at

Read

our

new

We have opened for business in the store
Square next above the Savings Bank, and sh
sale everything kept in a first-class grocery

i;
I;

JUNIOR,
Belfast.

F. 0. B.

$525.

Garage.

Garage & Machine Co.

Fresh
/

HALLET & DAVIS

Country

PIANOS

11

LORDS

11
=j

Used in the Conservatories and Colleges
of Music.

I

L

Ice Consumers

am

supply my regular
the public generally.

prepared

tomers and

to

Produce Bought

WE WILL BUY COUNTRY PRODUCi

Eggs, Apples, Potatoes, Poultry,

;

KNOWLTON & GRANT.

cus-

""

—^

Eggs for Hatching. Trucking.

do all kinds of trucking.
prepared
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture store, 70
Main street, and they will receive prompt attention.
I

heavy laying strain of ThoroughWhite Wyandotte?. 50c per 13, or

From

bred

$3.00

per

100

eggs.

Address

COLCORD,
Horthport Ave., Belfast, He.

am

E. L.

as

t

HORACE GR«Y

EDWARD H. KNOWLTON.

,

T. P. LOGAN.

tf6

Et<

and pay CASH for samd. Highest price paid
We shall carry prime Western Beef and sell
prices than it can be bought elsewhere.

)

I have stored an abundant suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had and

I;

Novelties.

not

The size of your account is not material here. We wa
business. Ours is growing daily. You will grow with us.

I

Trimmed and Untrimmed
and

ALL

Odd Fellows’

public

Millinery Opening
are

DELIVER

a

JAMES H. HOWES.

|11 Mrs. F. G. SPINNEY, Milliner. |I; To

MI'ONA |
money

m

made with

are

Ferguson.

containing one acre, more or less, being the
same premises conveyed by John P. Farrow to
Silas Bunker by deed dated April 28, 1876, and
j recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
178, Page 325, to which deed reference is hereby made for a more particular description.
Both of the above parcels being the same
conveyed to said Emily A. Farrow by Lizzie A.
act up to all representations as I have used
Coombs, by her deed of warranty dated SepSTOMACH AGONY
them on more than one occasion since my first tember 6, 1897, and recorded in Waldo Registry
251, Page 172; and, whereas,
experience and good results have always fol- of Deeds, Book
Abolish the Cause, and Misery and Distress
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
lowed.”
now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
of Indigestion will Vanish.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- condition thereof, said Belfast
Savings Bank
Can indigestion be cured?
Hundreds of ter-Milbum
Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
thousands of people who suffer from belching ;
Dated
this
of
twenty-sixth day
March, A. D.
for the United States.
of gas; biliousness, sour stomach, fullness,
1909.
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK,
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
nausea, shortness of breath, bad taste in
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
By
mouth, foul breath, nervousness and other dis- i other.
3wl3
tressing symptoms, are asking themselves ;that question daily.
And if these same doubting dyspeptics could
only read the thousands of sincere letters from
people who once suffered as badly as they do
j
now, but who have been quickly and permanently cured by the use of Mi-o-na, the mighty
dyspepsia remedy that cures by removing the
catise, they would go to A. A. Howes A Co.,
this very day and get a large box of Mi-o-na
V<
^N/N/V/\/>^,>«^%/N^\/>/S/>/'^N/>/N/>^N/N/N/N/VN

All

Purchase;

Louisa H.

NATURE’S WARNING

j

to

Opportunity

Arrangements

and

1

tablets.
The price of Mi-o-na tablets is only 50 cents,
and A. A. Howes & Co., guarantees them to
cure indigestion, or money back.
Thin or lean or scrawney people will find in
Mi-o-na a maker of flesh and blood, because it
causes the stomach to extract .more nutritious
matter from the food.

j

Your Easter Garment and have it Delivered.

||g

-by-

1

of Mrs. J. C. Norton, 225 French street, Bangor. a cousin of the deceased, and the remains
were brought to Belfast Friday
mqrning, accompanied by her son, and the funeral was
held in the Unitarian church at 2 p. m., Rev.
Adolph Rossbaeh officiating. The bearers were
Chas. F. Swift, C. A. Hubbard, H. L. Lord and
E. S. Pitcher.

Here,

•
•
•

I

Saturday,

..

pearing frequently in local entertainments and
giving public readings in this section. Prayers
were said Thursday afternoon at the residence

I

••••••———— •••••# mm

was a

acciBai.gor
dent and shock, was the widow of David Alexander. who for many years was engaged in the
market business in this city. She is survived
by one son, Fred D. Alexander of Bangor. Mrs.
Alexander was a member of the W. C. T. U.,
and specially interested in the Juvenile Temple work, conducting many medal contests'
She was also in demand as a public reader, ap-

An

I
12

Summer

Mr. and

Easter is Almost

|

-.OF-

Friday, but clearing Saturday. much praise. It was nearly daylight when the
The present week opened with rain Sunday;
meeting closed and the visitors took their debut Monday heralded in a bright sunshine, parture, all delighted with their entertainment
in Belfast.
with a rousing north west wind.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge entertained Ivnevetta
The entertainment, given in Denslow Hall
last Thursday evening under the auspices of Rebekah Lodge of Searsport, March 23d. The
the Y. P. Guild, because of the inclemency of Searsport party included Noble Grand Mrs.
John Davis, Mrs. F A. Nye, Miss Lena Nye,
the weather was repeated Monday night. Solos,
duetts, choruses and college songs furnished Mrs. E. C. Pike. Mrs. S. M. Webber, Miss Eliza
a most pleasing program; and the social hop
Averill, Mrs. F. I. Mortland, Mrs. H. C. Holmes,
after the vocal music was enjoyed, especially Miss Lula Marks, Miss Blanche Sweetser, Miss
by the young people. Ice cream and cake Anna Piper, Mr. and Mrs. Reed Lowell, M. F.
were served.
Parker, M. A. Cook, Mrs. Thomas L. Wagner,

APRIL 7th and 8th.

|

I Opening

over

Mr. and Mrs.

409

»

Z

of paper in which it appears, your address and
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.’

Garments!

Suits and

i

Half a teaspoonful three or
four times a day in its bottle
will have the desired effect. It
seems to have a magical effect
ifron babies and children. A
fifty-cent bottle will prove the
truth of our statements.

on

Resolutions.

Mrs. Ernest
Innis,
The number of acquaintances and friends of
good citizen, a Mr. and Mrs. Milton
J. Goodere of Limestone Ginn, Mrs. John Murphy and Mrs. I. H. Havekind neighbor, and a loving husband; a man will
regret to learn that they are to leave ner. Supper was served on their arrival at 6
ved his home above everything else. He Aroostook, Mr. Goodere having accepted the
o’clock, and was followed by a social hour.
leave? a widow, a father and mother, one sis- good position of station master for the B. & A.
at Stockton. It is understood that they move The lodge was then called to order and eight
i*o'. and three brothers to mourn their loss.
to Stockton the present week. Mr. Goodere is candidates were initiated, Aurora
degree team
He will be greatiy missed by all.
A good man one of the most pleasant and accommodating
the work in its usual impressive
performing
railroad
officials
eve»in Aroostook, and the
has been taker, at the age of but fl>9 years.
people of Limestone, where he has be n B. & and perfect form. Then came an entertainThe flowers \v*
beautiful, the loving tributes A. station agent for some years, will regret ex- ment, *‘The Deestrict Schule,” in which
many
ends. They included a pil- ceedingly to have him leave them.- Fort Fairof Belfast’s talented singers took part. The
th the ord, “Husband;” field Review.
cast was as follows:
Teacher, Miss Grace
Fell v. ;
c
f three links; the RebeSch. Annie P. Chase, Capt. Oscar Ellis, arrived
Walton; Pupils, Miss Katherine Brier, Miss
a-diet ;
wcrs with a white dove; the
Sunday at Cape Jellison dock to load lumber. Bertha Wiley, Miss Sara Seavey, Miss Caro
a
a.-kot
f flowers; Mr. and Mrs. H. The schooner Abenaki also docked Sunday to
Hatch, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. E. P. Frost,
Y. .-'den
Massachusetts, a wreath of flow- load lumber. Sch. Mary Louisa arrived March Miss Emma Skay, Mrs. E. S. Bowker. E. S.
.'. anu .Mr
J. C. Littlefield of Waldo, a 26, to load ship timber for E. L. Bean, Camden. Pitcher, Samuel
Adams, E. P. Frost. Frank
1
of
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Littlefield, The Rockport Lime Co.’s Barge No. 3, disKeen, and B. B. Greenlaw. The school compink.-: Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Littlefield charged fertilizer at Cape. Jellison last week
V*
lo a bouquet of flowers; Mr. and Mrs. E. leaving in tow of tug John Morrison March 21st
H.
ttlefield of Swanville Center, a bouquet of for Rockland, light.
The Northland sailed
fl.'V,
Mr. F. G. White of Belfast, a bouquet; I Tuesday morning for New York, with a great
vlrs. '•usie Clark of Belfast, a bouquet; Mr. and cargo of paper, Capt. Elden Shute in command
Belfast People Must Recognize and Heed It.
Mr.-. W. Harden of Waldo, a bouquet of Easter ! for the first time—a Stockton captain. Busiiilie-: Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Knights, Mrs. Geiger ness seems to be steadily increasing at Cape
Kidney ills come quietly—mysteriously.
of Auburn. Me., a bouquet of Easter lilies.
Jellison piers lately.
But nature always warns you.
Through the untiring efforts of Mrs. Ralph
Notice the kidney secretions.
News was received Tuesday of the death in
Master
Morse,
twelve
Llewellyn Loring,
years
See if the color is unhealthy—
Brunswick, Me., of Fred J. Stephenson. He
has been placed in the South Portland
If there are settlings and sediment.
formerly conducted a machine shop in this city I old,
Home for Boys. A most commendable transhut grave it up on account of ill health and
Passages frequent, scanty, painful.
fer, the boy being anxious to be placed in
It’s tirfie then to use Doan’s Kidney Pills
moved to Brunswick, where he went into busi
To ward off Bright’s^isease or diabetes.
ness with his brother Frank.
Mr. Stephenson j comfortable surroundings, and needing suitable instruction. His widowed mother moved
was born in Belfgst, the son of Jerome and
Doan’s have done great work in Belfast.
Kuib (Brown) Stephenson, and the greater; into this town a year or two ago. Another
James Haney, 62 Union street, Belfast, Me.,
Annie
8
in
Parsons, years old, a niece
He is surviv- child,
part of his life was spent here.
says: “Off and on for a number of years my
ed by h’s mother. Mrs. Ruth Stephenson, one that same family, was recently taken to The kidneys caused me a great deal of trouble. I
brother, Frank, of Brunswick; one sister, Mrs. Girls’ Home in Belfast through the instru- did not have much backache, but was annoyed
Far.sie Stimpson, of Belfast; a niece. Miss mentality of Mrs. Morse, her sympathy being by a frequent desire to void the kidney secreAlive stimpson, and a nephew, Elmer Stimpson greatly aroused by the destitution surround- tions. At times the passages were attended
ing these children.
of Belfast.
The remains were brought to this
by a scalding and burning sensation. When
Doan’s Pills came to my notice, I obtained a
city yesterday, and the funeral was held at 3
o’clock from the home of his sister, Mrs. Fannie
The many friends of Mr Wallace R. Tarbox, box at Wilson's drug store, took them as directStimpson. M’ller street, Rev. Albert E.Luce of who was taken suddenly ill at the dedication ed and found them to be just what I required.
ball in Lewiston last week, will regret to learn
the Methodist church, officiating.
and toned up my kidneys
he has continued quite ill since then.—Portland They strengthened
and relieved me of all disorders arising from
March 29th.
Express,
Mrs. Eliza P. Alexander of Belfast, who died
these organs. I know that Doan’s Kidney Pills
ir.
March 24th as the result of an
town as

1

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

Resolved, That copies be sent to the Belfast
papers; also that they be spread upon the
records of our Lodge and that our charter be
draped for a period of thirty days.

j

{ Ladies’ and Misses’

wrong with its food. If the
mother’s milk doesn’t nourish
it, she needs Scott’s Emulsion.
It supplies the elements of fat
required for the baby. If baby
is not nourished by its artificial
food, then it requires

fliction.

A. D.
W. S.

a

If not, something must be

The following resolutions on the death of
Joshua F. Littlefield were adopted by Monroe
Lodge, No. 136, of Monroe:
Whereas, The all-wise Father, in his infinite
wisdom, has seen fit to remove from our midst
member of our Lodge and order;
a valued
therefore, be it
Resolved, That while we deeply mourn the
loss of our brother, we should bow in submission to the will of Him who doeth all things
well.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the widow of our deceased brother, that
she may feel that the hand of a brother is extended to her in this her hour of deepest af-

j

on

Does the
Baby Thrive

At the Tuesday evening meeting of Osceola
Council of Pocahontas, seven candidates were
adopted in the mysteries of the society. At
the meeting next Tuesday night there will be

hoped

Staples,

that a good sized company may gather to unite
in the card playing.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames arrived home
the middle of last week from a trip to New
York and vicinity, having visited his mother,
Mrs. John M. Ames, and his sister and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Devereaux, in Ruther-

lasting

20th.
Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast officiated and C.
K. "oorr.bs of Belfast managed the funeral arrangements. The singers were Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Palmer and Mrs. Merton Haley of
Monroe. Mr. Littlefield was the oldest son of
V. •. :.n i Mrs. Joshua Karnes Littlefield of Waldo.
K.. wife was Miss Flora Marr. Although his
held

The Young People’s Guild will meet next
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Everett Staples,
Jr., for needle work. A good attendance is desired by the hostess.
Misses Dorothy and Imogene Decrow of
Searsport spent last week with their aunt, Mrs.
W. L. Hanson, on Sandypoint road, at the socalled Ira Blanchard place.
Mr. A. P. Lane, who has been superintending
the loading of the schooner Northland, left
Monday for Boston. He is a member of the
Great Northern Paper Co. of Millinockett.
Mrs. Everett Staples has sufficiently improved to allow her nurse, Mrs. Stevens of
Monroe, to leave last Saturday. Miss Edna
Grant is still with her as help and companion.

little

neat

local business
tion to

corated for the occasion and there will be
special music.

Company have publishThe Ladies’ Aid Society will be entertained
pamphlet statistics of
this, Thursday, afternoon, by Mrs.
meaning and utility, and a socially
It is
West Main street.
Horace

The Bradstreet

caught

||

EXHIBITION|

{STYLE

Elmer E. Jackson,

an engineer’s helper, was
shafting he was repairing late
March 26th at the plant of the New England
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will attend
Dressed Meat & Wool Co., in Somerville, Mass.,
church services at the Baptist church in this and his
I
body whirled around until practically
city April 18th, and a sermon in keeping with every bone was broken. Jackson was 49 years
the visiting fraternity will be delivered by i old, single, and came from China, Me. He had
been employed at the plant for 12 years.
Rev. Arthur. J. Roberts. The church will be de-

train.
Bad
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Roots and Hark
sell low to customers \\ \

Herbs,

up
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STOR
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As The Journal was going to press, the news
The Deer Isle Messenger reports the Colbys I
of the death of Captain E. D. P. Nichols *in of Sunset down the bay in the Daybreak on a I
Searsport was received.
fishing trip.

Many interesting articles received too late
for this issue will be published next week.
They include a letter from Mr. C. W. Frederick, who writes of Augusta, Georgia, a popular
winter resort; a poem on Roosevelt by E. B.
Billings of Lynn, Mass., a Maine sea captain's
experience in the inaugural blizzard, personal
sketches, etc. Some of our county correspondence is also unavoidably deferred.
Belfast. The Ladies’ Aid Society
will hold their monthly social and supper at
school house hall next Wednesday evening,
April 7th. Supper and entertainment, 15 cents.
-There are several cases of measles in our
village, running in a mild form. Eleven years
ago this month our neighborhood was afflicted in like manner
.Rev. J. W. Vaughan has
been engaged to preach to this people for six
months.
North

vv11hoot The Journal after readvears,” writes a subscriber
t.
It, old Journal grows better
made at the
ight station, Islesboro, and
taken there by the lightto be

aro

..

Myrtle*
the city last
gasoline fire engine and an
iven <>f its work at the corner
.tlicialsv

in

were

1

streets.

erected on the Pythian
and Friday the Stars and
-ud on it for the first time in
t meeting held that even-

,v;ts

Millinery Openings.
Mrs. B. F. Wells,
Mrs. F. G. Spinney, milliner, will have her
opening of trimmed and untrimmed hats,
flowers, fancy feathers, braids, ribbons and
millinery novelties Saturday, April 3d. She
has also added to her stock a complete line

of infants’ and childrens’ silk and muslin hats
and bonnets... Mrs. H. B. Cunningham, Miss
Clara Johnson, milliner, announces her open,ng of Seaside Chautauqua j
ing of spring and summer millinery for Satur,1 this. Thursday, afternoon ;
day, April 3d, at her store in The Journal
7
No.
Mahoney,
George
building, Church street. As usual she will
L. S. C. graduates are
\ ;
have a display of trimmed and untrimmed hats
and the latest novelties in millinery_The
ad meeting to be held at Fashion,
High street. Miss Lena St John, milm.
this city at 10 a.
April liner, will have a preliminary opening, of
,.v Commissioner Sargent.
spring and summer millinery April 3d. The
ted in good roads should
takes
10th_Miss

place April

regular opening

remaining in the
week ending March 27th:
Mrs. Alonzo Gray, Mrs. W.
(’. Shaw. Bessie Wymon,

Belfast

j

from Boston for Searswith lumber for the East-

ui,-e

!

rebuilding
,n at this port Sunday for
left Boston Saturday.
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First Parish church
••■.ret at the home of Miss
Church street, this,
I .urn.
Current
i.
;it 2.30 o’clock.
in answer to the roll-call,
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the
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on

Washington, D. C., remorning's boat and reweather and a delightful
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during

h business

mi versary of Armor Hearer
liters and Sons, was observ-

Mrs. Isaiah Cross,
March 27th. At t> o'clock a
erved, after which a social
Mrs. Cross, Mrs. Price
gave readings, Miss Sarah
Miss Nettie May Iiowe,
ver told a story.
The par> decorated with flags and
Three new members were
Mr. and

j
j
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the contractor for the Na-

did

ng.

remarkably good

a

the old Chase
walls melted away as if
b bish disappeared in like man-

taking

j

down

nrick

I

\

was

\

-rs

possible

the least
while

to

the work
the

be used in

ineon-

going

was
new

struc-

mpact piles, convenient for
action, which no doubt will
building that has now given
for a modern structure was
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England Conservatory
Y.,
dent, will also have a place on the program,
and Miss Gladys Pitcher is to play a ’cello
obligato for Mr. White’s solo. The tickets will

H

Find I can
money in another place and so am going to close out my business here in short order. I
could find some one to buy the business entire, but I prefer to make my leaving more spectacular. For that reason I
will sell my stock at retail for probably less money than it would bring in one lump sum. I want to be remembered
by
the people of Belfast and vicinity by the many big bargains I shall exhibit at this closing out sale.

1

MY ENTIRE STOCK IS YOURS TO SELECT FROM AT PRICES

I

1

THAT WILL PROVE SENSATIONAL IN THE EXTREME.

f

son, N.

H. Ferguson will have her opening of

spring

and

the lumber

lows:

millinery Saturday, April
public is cordially invited.

summer

trade.

Her dimensions

are as

fol-

keel, 131 feet, 6 inches beam, 32 feet;
14 feet. She has a class A 1
star for 15 years. She has a Knox gaso-

depth of hold,
with

a

lene engine of 9 horse power, also a 22-foot
launch fitted with a 7 1-2 horse power engine.
Her lower masts are of Oregon pine, 86 feet
long and 26 inches in diameter: the topmasts
are 40 feet long and are of native spruce.
The
windlass, blocks and castings were furnished
by Knowlton Bros., the sails by Louis Martin
of New York, the furniture by Fred L. Curtis,
the hardware by J. C. Curtis, the crockery by
Carleton, Pascal Co., the linen by Follansbee &
Wood, and the medicine chest by E. E. Boynton. The following men are in charge of the
various kinds of work: Foreman, Will McAuley;
joiner. H. C. Small; blacksmith, Redington
Creamer;

rigger,

H.

B.

Successful Affair. The sale, supper
and entertainment held in Memorial Hall,
March 24th, by the ladies of the Methodist
church was a succcess in every particular.
The sale in the afternoon was well patronized,
and the articles were most attractive. The
table of fancy and useful articles was in charge
of Mrs. A. E. Luce, Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin and
Mrs. John Dow. Mrs. A. C. Tisdale and Mrs.
Frank P. Blodgett had the apron table, where
the many varieties shown found a ready sale.
The candy table was presided over by Miss
Bertha Whitten, Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain
and Miss Gertrude Coombs, assisted by others.
Supper was served at 6 o'clock to as many
patrons as the tables would accommodate.
The evening’s entertainment was a novel one,
and was thoroughly enjoyed by the large
audience. The first number was a selection
by Castle Waldo, K. O. K. A. Orchestra, comA

posed

own use

up a
next to the
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correspond with the build-
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a

good show

win-

finished in mission style,
and beams showing overthis show room is his work
that is a platform. Goods
t! delivered at the rear,
ail the work on the buddies day he had begun work on
He will have a very atment place of business.
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Nesbit of Washington, I),

*

meeting at the Bap>v evening, April 2nd, at 7.30
it is giving one month of his
cities and larger towns in
'he Laymen’s Christian Convenmen’s
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liich is to be held in Portland
Great success has in the past
ventions of Christian workers,
A. and boys clubs, but this is
pt to get the laymen of the
Uible in one errand convention.
ry indication that this will be
successful meetings ever held
most noted Christian workers
and State are interested and

Island, Friday,

Philadelphia

for

Bangor....

While trying to make New London harbor for
protection from the storm the schooner Hiram
Lowell, bound from New York for Bucksport,
loaded with coal, went on the rocks at the entrance to the harbor Thursday night and imin making it a great spiritual ; mediately began to fill. Capt. Cross and his
shit has for years been asso- | crew of seven men reached shore in a small
kind of Christian work and boat and notified the Scott Wrecking Co., but
equipped with information the water was too rough for the tugs to go out.
project. He has a message The Lowell is one of Capt. T. M. Nicholson’s
rested in Christian work can
fishing fleet ...A subcontractor for the con.'he invitation is to all the men struction of the Cape Cod canal >vas in Rockland Tuesday making deals for the bulk of the
are interested in Christian
to be used in the construction of the
! hear his
message and get an granite
two breakwaters and the walls of the canal.
work.
He said that upward of 1,000,000 tons of stone
There was a rattling good will be
required and that 50 vessels will be emra House last Friday night,
ployed in the transportation. Thirty-six ol
vh was up against the Monson these vessels will be
put into the service by
The score was tied several the Gilbert
Transportation Company, which
end of the first half was 14 to
will withdraw all of its vessels from the southI fast, the latter winning, 23 to
ern lumber trade.
The other vessels will be
a
return
at
Monson
play
game
chartered from outside
The contracts
■

■
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Going

And Leave Town
make

with granite dealers thus far closed will bring
great activity at Stonington, Bluehill, Greer
M. A. (20)
Island, Somes Sound, High Island and Hal
i. (3).lb, Sanborn, 1
Quarry. Other Maine quarries will share ir
.rb, Bigger
the production ?s soon as the contracts can b<
...c, Pullen, 1
.:.If, Sears, 4 i made. Capt. Gilbert of the Gilbert Transpor
4
.rf, Grover,
tation Company estimates that 300,000 tons o:
a,,d umpire, Mudgett and Johnson, 1
granite will be shipped to the canal this season
nag
Scorer, Shales.
Time, 20 min.
Last Thursday’s storm was very severe al I
the coast and a number of marine dis
"port last Friday night Winterport along
"'at<l‘l
Rockport Y. M. C. A. in a clean asters are reported. In Boston harbor the wini l
'r
blew 40 to 60 miles an hour. In the afternooi 1
°ne-sided game by a score of 35 to
;'Kthe schooner Annie P. Chase, bound from Ne\i
ummary:
Bedford for an eastern port, drove across th<
Y- M- c. a. (12)
■"
bay under close-reefs and anchored in th
Grant
jr, .lb,
'a, A
.rb, Robertson Roads. At one time the seas were breakinj
} ’1)
c, Shibles, 1
over T and Commercial wharves.
Steame r
c, Wellman, 1
|.r,
:
3 Bay State, which left here Thursday afternooi
Crone,
1
1.rf, Worcester, 1 for Boston, laid over in Rockland until Frida;
j
H,1(* ulT»pire, Fredericks and Stevens
p. m. Sch. Mary Weaver, moored off the Pen
Time, 20 and 15 min. periods.
dleton yard, broke adrift during the night an \
''v night before the
biggest crowd thai brought up against the wharf of the Belfas t
a basket ball
Fuel & Hay Co. and damaged it to the exten t
game in Monson
1 <
Hiph bv the Aeademy five defeated Belfas' of $100 or $200... .Sch. Mary J. Elliot, Captai:
close margin of 19 to 18. Tin
Turner, sailed Monday for Mt. Desert with ha; r
A're n(*ver so near defeat before oi
t „lr
from the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.Sch. Nik
from Boston, is discharing Xtravim molasse
Be^ast Raving won at Bel
a
deciding game will be playe< 1 for Horace Chenery and chemicals and phos
ral
f'oor. either Dover or Bangor.
phate for Jackson & Hall.
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Quickly

Iff GOODS FOR SPRL\G WEAR ARE ABUXDAXT-STOCKS ARE CLEAJ1
m FRESH-ALL ARE TO BE SLAUGHTERED AT THIS CLOSING OUT SALE

j||

I am going out of business but I am going out in a blaze of bargain glory that you will long remember.
Haven’t time now to print items—cannot afford to take the space necessary—but you can be sure of
anything in this store now at less than you ever dreamed of buying.

1

COMING AT THE DAWN OF SPRING SEASON THIS ANNOUNCEMENT WILL

I
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UNDERTAKER,
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Everything

modern in

CASXETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
Shipping Cases and Slate
Vaults always in stock.

Metal

!£

promptly,

Calls answered

£
I

1 also have
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Announce one of their famous 9 Cent Sales commenr*

continuing Friday
ing this, Thursday, morning
Saturday. We shall hold a Special Nine Cent Sale
and

"

Mrs.

♦

a

X

X

of

£

J

truly,

CAKLE & JONES.

MAIN

!

^.If,

...

^ler,ded

^

VCoSoor-

f

LET

STREET,

I

ALL THE TIME.
i

j

Card of Ttianks.
We

We

newly

S

per
“

7.00

can

“

also

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

thousand.
supply

a

5w9

FARM,

Employment
For Girls
CAN GIVE EMPLOYment to a few good, steady
girls on work, when experienced,
they can earn from $7.50 to $9.00
We pay beginners
per week.
$3.00 to $4.00 per week while
learning. None but those wanting steady employment need ap-

WE

to

...The...
Estabrooks Shirt

1868.

WILDER J. D3R\UN, Tieasurer

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

limited number of

hatched chicks.

Deposits December 1, 1908,

'Reserve,
Surplus,

ply

Belfast. Me., April 1, 1909.—Iwl3

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,

hundred.

Northport Avenue, Belfast.

j

may legally come before said meeting.
Bond No. 9 for $500 has been drawn by the
trustees and is payable August 1, 1909. when
interest thereon will cease.
RALPH H. HOWES, President.
ness as

4%

setting of 15 Eggs.

THE FERGUSON POULTRY

J

The annual meeting of the Pythian
Building
Association will be held at the office of James
Pattee & Son, in Belfast, on Tuesday, April
13, 1909, at 3 o’clock r. M.f for election of officers and the transaction of such other busi-

4%

PRICE:

60.00

PYTHIAN BUILDING ASSOCIATION

BELFAST.

We shall have for sale during the s *ason eggs
selected thoroughbred stock of Barred
Plymouth Rock and Rhode Island Reds.

$ 2.00

and Best,
Wilson’s
White Pine and Tar with
Honey Horehound and Tolu.
STOPS your COUGH.
Cl T Y DRUG STORE.

Edison Phonographs!
CARLE & JONES.

from

J

al A;'R-

!

HATCHING.

FOR

%

Yours

«>.♦♦♦>♦

B. CUNNINGHAM.

Office 48-4.

EGGS

J

cordially invited.

>^

APRIL 3,

ALL THE RECORDS

stock of

TO.

_72

Goods, White Waislings,
Ladies’ and Children’s Hosiery,
J
• Belt Buckles, Collars, Pins, Crash, Etc. •
are

H.

wish to express our thanks to our friends
and neighbors for kindnesses and sympathy in
for Card Parties, Sociables and Entertain- our late bereavement and for the
many beauj
ments. Tables 10 cents apiece.
I tiful flowers.
MRS. WM. H. NASH
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.
AND FAMILY.

jf

and

S Summer |Dress

|

JOHNSON, Milliner.

MISS CLARA

Card Tables and Chairs

X

H

g

^TO WHICH ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED, sc-

either day or nigh

Home telephone 48-3.

nearly sixty years.

CARLE & JONES

|

£
I
£

SATURDAY,

Buria

Ask your doctorif

|

|

Coroner.

Ask your doctor how often he prescribes an alcoholic
stimulant for children. He will probably say, “Very, very
rarely. Children do not need stimulating.” Ask him
how often he prescribes a tonic for them. He will probably answer, “Very, very frequently.” Then ask him
about Ayer’s non-alcoholic Sarsaparilla as a tonic for the
young. Follow hiS advice. He knot VS. JCTAyer Co., Lowell, Mass.

9 Cent Sale

<»

OPENING
1
S pring < Summer Mill inery!

j

$1,527,659.28

....

100.000.00

....

153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

Total Dividends

of

paid

to

depositors

Mfg. Co.,

to

^%,

$28,811.06

date,$1,324,888.89

This Bank paid its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
4 °lo per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in

the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

BELFAST, MAINE.

$867.75

Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of

The summary:

....

**•»+■$>.*>*
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Licensed
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The first great rule of health—“Daily movement of the bowels.”
this is not so. Then ask him about Ayer’s Pills. Sold for

OF*

s|

|j|

A.JOHNSON

ADVER/TISER^

ijS

I1

Sale begins today at 8 A. M.
Be on hand early.
No goods charged. No goods laid away. No telephone orders.

||j

|I

H
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All

buying

PROVIDE THE MOST AMAZING BARGAINS EVER KNOWN.

Alcohol to Children

IS

Possible.

This statement means exactly what it says. Where I am going I shall have no use for a particle of this stock or
any of the fixtures. Everything is for sale. The decision was reached after all my spring stock arrived. Cannot send
them back to the manufacturers, so they go on sale at slashed prices to close them out
quick. Think what this
means to you.
Picture the rare savings you will obtain. This sale will prove a wonderful feast of economies to all.

hi— m ..mi

I

as

Up Shop

more

parties.

case

to Close

The Journal is indebted to Mrs. D. M.
r\n
o ft
a iI ir theEyesPe°iaiI I k
|L ist of Portland,
Boynton of Cleveland, Ohio, for a copy of the
IMi,
DeW itt, and laden with books and slates they Cleveland Press containing full particulars,
,be at„Hotel,
tbf
Windsor
This is the time you need
“A Modern Bell” was with numerous illustrations, of the recovery of April 7th and 8th
sang “School Days.”
Miss Edna Coombs, daintily gowned. Mr. the kidnapped boy, Willie Whitla. The illus- the best glasses that you can get. All of that
spring sewing to be done, and you are going to
Harry Coombs sang an appropriate solo for trations include a life-size photo of W’illie. a strain your eyes with those old glasses? Come
this tableau. “An Old Time Bell” was Mrs. very striking feature.
and have your eyes examined by my UP-TODATE METHOD. This work can be done day
Tileston Wadlin, who was dressed in the fashion
or evening.
I have been fitting glasses for
of long ago. As a “Bell of the Future,” little
Capt. Al. Robbins has sold his big sloop to twenty-four years. What more need one say?
Frances Wyllie looked very sweet. “The Eldorus Mahoney and has bought the sloop Office hours 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 5 and 7 to 8 p.m.
Scotch Bell” was Miss Sadie Wright, and Mr. Straling of Northport parties. The Starling Don't forget the dates. COME EARLY.
Coombs sang “Annie Laurie.” The concluding was owned by one of the Read brothers, sumpicture, “The Liberty Bell,” was Miss Nellie mer visitors at Saturday Cove for many seaHall. The entire affair was most successful, sons,and was hauled up at the Cove for a numand a substantial sum was realized by these
ber of years. She was sold recently and has
energetic workers. The participants in the
drill had a group picture taken Thursday noon" been rebuilt.

Bohndell; caulker,

Frank Thomas; spar, II. P. Buchanpainter,
an, adzmen, L. C. Coopmaker, W. K. Mank.
R. L. Bean, the builder, has made this vessel
as far as possible a home product, and old
builders who have looked her over have pronounced her the best one ever built in Maine.
Mr. Bean was associated for several years in
this business with his father, H. M. Bean, and
is evidently a chip off the old block. He has a
contract for another schooner and will begin
work on it when this one is launched. The
Swain is to be commanded by Captain Samuel
W. Theall of Chelsea, Mass., formerly of the
schooner L. Jeffrey-Sch. Carrie A. Beckman
has chartered to load random stone at Green
Island, Stonington, for Providence, R. I.
Capt. Stillman Eaton of Rockland has taken
command of sch. Scotia of Pendleton Bra’s,
fleet and will engage in the general coasting
trade-Capt. Alonzo P. Gum of Rockland recently bought an interest in the sch. John
Bracewell and went to New Haven, Conn., last
week to take command.The first clearance
of the season for Bangor has been reported.

upholsterer, has put

•.

stu-

New

be 25 cents.

J.

g for h is

a

Macomber, violin; Harry
Leroy Coombs, cornet;
George Langill, clarinet; Charles Coombs,
10th, to which the
trombone; Miss Lurena Macomber, pianist.
Help the “Hello Girls.” The telephone The Drill of Nations
followed, and this unique
operators in the local exchange are to give a feature, which was arranged by Miss C. Lildance tomorrow, Friday, night in Odd Fellows’ lian
Spinney, was most pleasing. Columbia,
hall and hope thereby to make enough money
impersonated by Miss Nellie Hall, welcomed
in
a
to aid them
few accessories for in clever
buying
rhyme fifteen young ladies, each of
their “retiring room,” which the company re- whom represented a nation. The costuming
cently fitted up for them. The room, as its was most becoming and effective, and each
name implies, which is used as a place of rerepresentative of a country carried with her
tirement and rest when rest periods are given
the national emblem. The difficult drill which
in the busy season, has been equipped with a followed was executed very skilfully.
The
couch and Mission rockers and table by the participants were as follows: Columbia, Miss
company, and the girls wish to add a few little Nellie Hall; England. Miss Lurena Macomber;
things, sofa pillows, curtains for the windows, Germany, Miss Lana Pendleton; Australia,
perhaps an art rug, a table cover, etc. Their Miss Evelyn Robinson; France, Miss Edna
many friends among the subscribers of the Coombs; Romany, Miss Inez Hall; Switzerland,
exchange, as well as their personal friends, Miss Ola Colby; China, Miss Alice Hussey;
are more than glad of this opportunity to help
Italy, Miss Lelia Howard; Spain, Miss Laura
fLom
hoof
Mamr wrill
Bowden; Holland, Miss Ruth Coombs; Scotbuy tickets who will not attend the dance. At land, Miss Sadie Wright; Ireland, Miss May
present the force is made up of Mrs. Isa Wil- White; Japan, Miss Evie Hall; Africa, Miss
burn!, chief: Miss Winnefred Kimball, book- Gladys Marshall; South America, Miss Gertrude
keeper, and Miss Grace Hayes, Miss Eva Coombs. The orchestra furnished music for
Tibbetts, Miss Florence Brown. Miss Idella the drill, with Mrs. C. E. Read at the piano.
Knowlton and Miss Bertha Wood, operators. A series of tableaux called “The Bells” followKeyes' orchestra has been engaged for the ed the drill. “The Evening Bells” were Mrs.
dance. That the affair will be a great success Jay G. Willson. Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain
is assured and their friends will do everything and Miss Emma Frost, in evening costume,
and “The Morning Bells” were the same young
possible to make it so.
ladies in morning attire. Mrs. Read sang apShipping Items. The new schooner Frank
propriate solos for both these pictures. “The
FI. Swain will be launched from the Bean shipConvent Bell” was Miss Bertha Whitten,
yard, in Camden, April 8th. She is a three- dressed as a nun. “The School Bells” were
master of 700 tons capacity, built especially for
Misses Annie and Florence Curtis and Mildred
Louisa

|

The Parlor Musical Society will have its
first recital for the season in Memorial
Hall, April 13th. Miss Amy E. Stoddard is the
chairman for the evening, and has arranged an
unusually fine program, which will appear in
full in next week’s Journal. One of its interesting features will be numbers by some of
Belfast’s younger musicians who are studying
in Boston and who will then be at home for
their spring recess. The ladies’ quartette will
sing, and there will be solos by a number of
popular local artists. Miss Anna Hern of Hud-
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month.
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FORSALE
My store and cottage at Northport Camp
Ground, with all of the furnishing and fixFoi
tures. Will be sold at a bargain for cash.
particulars call on or address
J. W. PRICE,
15 Pearl Street Belfast, Maine.
2m9

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT V. DUNTON,

ARTHUR
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JAMES H. BOWES,^FRED O. WHITE,
I. BROWN, BEX D. FIELD.
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Nearly Three Centuries
Of Temperance Agitation and

Legislation

in Maine—1636-1909.
BY FRANK W. GOWEN.
NO.

7.
fol-

Col. A. S. Bangs of Augusta
lowed as Grand Chief Templar by Mr.
Frank H. Dexter of Springvale, who was
elected to this high office at the Grand
Lodge session held in Bangor in April,
1892. At that session Grand Secretary
George E. Brackett of Belfast reported
the total membership as nearly 20,000.
Mr. Dexter, who is still living and is the
editor of the Springvale Advocate, made
The only
an excellent Grand Chief Templar. Take
was

him all in all he

was

one

of the most

level-headed and ablest members of the
Grand Lodge. There were more eloquent
speakers, but few, if any, who could write
or
a resolution or a report as quickly,
manage matters on the floor of the Grand
Lodge better than Bro. Dexter. During
his term of office I made a tour of Aroostook county and organized lodges in nearly every town in which I spoke. In several of the public meetings I was assisted
by Rev. George M. Park of Presque Isle,
a prominent member of the order and a
very able speaker; also by Hon. Ira G.
Hersey of Hculton, also a member of the
order and an

He is

eloquent speaker.

a

true way to cure Rheumatism is to
drive it from the system, for as long as the
Uric and Rheumatic Acid remains in the blood,
Uric-0
one is never free from the trouble.
seeks out the Rheumatic poison in the blood,
muscles and kidneys, renders it inert and harmless and drives it out of the system. It is composed of perfect antidotes for the rheumatic
acid poison in the system, and the secret of its
wonderful success lies in the fact that it is deto cure Rheumatism only.
Uric-0 is sold and recommended by Wm. O.
Poor & Son and by druggists everywhere at
75c. and $1.00 the bottle. They will furnish
samples and literature upon request or same
can be obtained by writing to the Smith Drug
13
Co., 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.

signed

Mann of New York.

Those

gentlemen

Literary

the following year appointed superintendent of this
branch of the order by Rev. Smith Baker,
who was then Grand Chief Templar of
Maine and who is one of the grandest
Cousens of Kennebunk

men

and most

was

eloquent preachers

our

bnAoJii a miLLS,

iviti.,

reu.

o,

i£7U<.

prohibition.
noble words, written
old man who throughout his

These

grand

are

by a
long

staunch supporter of the
principles of prohibition. Recently

life has been

a

the

spring of

1893 and held the office for

three successive years.
ber was very popular

Rev. Mr. Web-

with

the Good

Templars of Maine and was a pleasing
He recently
and entertaining speaker.
became the pastor of a large church in
Rumford, Maine, where I had the pleasure of meeting him a few years ago while
speaking in that wide-awake town against
resubmission. Rev. Mr. Webber
lowed

as

Grand Chief

was

Templar by

fol-

Grant

Rogers of Richmond, who was elected at
our Grand Lodge session in Bangor in the

spring of 1896. Mr. Rogers had become
great
quite noted while county attorney of
and
1 visited Uncle Solon
enjoyed the
Sagadahoc county in prosecuting rumday with him very much. He has fine, sellers, and believes in a rigid enforceon
his
and
modern
farm,
buildings
large
ment of our liquor laws. W'hile he was
has in large gilt letters on a sign over his
Grand Chief Templar he spoke a good
barn door, “Them Steers,” a phrase
deal over the State in the interest of the
which became famous during the stirring
and was a representative
organization,
Greenback days. Uncle Solon has one
from Maine to the supreme body of the
of the largest and finest Northern Spy
world. On my business trips to LewisHe is reorchards in New England.
where he now resides, I often meet
ton,
markably vigorous for a man for his him.
attend
to
able
to
his
and
daily
years,
During the year 1896 our Grand Lodge
business affairs. Long may he live.
lost by death a very prominent member
Hon. B. C. Jordan of Alfred has also
H. Greeley
He was in the person of Hon. Josiah
been an active Good Templar.
was a pioneer worker in
who
of
Palermo,
one of the State Deputies and interested
a genHe is now ,a the order. He was a lawyer and
in the welfare of the order.
tleman of ability and sound judgment and
of
the
Christian
Civic
member
prominent
wielded a strong influence on the floor of
League of Maine and his letters against
his life
resubmission in the Portland Evening our Grand Lodge. Throughout
was always on the side of
influence
his
Express and other papers, and later pubIn 1895 the
lished in book form, were of great aid in temperance and sobriety.

useful life of Hon. Andrew J. Chase of
Portland was closed by death. Mr.
Chief TemLate in the winter of 1892 I was first Chase had been Past Grand
commissioned as Deputy Right Worthy plar of Maine and was one of the ablest
as a
Lecturer and Organizer by the late Dr. members of our Grand Lodge and
He
had few equals.
Oronhyatekha, then at the head of our presiding officer
world’s order, and in 1893, 1894 and 1895 was also a gentleman of distinguished
AlJ was commissioned by the late Dr. D. H. presence and of excellent talents.

fight against resubmission
Legislature.

the

in the 73d

No need to be sick.

one

Valentine,

of you

No.

*

telephone
amongrthe authors are Irving Bacheller,
Graces. Richmond, Ada T. Drake, Mary promptly gave her notice. This state of
affairs so dismayed our subscriber that
Heaton Vorse, Florence Morse Kingsley
he cancelled his order for the removal of
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WA

a. smith, administrator of the
Frank O. Smith, laie of Belfast,
in said County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at
public or private sale and convey certain real estate of said deceased, described in said petition.

Lawrence
estate
of

■

Ordered, that tmtict tl
weeks successively, m It
newspaper publish, i: ii; i.
ty, that all persons int-i.
Probate Court, t«. la- h.
day of April next, aim
they have, why the
OKu. 1
allowed
A true copy:
Attest.
(.'HAS, p. I! ax I
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Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 13th day of April. A. 1).
1909, at ten of the clock beiore noon, and show
cause, if any thev have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

a

j

i

II7 A 1,1)0 SS.—Ill < mil
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P. Brown, adnilnistralm
! Wesley Brown, late ... I
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Ordered, that no;
March. A D. 1909.
weeks successively, in
DODGE, administrator of the estate of a newspaper
n
Addison 1>. Sparrow, late of Freedom, in
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that all persons iiite- -t* ■:
said County <»f Waldo, deceased, having presentbate Court, to be held at
ed a pet.tion praying for a license to sell at pubof April next, and -mm
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A true copy. Attest
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all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
older to be published three weeks successively
117 ALIK) SS.-ill Com t
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubVl
fast, on the DtI. day
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Prorence A
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor
Smith, adtniui.said County, on tile 13th(day of April, a.el). S Frank (> Smith, cite
1909, at ten of the clock before m»on. and show deceased, having pie.- t,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said ; administration of said e-;
petitioner should not be granted.
Ordered, That notie.
GEolo.E E. JOHNSON, Judge.
| weeks successively. m In
a true copy.
ttest:
a
newspaper publish u n >
|
Chas P Hazkltink, Register.
! ty. that all persons liitm
Probate Court, to be !,•
At a Probate Couu held at Belfast, within and
day of April next, at
for the ( ountv of Waldo, on flu* 9th day of
they have, why the sam
March. A. D. 1909.
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allowed.
E. SYFYESTKK. widow of Frank w.
A true copy. Attestin
said
of
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P tilat<
Freedom,
County
Syivester.
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
ll’ A 1,1)0 SS.
In Court.
praying for an allowance out of the personal esH
last, oil th*' Oth da
tate of said deceased.
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Ordered. That the .said petitioner give notice to T.
said
t
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all persons interested by causing a copy ol thi>
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in t he lb-publican Journal, a newspaper publishOrdered, That lmi
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that all persons m* i*
County. on the 13th day of April. A. I). 1909,
hate Conn, to be
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
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goods of every description. Furn*ture, bedding, c;upets,

stoves,

etc

Antique furnitur*

a

postal

specialty.

If yot
anything t<

have
sell drop nu*
card and you will receive a prompt cad.
WALTER H. COOMBS,

Corner Cross and Federal Streets.
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Belfast,

prosecution, form the subject of a thrilling article by Will Irwin'in the American Magazine for April.
Jesse Lynch

At a Probate Conn held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on tin- 9th day of
March, a. l) 1909.
MORRIFF. widow of Gilman Morrill, late of W mterport, in said County of
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Williams contributes to the same number stories by Grover Cleveland and
stories about him. The article is full of
Waldo, deceased, having piesenled a petition
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within am
anecdotes showing the great statesman’s ! for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- praying tor an allowance out of the personal esof said deceased.
tate
1909.
A.
D.
and
of
dry
lively humor. Ida M. Tarbell, j day March,
the said petitioner give not ce to
writing a sidelight on the most lively 4 certain instrument, purporting to be the Iasi allO. dered, That
persons interested by causing a copy of this
of Sarah A. Ingalls, latt
question now before Congress, exposes A will and testament
order to be published three weeks successively
of
Waldo, deeeas
the various ways of juggling with the I ot Northport, in said County
in The Republican Journal,ia newspaper publishbeen presented lor probate,
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
tariff, and practically declares herself to j ed, having that notice be
to all persons in
Ordered,
given
Court, to be ln-id at Belfast, wit Din and tor said
ue
in agreement witn i'resident
lait, terested by causing a copy of this cider to lit i County, on the loth day of April, A. 1>- 1909,
who favors the appointment of a tariff published three weeks successively in The Re- 1 at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
that they
it any they have, why the prayer of said petitioncommission.
Professor W. I. Thomas publican Journal, published at Belfast,
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
er should not be grained.
tells of the “Older and Newer Ideals of may appear
(i FO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
fa-t, within and for said County, on the secouc
of the clock beA true copy. Attest:
Marriage," William Allen White de- Tuesday of April next, at ten
( has.
Hazkltink, Register.
scribes “Prgress in American Cities," fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved ami
and Charles W. Wood tells of his experi- allowed.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
ence during the last six months in “LookGEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
tor the County of Waldo, on the 9th day •>(
A true copy. Attest;
March, a. 1). lb09.
ing for a Job." Fiction of an unusual
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
excellence is contributed by Stewart
G. DUNNING, executor of the last will
o' Inez R. Kendall, late ot Winterport, in
Edward White, Richard Washburn Child,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within am
said County of Waldo, deceased, having preEdward Peple and Olive Higgins Prouty.
sented a petition praying that the actual market
for the County of W aldo, on the 9th day o
I
value of the property of said deceased now in
March, A. D.1909.
ville. Peace be to her ashes. Mrs. The number also contains “Letters f^m
his hands, subject to the payment of the collaterG. G.," and the serial, “Margarita’s
T. W ARD, administrator of the es
interested in the
as
Grand
was
followed
Cain
Superintend- Soul,"
tateof George P. Ward, late, of Thorndikt al inheritance tax, ihe personsamount
of the tax
by the new novelist, Ingraham in said
succession thereto, and the
County of Waldo, deceased, having pie
ent by Mrs. H. C. Munson, wife of Rev. Lovell.
“The Interpreter’s House" and seated a petition praying that the Judge of Pro- thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
H. C. Munson, Past Grand Chief Tem- “The Pilgrim’s Scrip" contain their bate may determine who are entitled to the bal
ance of said estate now in bis hands fordistribu
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
unusual amount of meaty reading.
plar of Maine. Much credit is due Mrs.
all persons interested by causing a copy of tills
lion, their respective shares therein and ordei
distributed
accordingly.
order to be published tnree weeks successively
the same to be
Munson for her faithful work among the
a newspaper pubOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice in The Republican .Journal,
CURES
INDIGESTION.
was
a
much
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a 1 rechildren. She
respectlady
to all persons interested by causing a copy o
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
to be published three weeks succes
order
this
ed and but recently passed away. She All Distress From
13th day of April. A. I).
Stomach and Indigestion sively in The Republican Journal, a newspape said County, on theclock
before noon, and show
1909, at ten of the
at Belfast, that they may appear at y
was followed in this office by Mrs. E. P.
Vanishes in Five Minutes.
if
why the prayer of said
they
have,
at
any
lieid
cause,
be
to
Belfast,
within
am
robate Court,
be
not
granted.
Alexander of Belfast, who was elected
petitioner should
!
said County, on the 13tli day of April, a
Take your sour stomach—or maybe you call for
ttEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
1). 1909, at ten of the clock before noon, am
as Grand Superintendent at the spring
A true copy. Attest:
it Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh ! show cause, if any they have, why the prayer o
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
said petitioner should not be granted.
session of our order at Bangor in 1899. of Stomach; it doesn’t matter—take
your stomGKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelMrs. Alexander was in her day a fine ach trouble right with you to your Pharmacist
Attest:
A true copy.
Willast, on the 9.1) day of March, 1909.
Chas, P. Hazkltine, Register.
elocutionist and much interested in Good and ask him to open a 50-cent case of Pape’s
liam J. Matthews, executor of the last will of
IL Matthews, late of Searsport, in said
Lewis
one
and
let
eat
of
a
fine
notice.
you
22-grain TriangThe sub
pres- Diapepsin
Templary. She was lady
County, deceased, having presented liis first and
senber hereby gives notice that he has beei
and see if within five minutes there is left
final account of administration of said estate for
ence and pleasing manner and had a large ule
administrator of the estate of
duly
appointed
allowance.
i
trace of your stomach misery.
circle of near and sincere friends. [Mrs. "any
JOSEPH H. SWKKT8ER, late of Seals,port, I Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
The correct name for your trouble is Food 1
The Republican Journal,
Alexander died in Bangor March 23d. Ed. ]
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give! I weeks successively, in
Fermentation—food souring; the Digestive or- bonds as the law' directs. All peisons bavin]
a newspaper published hi Belfast, in said Conn
Mr. Harry E. Record of Auburn follow- gans become weak, there is lack of gastric demands against the estate of said deceased an : ty, that, all persons ii terested may attend at a
the same lor .settlement, am I Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th
ed Mrs. Alexander as Grand Superintend- juice; your food is only half digested, and you desired to present are
if any have,
requested to make pay j day of April next, and Jshow cause,
all indebted thereto
! have, why the said account should not be allowed.
ent. Mr. Record, who is an excellent become affected with loss of appetite, pressure ment immediately.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
JAMES B. SWEETSt^R.
;
A true copy, Attest:
teacher, has always been very much in- and fullness after eating, vomiting, nausea,
SCarsport, Match 9, J 909.
chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
terested in the Juvenile work of our or- heartburn, griping in bowrels, tenderness in the
NOTICE.The subscrib
I often meet him on my pit of stomach, bad taste in mouth, constipaSS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
er hereby gives notice that she has been dub
ganization.
fast, on the 9th day of March, 1909. John
business trips to Lewiston and Auburn. tion, pain in limbs, sleeplessness, belching of appointed administratrix of the estate of
! G.
Dunning, executor of the last will of Inez R.
sick headache, nervousness,
biliousness,
late of Lincolnville,
gas,
deWALES
ELMES,
Mrs. H. A. Ivers of Waterville was next
I Kendall, late of \> interport, in said County,
of addizziness and many other similar symptoms.
in the County of W aldo, deceased, and givei ! ceased, having presented his first account
for
allowance.
elected to the office of Grand Superini
said
estate
of
All
ministration
peisons havingde
If your appetite is fickle, and nothing tempts bonds as the law directs.
mauds against the estate of said deceased art I
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
tendent at the annual Grand Lodge sesyou, or you belch gas, or if you feel bloated desired to present the same for settlement, am l weeks *uc*cessively in The Republican Journal, a
are requested to make pay
thereto
all
indebted
sion held in Portland in 1905. She held after
lies
like a lump of
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Courty,
eating, or your food
ment immediately.
that
pt-rsous interested may attend at a Prothis office three years and made a most lead on your stomach, you can make up your
HANNAH V. ELMES.
ha u*
to be helu at Belfast, on the 13th day
excellent record. She is still a member mind that at the bottom of all this there is but
Lincolnville, March 9.1909.
of April next, and show cause, if any they
have, w hy the said account should not be allowof our order and interested in temperance
one cause—fermentation of undigested food.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
NOTICE. The subscriber here
work. The present Grand Superintend1
A true copy. Attest:
by gives notice that she has been duly ap
Prove to yourself, after your next meal, that
ent of our Juvenile branch is’ Mr. S. W.
P. Hazeltink, Register.
Chas.
last
will
the
and
of
testamen
executrix
pointed
your stomach is as good as any; that there is of
Woodbury of Bangor.
The sublate
of
this
NOTICE.
F.
GEORGE
RYAN,
fermentation
Belfast,
In my next article I shall, in connection nothing really wrong. Stop
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
All person:
with the history of Good Templary in and begin eating what you want without fear in the County of Waldo, deceased.
of
the esadministratrix
been
duly appointed
having demands against the estate of said detate of
Maine, give a brief history of our Prohibi- of discomfort or misery.
ceased are desired to present the same for set
a description of my second
and
are
law
thereto
of
all
indebted
Morrill,
requestedt<
NAHUM M. SIMMONS, late
tory
Almost instant relief is waiting for you. It tlement, and
trip to Europe in 1905 to attend the is merely a matter of how soon you take a little make payment immediately.ELLEN P. KYAN.
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
world’s session of our order in Belfast,
All
bonds as the law directs
persons having deBelfast, March 9,1909.
4wl3
Diapepsin.
<
mands against the estate of said deceased are
Ireland.
desired to present the same for sett lenient, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payHives, ecxema, itch or salt rheum sets you
of your clothing.
ment immediately.
crazy. Can't bear the touch
ANN1E M. SIMMONS,
Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate cases.
the
Digests
of
heart
what
eat
IM4k
m4
Morrill, March 9,1909.
Right
you
KMmvi
Uin
palpitation
Why suffer. All druggists sell it.
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Maiden, administratoi n
Perkins, late of Palenm.,
ed. having presented his

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9ih day of
March. A. I) 1909.

druggets or will be sent postpaid, on
receipt of price 50 cents per box six j?
boxes, $2.50 by the Dr. Williams Medicine
g
M
Company Schenectady. N. V

entertaining fiction.

True stories of plots, abducfjons, dynamiting and attempted murder undertaken against the San Francisco graft

117
ff

At a Prolnle Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March, A. i>. 1909.
a certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of George B. Hughes,
late of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within ami fur said County, on the second Tuesday ol April next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the sann* should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEORGE E. JuHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

in neuralgia; or lifeless, as
in oartial paralysis; or when
the body as a whole is ill
nourished, as in general debility They build up the blood,
strengthen the nerves and have
cured troubles of women and
growing girls and many forms
of weakness. That hundreds
of peoole have tried the treatment with good results is
Town by the increasing num*
ber of cures reported.

Lv

copy.
t

as

are

true

Oho
Attest:
)•.

_Chas

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appeal at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of April n< xt. at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allow* d.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.

imnure, as in rheumatism;
or when the nerves are weak,

Dr Williams P::ik Pilis

A true copy.

intcicsicd

or

body’s, a characteristically stirring appreciation of Theodore Roosevelt, under
the title, “The Passing of the Man;”

eu.

A

A
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1

the
certain instrument, purporting to be
last will ami testament of Mary A. Thompson, late of Montviile, in said County of Waldo,
deceased bavin,: been pre*ented for probate.

]

01

s

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of waldo. on the secoud Tuesday of March, A. I). 1909.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
are the remedy to use when
the blood is thin as in anaemia;

“When today died, an epoch ended.
Inter it in the crypt with Alexander’s,
with Caesar’s, with Napoleon’s." Thos.
W. Lawson writes, in the April Every-

H

County, deceased, having i.,...
"A
tiual account ol admin,.n...
;
Ordered, That notice ti.<* ,.llf
weeks successively, in n,.. 1(' n-n
a newspaper published
i,.‘
?
: 3
ty. tlmi ail persons inmiesn,,',/
Probate Court, to be In id at i.,
u
i.
J
day of April next, and n1„,w
have, why ihe said account

so-

drugs.

ing form for story readers.

m

^

E. Whitcomb, ailinmiMi
James H. Whtteomh, i„t.

GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

PINK PILLS

A year or more ago Rowland Thomas
was awarded by Collier’s the
prize of
$5,000 offered for the best all-around
fiction story by an American writer.
It
was entitled
“Fagin” and was a story
of the Philippines. Mr. Thomas has
now brought out a
book, “The Little
Gods, a series of short stories of actual
The
happenings in the Philippines.
author’s home is now in Duxbury, Mass.,
and he is but 30 years old.
He was born
in Castine, Me., the son of Rev. L. J.
Thomas, a Congregational minister. He
graduated from Harvard in 1901 with a
“summa cum laude,
and w'ent immediately to the Philippines. Two years of
keen observation and careful study of
conditions in the islands gave him the
material he was seeking and he came
home to put his knowledge into interest-

fl

lr;

U-A1.D0 SB.—in .
Vl fast, on the atluiKy

and allowed

Dr. Williams’

ington,” written in that distinctive,
witty and personal way Joe Chappie has
of telling the people what they want to
know of pertinent and timely topics at
the Capital.

'1

would be my
,--

A

Emmanuel Movement Really Is” begins
in this issue.
The stories are good, and

•* F." |

..

Haven, \je

used your ‘L. F.* Atwood’s Bitters with great
constipation and other stomach troubles. Think it
remedy."

(or

/

Dan Cupid’s arrows don’t fly true from fingers At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
old as mine.
for the Couuty ot Waldo, on the second TuesBut let me tell you, 'mong the crowds who by |
day ot March, a. D. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
your service thrive,
will and testament of Jededlah J. Varney.
There’s none appreciates you more than
| late of Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
grouchy “Seven five.”
been presented for probate.
having
I
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inA subscriber in our Bath, Maine, Ex- terested
by causing a copy of this order to be
|
change recently ordered out his telephone, published three weeks successively in The Rebut before the removing had been com- ! publican Journal, published at Belfast. that they
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
pleted he cancelled the order. Upon in- may
Belfast, within ami for said County, on the secvestigation by Manager Spear it develop- ond Tuesday of April next, at ten ot the clock
ed that the servant, learning that they before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
the same should not be proved, approved
were to be without
service, why

is of a small miss dressed up in the old
fashioned clothes, surrounded by the ancient belongings of the attic, and is most
attractive.
A discussion of “What the

and the editors add to this a brief review
of the ex-President’s career as public
servant and citizen, and a godspeed to
the chief executive. The third shot, and
perhaps the most effective from a practical standpoint, in the campaign against
margin gambling, is fired in “The Game
Gets You.” by John Parr; and added to
it is the confession of a branch-manager
of one of New York’s big Stock Exchange houses. It is called “A Hireling
of Wall Street.
There are many other
timely articles and the usual quota of

People

JJ“s.Jbottle

—

’Tis doubtless true not

I

WELL!

who regularly use the
true
Atwood’* Bitters never suffer from constipation, si. h
or biliousness.
Get a bottle of this
indigestion
reliable
cine and begin taking it now. Sold at all good stores.

This exquisitely phrased sentiment was
sent to the operators in one of our Maine
exchanges on St. Valentine’s day:

When

^

KEEP

A subscriber of the Rumford Falls.,
Me., Exchange, after taking on a toll
call to the Canton Creamery, located at
Canton, Me., informed the operator at
Rumford Falls that the Creamery was
unable to furnish the cream which he
wanted, and told her he felt that he
should not pay for the call.

For five years
State has ever reared.
Rev. Mr. Cousens had'' charge of this and Hulbert Footner.
the instrument. Perhaps this is the
branch of work and published a paper in
The Strand Magazine for April con- lution of the servant girl problem?
j
the interest of the children. During his tains a startling article on “Spirit Drawterm of office the name was changed ings,” the illustrations to which are calculated to inspire one with a positive disfrom Cold Water Temple to Juvenile like
for every kind of spiritualistic art.
Temple. He was an eloquent preacher The author, Mr. Beckles Willson, wants
He to know if there is any scientific explaand an able temperance worker.
nation for these wonders, and we conrepresented Maine in the world’s session fess to
being obliged to give it up. And
of our order in London in 1873, and was
yet the subject is an interesting one and
also Grand Chaplain of our Grand Lodge will probably be widely read by people
in 1877 and 1878. The work was trans- who believe in hypnotism, spiritualism
and the like.
Spirit Drawings have
ferred from his care to that of Mrs. M.
attracted the attention of no less a perC. Crossman of Bangor, who was known son than the American
savant, Professor
as
“Mother Crossman.” She was one James, who has made a study of the
The examples of spirit drawof the most lovable ladies that ever filled subject.
These pills were originally
this office in the State of Maine, and ings which the author reproduces and
describes are almost convincing.
a
the memory of her noble work among the
prescription used in the
“The whole is not greater than any of
children, and also among many victims of
doctor’s
private practice and
its parts” tersely sums up that great
strong drink, can never die.
all-around magazine—the April Nationtheir benefit to mankind has
Another of the early and able workers al.
If there is a straight line to the
hearts
and
of
Fitzbeen
minds
H.
increased many thousand
children
was
Mrs.
C.
the
magazine
readers,
among
the National finds it.
It is delightful
gerald of Brunswick, who was superin- and
fold
by their being placed on
refreshing to read what the editor
tendent of the Juvenile Temples of of the National
Magazine saw at the
general sale with the doctor’s
Maine in 1877. She was a fine speaker Inauguration. He seems to have observand a skilled organizer of Temples. The ed and heard what others did not, and
own directions for use.
They
describes it with the facile discrimination
early data of the order before me shows of the “letter home” and with the art
are entirely safe and contain no
that she spoke and worked in all parts of of the careful chronicler.
We welcome,
Maine. On June 30, 1877, she instituted in addition, the usual “Affairs at Washopiates or other habit-forming

two of the ablest leaders our order
prominent member of the 74th Legislawith the exception of Hon.
Prof. W. S. Knowlton, ; ever had,
ture of Maine.
B. Finch and the late Hon. S. B.
John
now a State Senator from
Piscataquis
Chase of Pennsylvania. After I received
county and author of “The Old Schoolcommission my first field of labor !
my
in
aided
me
my
master,”
very materially
of Maine was in Canada, and
outside
labors in Caribou, where he was then
in the fall of 1893 I hegan speaking
early
of
a
in
establishing large lodge
teaching,
in Nova Scotia, visiting all the principal
There were no more active
our order.
cities and towns in that Province and oror nobler
temperance workers in the
I ada good number of lodges.
State than in Aroostook, and my tour of 1 ganizing
in many historic places,
dressed
meetings
that great county will always be one of
such as Grand Pre, the home of Evangethe happiest of my reminiscences of work
Port Royal, or Annapolis, made
this
About
for the order in Maine.
time, line;
famous
in history; La Have, on La Have
or a year or so before, Clarence B. Burwhere the first French fort in
river,
of
son
of
Congressman
Augusta,
leigh
North America was built. The ruins of
Burleigh, became a member of the order
the second fort, which was built by Isaac
and was a State Deputy for a few' years,
De Razilla in 1632, are still to be seen,
and also attended several of our Grand
and I have some of the old nails and brick a rempie in orooKS, waiao county, anu
Lodge sessions. Mr. Burleigh is the edifrom that fort as souvenirs. De Razilla its name was M. B. O’Donnell and its
tor of the Kennebec Journal, the author
resided at La Have and was appointed superintendent was Miss Cora Forbes, a
man
and
a
of some excellent books,
young
Governor of Nova Scotia by Louis XIII., most excellent teacher and a sister of
of ability.
King of France, who wept bitterly on his Hon. Frank L. Forbes of California,
One of the famous men of our State
bed over his wickedl ife. Late in j Brother M. J. Dow, Past Grand Chief
dying
who has been an active Good Templar is
November I received word from the R. Templar, was then District Deputy of
He has been State
Hon. Solon Chase.
W. G. Lodge, now the International Su- Waldo and Hancock counties and will
remember her visit to Brooks.
Deputy of the order and has spoken and
preme Lodge, that I was to be sent to probably
written in behalf the principles of proPrince Edward Island for December, to She also spoke in Burnham in the interhibition.
Only a few years ago he ad- take
est of Riverside Temple. The superinpart in the closing weeks of the exdressed a large public meeting in Watercontest
for
Plebiscite
prohibition tendent of that Temple was the late Hon.
citing
ville, at the close of the session of the
then being waged on that island. Two Nahum E. Murray, who was always an
Kennebec District Lodge of Good Ternweeks before I arrived on the island the active temperance worker.
ims
uiotiu[jiais, dim w aa uij f;ucoi.
Among the distinguished men of the
Grand Lodge of Good Templars in this
guished son of Maine, who has been one beautiful little
had made careful State who were superintendents of Juveprovince
of the most original and witty speakers
nile Temples under Mrs. Fitzgerald were
arrangements for my speaking tour, and
and writers, was born on the farm where
Hon. Joshua A. Nye, who was superinthe
I
arrived
in
when
Charlottetown,
pro
he resides in Chase’s Mills, in the town
vincial capital, late in the afternoon on a tendent of a Temple at Augusta, and
of Turner, 86 years ago. He was a memMajor H. A. Shorey, who was superinwas surrounded by
cold December day,
ber of the Maine Legislature in 1861 and
several officials of the Grand Lodge and tendent of Highland Lake Temple in
It was, however, as a leader of
1862.
Bridgton. In 1879, by a vote of our
a crowd of enthusiastic people, who wrung
the Greenback movement in our State
Grand
the
and
I
was
escorted
to
Lodge, the care of the juvenile
hand
princimy
and nation that his name became famous.
hotel in the city with a band of music. organization was placed in the hands of
pal
In the National Greenback convention in
The people along the route to the hotel Mrs. Isabel A. Hodgdon of Waterville,
188h he came within a few votes of being
shouted now and then, “The speaker who was then Grand Vice Templar. She
nominated for President of the United
from the great prohibition State of did excellent work, retiring after one
States. The candidates in that national
Maine has arrived.” I mention this fact year in office with 50 Temples and 41,000
convention for the highest political honor
merely to call the attention of my read- children added to the organization. Mrs.
in our government were Gen. James B. ers to the
great influence the State of Hodgdon was followed as superintendent
Weaver of Iowa, Hon. Solon Chase of
Maine has wielded the world over in the in 1880 by Miss Nellie B. Nye of FairMaine and Gen. Benj. F. Butler of Masbattle for legal prohibition. That evening field, and during her term this officer
sachusetts. Mr. Chase withdrew in favor I
spoke, with others, at a large mass was by a vote of the Grand Lodge made
of General Weaver and Weaver was
meeting, and for nearly two weeks, night a member of the Grand Council. She
nominated. Mr. Chase was the Green- after
night, I spoke in all parts of the was also instrumental in inaugurating
back candidate for Governor of Maine in
I have seldom seen more enthu- “Children’s Day” at Temperance campisland.
1882 anti was the candidate for Congress
siasm manifested among the people for meetings throughout the State. In more
of this party in the 2nd Congressional
the principles of prohibition than in recent years the superintendents of this
district against the late Congressman
Prince Edward Island, and I predicted branch of the order have been Mrs. P. G.
A few years ago he
Neison Dingley.
Barstow of Bangor, who did splendid
on my return home to Maine that this
wrote a series of letters for the Boston
would some day be under prohi- work among the children, as did Mrs. E.
province
Sunday Herald, which were widely read. bition. A few
years ago my prediction G. Pember of Kennebunk and Mrs.
Uncle Solon is regarded as one of the
came true.
The Provincial Legislature Emily E. Cain of Waterville, the latter
most interesting and able writers in our
granted the island entire prohibition, and holding this important office for 11 years.
State. Occasionally I hear from him by
this province has the honor of being the She was first elected grand superintendletter.
When -we were having such a
first British colony to adopt a prohibitory ent at the Grand Lodge session in Auhard tight to defeat resubmission in the
liquor law. While I was an International gusta in April 1886, and retired at the
legislature two years ago I heard frorr
Supreme Lecturer and Organizer my Grand Lodge session in Portland in the
him often.
He was bitterly opposed tc
tours in the interest of the Good Templar spring of 1897. Mrs. Cain was a refined
resubmission, and although at the adorder in America included the States of and conscientious lady and very successvanced age of 84 he had arranged tc
Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, ful in her work among the children. She
leave his fireside at Chase’s Mills anc
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, was une ui me auiesi muies wnu ever
journey to Augusta to speak against re- but 1 have not the time to dwell at
length stood at the head of the juvenile departsubmission at the hearing held on the
During the last
these tours as it would require a ment of our order.
upon
18th of February in Representative Hall.
series of papers.
years of her life she resided in Portland
But the weather was very cold and stormy
The next Grand Chief Templar of with her son, Mr. L. B. Cain, who has
A few
on that day and he did not come.
Maine after Bro. Dexter was Rev. E. become quite noted in musical circles.
days before the hearing on the resubmis- W.
Webber, who was then preaching in She passed away in the early spring of
sion resolve took place I received the folR chmond.
He was elected to this office 1907 in Portland and lies buried in the
lowing letter from him:
at the Grand Lodge session in Bangor in beautiful Pine Grove Cemetery in Waterwere

Dear Friend Gowen:
If the weather looks pleasant I
shall be at Augusta to speak against
resubmission at the temperance hearing February 13th. Resubmission
would be a backward step, and would
be so regarded by the State, and also
as a step toward license.
Although
I am now 84, and not away from home
I
am
in
much
winter, yet
ready to
speak and defend the principles of

TELEPHONE TOPICS.

though liberal in his views, he thoroughly
News and Notes.
believed in the principles of the Good
The National Magazine has arranged
Templars and in total abstinence.
entitled “The
In looking back over the years of the for a series of five articles
Doctor’s Trust,” by Hon. Charles A.
and
juvenile work of our order in Maine,
Miller of Iowa. The opening installment
the efforts to educate the children as to appears in the National for April.
the great evils of strong drink, I find
The best things in the April Strand
that the late Hon. Joshua A. Nye, who Magazine are some capital short stories
Uric
and
Poisonous
the
Uric-O Expells
was twice elected Grand Chief Templar
by W. W. Jacobs, E. Phillips Oppenheim
Rheumatic Acid from the System, Insurof Maine, (in 1869 and 1874) was for and Morley Roberts; a continuation of
Hall Caine’s enthralling “The White
ing a Permanent Cure.
nearly 27 years at the head of Juvenile Christ;” an important article on Bigand Game
Waterville
in
Fairfield,
Templars
Hunting in Africa by F. C. Selous,
The Rheumatic person is skeptical regarding Augusta.
Of his work in this connection who is accompanying the ex-President as
far as Mombasa, and an interesting acthe claims of almost any remedy advertised as he said: “If I have ever done
any good in
count of how “Spirit Drawings” are
a cure for Rheumatism and one scarcely blame
the temperance work it has been done in made.
Harry Lauder continues his
him for being so. All the plasters and liniworking among the children.”
amusing “Reminiscences.”
ments combined never actually cured a case of
In 1870 the first Cold Water Templars
The April Woman’s Home Companion
Rheumatism. They may relieve it in one quarwere formed in Maine and Rev. O. M.
is a handsome issue.
The cover design
ter but it is sure to break out somewhere else.

fhe Greatest Success
Known in Treating
Rheumatism.

\

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE-

I

by give notice llu'
pointed executor of the

\

j

ELIZA B. BEN N Eli
in the County of Wald".
having demand* again*!
ceased are desired to i»ivm
ment, and all indebted ;
make payment

j

i

I

1

|
S

immedii"^

Northport, March b, 1 ’•><
>
ECU TORS’ NOTH E
notice tliat il
pointed executors ot tti*
ot
MARIA L. WILL A Kl*
aid".
in the County ot
having demand* agauui
ceased arc desired to p"
tlement, and all indebted
to make payment iiume "
E\
Ell H
lb"’-*
March
b,
Winterport,

INX by give

j

5

1

\

1

i

NOTICE

'j

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice t)iat
executor of the
pointed

'•

of

ELIZABETH C. RAN PA I
County of Waldo, "
having demands against
ceased are desired to pro*'-’
tlement, and all indebted 1
to make payment immeduo
WILMA'’
Belfast, March b. 190b.
in the

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE,
by give notice that I"
pointed executor of tin* la*!

1!i

!
t

v

"

of

JANE R. SMALLEY.
County of Waldo, dec.
having demands against tl"
ceased are desired to present
ement, and all indebted the"
make payment

m

M

1

in the

immediateH^

JH
M
m
..

(|
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German Art.

on

Transcript. March 20th.]
qai| this afternoon Dr. Al..’a\v a very interesting and
j:1 !
A|ol^';:Aon modern German art,
,(!n

}

Vn-nce to the collection
He is specially
tii- walls.
with this subject, owing

r

acquaintance with Ger-

In his inind artists.
f;lrk~ he reminded his hearowe

wc

in

to

iiqiartments

Germany
of artistic,

,and practical endeavor,
,.d best get into symthese contributo civilization and prog■i-ted American tendenGcrntan tendencies, on
scientific spirit, the
:.
which animates Ameritiler hand the German
w hich sometimes seems
•itality. The idea most
a.- that we must get into
attitude towards foreign
s
ourselves in the place
-so far as possible, and
by our own standards
,»v alone it is possible to
.i t of justice.
And, in
get into touch with Ger.i is necessary to know
hrst hand, by living there
rer had done,
by walka any and mingling with
with

n.~

i
i

i
i

|

M'le.

1

the exhibition in top.hnson took up the four
to

i
|

a

cklin, Menzel.l.enbach

thoughtful analysis
of them.

ecklin

was

of
What he had
inespecially
with respect

ticularly
he "Fiddling Death,”

theme of much specu-

mbolic meaning. The
th" figure of the artist
othing new and strange
said Dr. Johnson. The
head, the erect and
tie body, the arrested
used right eyegrow.the
the suspended lips,and
>
ity of the nervous.

|

an.i

wmcn

noias

me

the alertness and tenand keen mind, intent
heard
me imperfectly
ion of Death bending
a ft shoulder with
an imand effrontery seems to
very ear. The wrist of
: i:e how is drawn down,
mss the one remaining
idn. almost touches the
1 we can almost hear the
issing over his shoulder

.'i

I

j

j
;
5

niiig. repulsive skeleton

significant that the
; r ngs of the violin are
and only the silver G
l all.remains.
This to
i.iiy typified what was
s
life, and the firmly
and brush typify, of
Boecklin had studied
•ognized what the slight
Momentary stupor, and
meant.
Being an arts', t.
and, like all men of
a self analyst, what
.an that he should seize
and attempt to record,
st understood by him,
Wagner has said, “A
.'■■in himself, and he must
" fore he can create.”
It
at if ever there was an
thought, we have it here
self-portrait of Boecki-Td, after making which
of his most, imaginative
: "s of the art of painting
is

[

;

I

light of the fire, the clouds of steam, the
singing of sap, inclines the youthful mind
to thoughts of a very serious nature if he
has been brought up in a family addicted
to an old-fashioned theology.
And so the days went by. A rain now

For Children’;

Complaints
such

as con-

stipation, lack'

and then made the woods very melanlistof
_^
choly. A little snow added to our difficullessness,
ties, even if it seemed to help along the
But the brightness of those
run of sap.
feverishness, foul breath
early days in spring when the sun did
and worms, give
shine brought a feeling of gladness. One
How still it was
was glad to be alive.
in the early morning, and how pure and
white the grove when we began the seaThen a change came, so gradually
son.
that before we realized the passing of
the days, we heard the song of the early
birds. One day we hear the brook which
Our sap road
has broken its icy fetters.
The brown
somehow has disappeared.
spots have grown so large that only here
and there is there a mound of snow—our
for adults.
And one morning we find
snow is gone.
In use 58 years.
A lot of flies and
no sap in our pails.
35c., 50c., 31.00—At all dealer’s
ants are monopolizing what little sweet
SX..
i
The
season is over.
moisture there is.
We have
Well, we are pretty tired.
been wet and cold a good many times.
THE OLD SAP
We are brown with smoke of our fires.
We are rather tired of so much syrup
These spring days in the city with and sugar, and we are anxious to get at
their sudden cold winds, the spatters of our spring ploughing, for spring is here.
pails, dry them
rain, the unexpected sunshine, recall So we gather up our sap
in the sun, hang up our sap pans, and
those earlier days of mine “up in Maine.
house.
shut up our sap
Especially when I see the sign Pure
It seems like another place when we
do
I
of
the
think
Maple Syrup
days spent accidentally go that way the next month.
boiling down sap up in the maple orchard The leaves are coming out fast and the
back of the house. That was before the whole surroundings seem to have changdays of evaporators and all the parapher- ed. The old house would look lonesome
nalia of modern sugaring off.
We used were it not for that squirrel sitting on the
to make a little syrup in the spring, roof, and the birds flying about it. It
some twenty-five or thirty gallons, per- has become a part of the
grove and
haps seventy-five now and then in a sinks into its place with the grace which
left
when
undisturbed.
nature
good season, just to get limbered up for belongs to
As the spring days come along here in
the spring’s work, just for the joy of
living in the early spring days, when the city and I am tied to a desk and the
Nature was waking from her winter’s telephone I find myself dreaming of the
We didn’t make a business of it as old maple grove up back of the house in
nap.
the early mornings of spring, the dripwe raised our corn or hay of potatoes,
but we had a little leisure just at that pings of the sap into the pails, the sweetseason of the year and the syrup was an ness and purity of nature, my old-time
“extra.”
We rioted in sweets for a freedom, and I wonder if my modern life
There were “leather aprons.” away from all this does really satisfy.—
while.
and “sap sugar” out doors, and hot bis- E. B., in the Boston Transcript.
cuit or griddles and maple syrup indoors,
and it is a wonder in these days how our
digestion worked so well as it did.
Boiling down sap had plenty of hard
work to it, but it was fun. We had a
For Iniants and Children.
good grove, a sap house, plenty of utensils, and we took care to get up some dry
wood in the fall.
We just waited for
the first indications of a run in the spring.
We had cut and hauled and sawed and
split our winter’s wood. The snow had
drifted deep in those days in February
and early March, but now came signs of
FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW.
a thaw.
A few crows had made their

appetite,

irritabletemper,

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

Willard Sparrow and Fred Flye attended the
burial services of Mrs. Janies Post March 22nd.
Miss Winifred Dodge has gone to Massachusetts to visit friends and relatives_The
officers of the Ladies’ Circle, Mrs. Grace Linscott, Mrs. Annie Libby and Miss Effie Flye,
and the officers of the church, Mr.
George
Worth and Mr. James Libby, met recently in
the home of Mr. A. E. Linscott on business....
Mr. and Mrs. Knowles Bangs visited Mr. E. A.
Busher March 24th-Mrs. Cora Whittaker of
Troy called on friends in the village March
24th... Miss Deborah Williams from Houlton
visited her sister the past week....Mr. S. J.
Glidden, agent for the Sharpies Separator Co.,
has sold two new Sharpies Cream Separators

tages and, well, yes, deceits of

crust?
three feet
a

When it covers some two or
of snow it makes walking good. And as
it seemed warm in the sunshine, and having little else which we wanted to do, we
thought we would tap a few trees. But
the sap wouldn’t run.
It was too early.
Still we let the sap pails hang.
Then came another snowstorm —a little
worse than any before.
The roads were
so drifted we could not move a sled without shovelling.
And then a blow which
sent the snow scurrying over that erust
back into the woods and into the cuts
along the road, and making the old barn
groan as if in pain. Winter was vicious
this picture by saying at the end.
The next morning broke
! is not a fit one to paint?
clear and serene.
Only light zephyrs
was perhaps the most vital
fanned the snowdrifts.
The sun was
as life, and that he should
warm and we hurried off up to the maple
nth so cheerfully andbrave- orchard to
those
empty
pails of snow.
wi’.h renewed vigor, pro- To our
delight we found the sap was runthings than he had ever ning. The season had begun.
most feverish race with
I am afraid we did not spend any too
•ant of the type of man
much time that morning breaking out
•i d genius was invented.
roads.
We just scratched a track along
•' rimieal criticism
of the where the road
ought to be. We would
In this way the lecturer let the sun
get in some work while we
one. several of the more
hurried back to tap some more trees.
in the exhibition.
Of
The snow was pretty deep in the woods
'Hessian Peasant Girl,” and we had to struggle along from tree
to tree and it was not long before the
ms to me honest and
wisdom born of experience calmed our
.ilid particularly charac- enthusiasm.
We would wait until the
I next
whieh produced it.
morning when there would be a
’iii face of the peasant crust before we did
any more of that
somberness of her cos- work. In the meantime, we would break
ntions of oppression and out a road through the
maple orchard to
hi conditions of slavish haul
up our sap, we would get out our
bi'i'ii necessary to evolve sap
and
make
pans,
ready.
it and unified nation.
At
Somehow the next morning was rather
I find in her eyes a longdisappointing. Spring again had retreaton for something better,
ed before winter’s rude protests. It was
picture always with a cold, but there was a crust and we went
nee that as the present
on tapping our trees just the same.
tion of the human mind
1 remember our varying emotions of
nnity with the immutable disgust and hope as the changeable spring
nent the toilers shall no days came
along, but the sun grew warm! d
through their toil. More er, the keen cold winds became less vigi the brains and not the
orous and, one morning before we reachimportant factor for all ed the grove we heard the drops of sap
labor.
These hands and ringing in the
pails. The sap was runtell, as does the face, the ning merrily, the snow began to soften,
•irl’s life. The very firm- the brown
patches in the pastures had
p or me rigni mumo over
ut^un t-u si.'uw ctnu tiieu gruw larger a,nu
he sinewy fingers, show an the
season
was in full swing.
sap
■iterity born of generations
We gathered the sap in the morning
: training.
They are still, when there was a crust. We went from
I mnds of the young peasant tree to
tree, filled a hogshead on our
ring womanhood, and form horse sled, and then hauled it down to
ng contrast to the gnarled
the sap house.
All this is different now.
! hand of the old
peasant ; Spouts run down the hill to a reservoir
telling the bit of gossip and there is no more hauling sap, but in
ale. Those hands and arms
my time that furnished part of the exburned by her work. They citement of the day. The road was rough,
posed to the sun and wind the snags began to show up, a corner
hey show it in their color. with a bad slew made careful driving to
■tween their reddish brown
get round it very necessary to avoid a
coloring of the face, with spill.
'<■ skin, and
natural, healthy
In the sap house we were boiling down.
s to show that Professor
Big cordwood sticks made a roaring fire.
keen observer and a psy- They save wood now in their evaporators,
hands have taken shape but we did not then. The
boiling sap had
her own personal life.and a fascination for me.
How it bubbled,
Pence in the open; the face and rolled
away to the corners of the
of the peasant training and pan.
And along in the afternoon when
and the pre-natal influence the sap had been gathered for the day,
i'aerations of feudal ances- and the
sap in the pans was almost syrup,
thi type of peasant girl I there were
always a few of us sitting
wayside to chat with as around the pans discussing the everrk in the cabbage fields, or
burning question of how much longer we
during the Tanz-pause in must boii it before we finished it off in a
of the local Gasthaus or small
pan on the stove in the corner.
old mother told me of the
A neighbor or two would drop in to
she
had
who
.rican
known
see how “we were
making it.” We setthe dances years ago, and tled the affairs of the
nation, the town,
" her, and asked her
name, and the new neighbor, then and there.
'1 been in the same guest We
wondered, and expressed our views,
little inn, and who wrote in why a south wind
stopped the run. We
all the fine spring day, and discussed in various
ways the necessity
of a freeze at night and a thaw in the
daytime to make a good run. And various other weighty matters were talked
over while we watched the pans boiling
and struggling and foaming before us.
Then we took off our syrup, finished it
off on the stove, turned it into gallon
cans, ready to send to the village.
It
was the genuine article which we sent
away whatever happened to it afterwards. Is it my taste or has maple syrup
degenerated? The exquisite flavor of
that first maple syrup in the spring has
escaped me in these later years. Perhaps I need the fresh air, and vigorous
work of the old days, and youth as well
as the old country home.
Then we filled up our pan again with
sap, shoved into the arch under the pans
all the wood we could get in, and left it
to boil away during the night. Just before-we went to bed one of us would come
How
up and fill up the pans again.
strange everything looked in the moon-

light.
looks

How disconcerting that spruce
And in the sap house the
now.

Plummer of Montville.

Mr. Plum-

mer, after

carefully investigating

the merits

of other

separators, said

a

When nature spreads a clean sheet
under the drooping branches of the cedar
and among the naked trunks in the open
woods the northern inhabitants begin at
once to imprint it with records of their
activity. The squirrels must make new
paths to their stores of beechnuts buried
deep under the white covering. They
can move lightly over the soft snow, but
a light track ends in a burrow where a
hiding place has been visited. The snow
packed deep on an adjacent log and a few
beechnut shells tell where the visitor has
enjoyed a meal. From this the track
proceeds with a leisurely lope, the hind
feet covering the marks of the fore feet,
but a squirrel does not long continue leisurely. More extended leaps show a sudden haste, and the widely separated hind
feet pass beyond the crowded fore feet
at every bound.
No cause for the haste is apparent,
even where the track ends at a roughbarked maple, but we must allow squirrels the privilege of being often active
without cause. A poplar tree, the victim
of a storm, has been discovered by the
hares wintering in the adjacent cedar
swamp, and they have tramped down the
new snow among the prostrated branches.
These little fellows must have feasted all night on the soft buds and twigs,
and there must have been a large party,
judging by the many tracks coming from
and returning to the shelter of the cedars.
Near the edge of the cedar swamp the
long, easy lope of a mink passes down
the sloping shore toward the open expanse of ice. The naked woods and wellpadded rocks are a temptation to follow'.
The track leads out over the ice, the fore
feet and obliterating hind feet so close
together that they make but a single impression. The course is toward an air
hole, a peculiarity of the ice on the
northern lakes, and on the way the new'
trail of a fox is found crossing from
shore to shore with mathemetical accuraThe fox laid out and followed a
cy.
course across the lake without deviation
or curve, and his short steps were regulated with his usual precision.
The
mink's track leads with less regularity
toward the air hole in the ice, where,
without any hesitation, he plunges in.
Coming out, he left traces of mud on the
ice and snow.
Evidently he dived to the
bottom, and as he sat down with wet
coat before starting for the shore he
must have secured a clam, snail or dead

Candy
peanuts were served.
-Mrs. Hattie Wiggin is in Massachusetts
looking after her spring and summer millinery.
-Miss Edith Lawrence is dressmaking for
Mrs. Katrina Bryant ...Mr. Clifton Sleeper
and his sister are boarding at the Tweedie
Hotel in Thorndike-Mrs. Martha Vose was
in Belfast on business the past week_Mrs.
Jane Douglass Reynolds of Unity called in the
village Thursday afternoon, March 25th.

75 years ago.

and

Color and

Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dsndruff. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2% t-n-ies as much
in $1 00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
51 and 50c. bottles, at drsig^Safs
Scud 2c for friHi book The Cnre of the IIair.
Phi.o Hay S|>ec. Co., Newark, N J.

Hay’s Martina Soap cures Pimp1"??,
and

rough
changed hands, ar-d aii kin .sK-iens skin fine an soft i£c. drug -os.
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”
red,

eas-s.

R. H.

MOODY

ASSETS DECEMBER

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Near the shore

...

fOUY$nONET™TAR
oplmtoo
for childrens cafe, turn. No

January i, igdg.
Cash capital,
Total assets,
Reserve re-insurance,
For losses unadjusted,

1,885,729

Ois

Price, 25c., 50c.,

C. E. ROBERTS, Manager.
H. A. FRYE, Resident Agent.

CAUTION

anil

on

Whereas, my wife, Martha C. Roberts, has
left my bed and board without just cause, this
is to forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her on my account as I have provided a
good home for her and shall pay nodebts of
her contracting after this date.
Belfast, March 17, A. D. 1909.
EMERY J. ROBERTS.
3wllp

31, 1908.
$ 2,000 00
678,771 47
78.126 64
103,933 00
$862,831 11
1.586 72
$861,2-14 39

31,

1908.

$

5,466 09

276,918

43

45,414 60
200,000 00
333,449 27

i

3wl3

MERCANTILE

FIRE AND MARINE

INSURANCE

ASSETS DECEMBER

$1.00.

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents,
other assets,

P. M.

P.M.

12 15

3 20
325
+3 35
3 47
3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35
6 07
6 16
6 10

tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

3 20

Boston
Boston,

*

FIREMANS FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
of San Francisco, California.
Incorporated in 1863.

Commenced Business in 1863.
J. DUTTON, President.
LOUIS WEINMANN, Secretary.

Fri-

m.

Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays

A.M.

A.M.

D. 700
D...

900
g 45

CO., MANCHESTER,

P.M.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

2 12
P,M.
4 50
7 55

CAPITAL PAID UP IN CASH
ASSETS

7 00

A.M.

Waterville.

6 55
6 45

9 50

FIRE INSURANCE

31, 1908.
$ 132,250 00
214,600 00
25,000 00

4 15 j
3,931,197 28
12 25;
242,390 03
P. M. i
267,582 98
Benton
7 02
t9 56
4 22
37,000 91
Clinton. 7 13
10 05
4 33
11,128 61
10 20
4 50;
Burnham, depart. 8 25
10 45
5 09
Unity.... 8 44
Gross assets,
81
$4,861,149
Thorndike. 8 52
11 00
5 17 !
Admitted assets,
$4,861,149 81
Knox. t9 00
til 10
+5 25
Brooks. 9 15
11 30
5 40
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Waldo
11 40
19 25
45 50
35
+11
50
16 00 Net unpaid losses,
Citypoint. 49
$ 204.618 88
9 40
II 55
6 05 Unearned premiums,
Belfast, arrive
1,804,091 83
All other liabilities,
343,757 56
+Flag station.
Cash
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
capital,
1,100,000 00
over
all
from
Belfast
and
54
all
stations
on
Surplus
1,408,681
liabilities,
$5.00
Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and NorthTotal
liabilities and surplus,
west, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
$4,861,149 81
.J.-iittKS H. KNEKLAM), Afcent,
MORRIS
Agent, Belfast.

Gross assets,

Aggregate

Searsport, Maine.

I

of

actual

value,

dames

Admtitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over liabilities,
Net

to

buy COAL

because

is

now.

NOW,! Benj,

Total

offer you uncoal.
Coal that
good
usually
has been carefully
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean

ANCE
ASSETS

Cash in office and

Agents’ balances,
Interest

i

IN WALDO COUNTY.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

DECEMBER

30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply

Temple Stock.
to

O. E.

FROST,

Chairman Board oi Assessors of the Belfast
Baptist Church.

Gross Assets,
Admitted Assets,

$ 5,233,122 31
5,233,122 31

LIABILITIES

DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities.

$

204,699 61
2678,966 88
30,000 00

750,000

00

1,569,455 82

Liabilities and Surplus,
James Pattee & Son, Vg.-nts.

Total

INSUR-

bank,

and* rents,

31, 1908.
$ 15,000 00
53,503 60
25,447 25
515,430 00
15,208 37
12,790 63
4,131 30

German

$ 5,233,122 31
Belfast, Maine.

American

$641,11

15

$640,948

56

Insurance Co. of New

City,

N. Y.
31, 1908.

ASSETS DECEMBER

1

562 59

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

$ 1,800,133 51
161,000 00
11,618,492 39

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$ 15,593,669 45
796,581 62

735,846

51

1,193,486 22
45,071 49
39,629 33

over

all

$ 2,955 47
398,613 71
33,197 44
206,181 94 i

liabilities,

Admitted Assets,
$ 14,797,077 83
31, 1908.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$640,948 56
|p. U. SARGKNT, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
3wl3

Net

Unpaid Losses,

610,044

$

Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

24

6,695,709 48
523,970 48

1,500^000 00

5,467,353

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
James Pattee & Son, Agents,

63

$ 14,797,077 83
Hast, Maine

lie

3wll
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE
COMPANY, NEW YORK.
ASSETS

DECEMBER

FIDELITY FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
of New York.

31, 1908.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$

651,454 13
51,646 78

78,914 45
3,145 83

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$785,161 19
27,328 93

Admitted assets,

FOR SALE

75 Liber-

Interest and Rents,

York

Agents' balances,

Farms wanted.

73

31. 1908.
$ 363,000 00
3624,275 00
753,807 13
448,293 81
43,746 37

COMPANY.

Interest and rents,

We buy and sell.

00

;

Co.j

Real Estate

1,600,000

3wll

MECHANICS

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

j Surplus

Sibley

DECEMBER

Agents’ Balances,

$3,754,966 89
31, 1908.
$ 156,183 66
2,157,324 02
90,818 97
1,350,640 24

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

THE

73

1,209,639 13

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank,

$3,824,507 36
69,540 47

Real estate,
Mortgages loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,

assuredly.!

Swan &

AND

cash.

Company
tyStreet.

ASSETS

liabilities and surplus,
$3,754,966 87
”CoIcor<l, Agent, Seurspoi t, Maine.

TRADERS

in

Fire Insurance

3wl3

selected—J

coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here,

$6,452,211
31, 1908.
unpaid losses and
$

Mortgage Loans,

F.

we can

their

Puttee'& Non, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0

Niagara

$ 350,000 00
2,490,270 64
508,967 05
396,006 39
2,175 85
39,318 20
37,769 23

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

at

Aggregate amount of liabilities,
including net surplus,
$6,452,211

31, 1908.

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

73

admitted

the company

assets

Capital actually paid up
Surplus beyond capital,

3\vl3

bank.

the

claims,
418.486 44
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
2,941,901 51
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.,
282,184 65

MCDONALD,

j

all

Net amount of

!

President and General Manager,
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Passenger Agent.

$6,452,211

of

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

j

Vice

by collaterals,

Loans secured

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

ASSETS DECEMBER

566,110 50
283,980 00
169,950 00

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value,
4,011.666 50
Cash in the company’s principal
offices and in banks,
491,597 11
Premiums in due course of collection, Fire & Marine,
800,784 79
Bills receivable,
33,492 95
Interest and rents,
55,751 35
All other assets,
38*878 53

Belfast, Maine.

1 05

$1,600.000 00

31, 1908.

liens),

BELFAST

Portland. 10 35

DECEMBER

Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered,
.$
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

HAMPSHIRE

$ 21,397 63
121,537 85
3,366 99
200,000 00
55,890 35

WM.

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and
at 5.00 p.

31, 1908.

DECEMBER

Total liabilities and surplus,
$402,192 82
Agents, Bella**.
3wl2

RETURNING

days

435 78

$402,192 82

JAMKS BATTI K & SON,

$2.25

905

Bangor..

112 69

$402,628 60

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
; All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
| Surplus over all liabilities,

Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

6 22
P.M.
9 30
5 30
8 25

8 44

P.M.

E
w

LIABILITIES

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

A.M.

Waterville.

$ 67,800 00
251,820 00
38,065 62
41,4% 72
3,333 57

All

BELFAST.

A,M.
6 55
t7 00
Waldo .47 10
Brooks.
7 22
Knox. 47 34
Thorndike. 7 40
Unity. 7 48
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton. 8 38
Bangor. 11 35

1908.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

BANGOR DIVISION.

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

Belfast, depart
Citypoint.

31,

Mortgage loans,

Maine Central R R. Eastern Steamstiip Co.
FROM

COMPANY,

Boston, Mass.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,

3wl3

NOTICE.

DECEMBER

IN-

NEW YORK.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$861,244 39
Soil, Agents, Belfast, Maine

horses, cattle, sheep and poultry sent free.

Agents’ balances,

Milk Street.

PLATE GLASS

COMPANY,

Admitted assets,

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Sloan’s book

00
56

to

YORK

—

00

2,418,034 43
policy holders,
L. B. BRANERD, President and Treasurer.
C. S. BLAKE, Secretary, Boston Office, 101

Surplus

$ 498,619 60
3,570,269 09
1,569,162 97
1,000,000 00
2,011,834 00

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

excellent antiseptic and germ
killer
heals cuts, burns, wounds and
contusions, and will draw the poison
from sting of poisonous insects.

Cash in office and

28,382 11

NEW

ASSETS

an

00

16

66

Janies Pattee S

ASSETS DECEMBER

4,424,426 41

$8,649,885
31, ’.908.

Mortgage loans,

Sloan’s
Liniment

estate,
Stocks and bonds,

\
$1,000,000 00

254,853 33

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
I Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Real

Abstract of Statement,

210,602 73
80,424 82
1,210 54
11,808 42

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

TI0N AND INSURANCE COMPANY.

SKA IIS'ION T.

99

6,589,226 38

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances

ANCE CO., LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

a junco has made a
52
Agents’ balances,
on the new page by
2,677 68
scattered seeds of ! Interest and rents,
the
hopping among
the silver birch.
Sheltered by crowded j Gross assets.
$637,356 76
spruces on the shore, the crooked trail of j Deduct items not admitted,
12 86
a partridge winds through
the snow.
Such walking must be laborious, for the i
Admitted assets,
$637,343 90
bird's distended toes sink down through
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
the soft snow, and he wades and waddles Net
unpaid losses,
$ 41,585 38
with
his
along, making a deep groove
289,324 24
j Unearned premiums,
breast. This track starts from the half- All other liabilities,
5,162 46
filled hole in which he alighted and prob- Cash capital,
200,000 00
101,271 82
ably spent part of the night under cover. Surplus over all liabilities,
It was fortunate the fox did not come his
Total liabilities and surplus,
90
$637,343
way. Where the short, crooked track
Agent, Searsport, Me.
ends there are marks of the distended Jaine* H. Kneelaml,
3wl2
ail feathers and the flapping wings that
noisily took the air. The long leap of GREAT EASTERN CASUALTY & INthe active hare is seen more frequently
DEMNITY CO. OF NEW YORK.
than any other record on the new page.
ASRETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Night is the time of forest activity,
ami the snow that continued to fall till Stocks and bonds,
$433,437 50
after dark recorded many impressions Cash in office and bank,
34,241 56
Bills
receivable,
29,909 48
before the gray of morning. The hares
All other assets,
3,295 97
have passed and repassed everywhere,
the fox has pursued his solitary hunt for
Gross assets,
$500,884 51
a
sleeping partridge or the fragments of
Admitted assets,
some forest tragedy.
The partridge has
$500,884 51
risen from his snug shelter under the
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
snow and tried a short walk before seek- Net
$ 22,217 73
unpaid losses,
ing a breakfast of soft buds in the adja- Unearned premiums,
107,552 31
cent birches. The mink has sought food All other liabilities,
20,858 04
Cash
And
200,000 00
over the snow and under the ice.
capital,
over all liabilities,
43
Surplus
150,256
over it all the still moon looked coldly
down, lighting up the silent expanse of
Total liabilities and surplus,
$500,884^1
the lake and tracing an infinite tangle3wl3
ment of shadows under the branches
burdefled with clinging snow.—Toronto HARTFORD STEAM BOILER INSPEc!

|

$8,904,738

LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INSUR-

$ 15,000
10,900
502,350
68,190
38,838

diminutive imprint

Mrs. Hattie Knight and son Russell of Vassalboro are guests of Mrs. Mary Bean for a
few weeks... Mrs. Frank Berry and daughter of Appleton were guests of Mrs. Emma
Berry last week.... Bliss Marriner entertained
twenty of his friends at a birthday party Monday evening, March 22nd. (The evening was
passed with games* and music. Ice cream was
served and all report a fine time....Dr. A.
Millett performed an operation upon Bernard
Hills for appendicitis last Thursday. He was
assisted by Miss Addie Davis, a trained nurse.
The patient is doing well
In spite of bad
travelling and unpleasant weather, a goodly
number of the Ladies’ Aid met at Mrs. E. R.
Packard’s last Thursday and the work accomplished was a record breaker.

!

31, 1908.

Real

52

SURANCE

—

N. Y.

Poughkeepsie,

1,041,066

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

THE

—

DUTCHES S FIRE INSURANCE CO

fish.

Globe.

Sloan’s Liniment is the best remedy for sprains
and bruises.
It quiets the pain at once, and can be applied to the
tenderest part without hurting because it doesn’t need
to be rubbed
all you have to do is to lay it on
lightly. It is a powerful preparation and penetrates
instantly relieves any inflammation and congestion,
and reduces the swelling.
/*“

NEW

Gray Hair to its Natural

$ 970,499 58

Total liabilities and surplus,
$8,649,855 66
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.
3wl3

TO

Never Fails to Restore

1908.

Net unpaid lossee,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Portland. 11 50
R> E. D. 330
Boston,
w D.
3 2o

Health

31,

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

A.M.

J^//a/r

Belfast. Maine.

Admitted assets,

he

preferred the
Sharpies, and is much pleased with the work
the machine is doing-The Misses Ella
Greeley and Ruth Knowlton are at home from
Gorham Normal School on a vacation.
They
spent Friday evening with their friend Mrs.
George Worth-Miss Maude Turner is teaching the Primary school in the village ...Mr.
Elmer Wiggin from Albion visited his friend
Mr. George Worth, March 24th.Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Overlock from the south part of
the town, called on Mr. and Mrs. George Worth
Saturday evening, March 27th....The Ladies’
Circle met with Mrs. Addie Flye Thursday afternoon, March 25th. A large number were
present. They dressed in the styles of 50 and

pretiti,tn utitVi

each other seemed quite general at that
time of the year.
One day the sun shone
so warm, the air felt so balmy, that we
ventured to hope that spring was near.
We were quite sure we heard a robin,
and went up to the sap house to look over
things. That night it froze quite hard
and we found a crust the next morning.
What do the boys and girls living in cities
know about the possibilities and advan-

to Mr. D. B.

Temple.
ASSETS DECEMRER

...

.SET-

What Happens When Nature Spreads
Clean Sheet on the Earth.

Masonic

THE FIDELITY AND CASULTY CO.
OF NEW YORK.

FREEDOM.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

nnn\

INSURANCE AGENTS.

..

CASTOR IA

nnrl

(

Sprains

WALDO STATION.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Johnson of Springfield are
visiting friends in this place ...At the meeting of the school committee March 20th, W.
P. Hussey was elected superintendent of
schools
Grace Patterson went to East Holden March 22nd, where she expects to teach
school-Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Mayhew called on
friends in town last Sunday-Much sympathy is expressed in this vicinity over the
death of Joshua Littlefield, Jr. He was a very
industrious man and no doubt hastened by hard
work the development of the dread disease,
tuberculosis. He was by nature very genial
and ever ready to do a kindness to friend or
neighbor. He will be much missed ...The
many friends in this place of Mr.William Jones
of South Brooks wish to express their sympathy with his family in their sorrow. A
neighbor recently remarked: “We shall miss
Mr. Jones more than we can realize now.” He
was truly good, and had a special gift in visiting the sick and comforting those in trouble.
The exemplary life he lived and the victorious !
struggle he made over disease and pain during j
the last sad days shows the power of the I
Christian faith to uphold and strengthen in the I
darkest hour.

HOUSE.

fftnipuranfn

For

slowly recovering.

Equally good

■

1

north t»nRr
M. I. Stevens has been elected supervisor of
schools for the ensuing year. Schools are expected to begin April 26th... .Joel P. Wood has
a large
yard full of lumber and expects to start
his mill soon... .Philemon Pitcher has just installed a 40 horse-power boiler in his mill and
expects soontodo a rushing business-Mr.
and Mrs. George H. Clark of Searsmont have
been visiting their daughters, Mrs. W. P.
Joel PresGreenlaw and Mrs. George Curtis
cott, who has been seriously ill all winter, is

$757,832

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$ 40,186 70
269,610 57
25,096 85
200,000 00
222,938 14

Total liabilities and surplus,
FRANKLIN A. GREEK,

3wl3

26

31, 1908.

$757,832

Agent, Belfast,

26

Me.

ASSETS

DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

$3,077,540

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,452,535

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

00

206,213 24
137,479 26

31,303

33

83
253 12

$3,452,282
31, 1908.
$

71

41,879 51
802,993 72
27,739 67

1,000,000 00
1,579,669 81

Total liabilities and surplus,
$3,452,282 71
Sou, Agents, Belfast, Maine
3wll

Jaiuen Pattee &

FULLER-COBB

'Royal

THE trade is already buying our
*
Tailor-Made Suits like cut

|S

Royal Baking Powder convey* to food the mo*t healthful of fruit
properties and render* it superior in flavor and wboleaomeness.

|
1

s

I

J

I

L
Mrs. D.

S. Beals left Monday for Boston.

Mrs. O.

C. Atwood arrived from Winterport

Monday.
A flock of wild geese passed north Friday
afternoon.
John

F.

Park went to Boston Monday to

J.

Alfonso Wagner was fishing near Mosman’s
ledge Saturday for flounders, in a canoe, and in
pulling ;up the anchor in the bow the stern
went into the air and Alfonso went overboard,
losing his entire catch. His cries brought the

visit relatives.

Tae first robins of the
last week.

season

put in

an

ap-

pearance

Hichborn is visiting friends in
few days.

Regular sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40,

Mrs. Melvena

launch of sch. Elizabeth Palmer to his
and he was taken ashore after being in
Mrs. W. E. Grinnell left Monday for Foxboro,
the water fifteen minutes. He was benumbed
Mass., to visit relatives.
after his immersion.
Monthly contributions at the Congregational
The date for the song and story service in
church next Sunday
the M. E. vestry is Sunday, April 4th, at 7
p.
Mrs. Hattie Phillips of Swanville is at H.
m.
The story “Saved at Sea” is by Mrs. O. F.
M. Bailey’s on "Water street.
Walton, and the music by Grant C. Tullar, who
Mrs. L. M. Sargent fell down stairs March ranks with the best
composers. This is a
21st, bruising her face severely.
unique service and has created great interest
Mrs. W. P. Putman returned to Dorchester, wherever given. It is hoped there will be a
large attendsnce, as it is the last Sunday beMass., Tuesday morning by train.
fore conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram M. Bailey are receiving
Notice to Teachers. There will be held
congratulations on the birth of a son.
at 9 a. m., an examination
Miss Emily Ross left Monday for Orange, N. Friday, April 2nd,
in the Searsport High school
building for the
J., to visit her sister, Mrs. Andrew W. Allen.
purpose of certification of all those who wish
Mrs. D. S. Beals will return from Boston,
to teach in Searsport for the
spring term,
Saturday, April 3rd, with a full line of Easter 1909. The examination will
cover the subjects
hats.
required by law; viz: spelling, reading, writMiss Henrietta Gilkey arrived Friday from
ing, arithmetic, English grammar, geography,
Easter
vacaHebron Academy to spend the
Stockton for

a

j

steam

rescue

morning^

history, physiology

tion.

Louise P. Fletcher has bought the
homestead of Mrs. C. P. Ferguson on Park
Mrs.

street.

and

hygiene, bookkeeping,

civics and elements of natural sciences.
Alonzo J. Knowlton, Supt. of Schools.

from

Spellman and

crew are

to

Boston.

Capt. and Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter
Danzy left Monday for a visit with relatives in
Allston, Mass.
Postmaster J. W. Black spent Sunday in
Bueksport, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Montgomery.
M. A. Cook has just received a large order
of tthe famous jig-saw puzzles, made from
Searsport views.
Charles Hamilton has exchanged his bungalow

on

for his

Steamboat

avenue

with Scott Closson

sloop yacht.

member of the staff will make
be present.

an

endeavor

W>|
®

OP BUGGIES will be used

J

i

this year more than for sev-

eral years past.

already

We

have some on our

floor, both with side springs and|
with end springs.
Can’t you find time to drop in
and look them over?

E. R.

Conner,

BELFAST, MAINE.
~

j ll-

■.,

Stop

I

your

J

hair from C

Nil
| |ljt *I falling out, also dan■
^ * B ^

IABfl

Scalp with

black, blue,

WILSON’S HAIR TONIC.

hagen

It has cured others, it will you.

CITY

black, blue,

CARD OP THANKS.

reseda and

We wish to express our appreciation of the
kindness and sympathy of those relatives and
friends who assisted us in so many ways in the
recent sickness and death of our father, Freeman Partridge, and during the severe illness of
other members of the family. We wish in
particular to thank those who did so much to
help us, Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Lane, Henry and
Howard Littlefield and their families and Mrs.
Emma Partridge.
MRS. FREEMAN PARTRIDGE,
BERTHA PARTRIDGE,
HERMAN PARTRIDGE.

to

Upon an invitation from the Rebekah Lodge
of Belfast, 23 members of Searsport Knyvetta
Lodge visited them on March 23d to observe
the working of the degree on eight new members. The work was perfectly done and was
highly appreciated by the members of Knyvetta Lodge. At six o’clock they sat down to
a
bountiful supper in the dining hall of
Aurora Lodge. After the regular meeting of
the lodge, an entertainment was given, called
■‘Last Day of School”,and the audience
laughed

PAID

50a75
per bu,
7
dried, per lb.,
2.75a3.00
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 350.a3.75
25a28
Butter,
54a?
Beef, sides,
Beef, fore quarters, 6

Hay,
Hides,

Apples,

Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Duck,
Eggs,

14.00al5.00

64a7

Lamb,
Lamb Skins,

lOall
75
8
50
65

Mutton,

Oats, 32 lb.,

Potatoes,
Round Hog,
Straw,
Turkey,
Tallow,

60
14
16
12
18

Chicken,
Calf Skins,

PRODUCER.

The Journal reader who made an inquiry
the birthplace of the late Andrew Leach,
for fifty years a deacon of the first Congrega-

in Boston.

tionai

I. Nichols left Monday for Milo
Junction after spending a week’s vacation with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on

years on the site known as
and for 27 years postmaster

black, blue,

3

Veal,

Fowl,

Geese,

18|Wood, soft,

j

Beef, Corned,
Salt, 141b.,

Butter

Corn,
Cracked Corn,

Meal,
Cheese,

Corn

RETAIL

Robinson.

MARKET.

1.10
44

Lime,
Oat Meal,
820nions,

10
18a20

Stonington,

and Mrs. C. W. Robinson,
Linton.

a

March

NEW FINE WORSTEDS IN PLAIN

4

13al4
6
13
1.13

19,

to Rev.

daughter, Edith

church ol

bearsport,

a

¥

care

to

If
If
If

a
a
a

them with

common mares, but would like those that ai
least, plenty of nerve force.
I will first mention Direct Rolfe, 46466, a beautiful
bay colt, four years .....
hands high, weighs about 1000 pounds; sired by Direct, 2.05 1-4; dam Jenn >
mile track. This youngster trots on the road and can
pace very fast, and wi
His fee is $20.00 to warrant a live foal. Until May 1st at Pearl Brook
Farm;
and
days
Thursdays at Brooks, and the remainder of the week at Bel fa
The next to mention is the colt Birano, 43816, three years old in Ma.
dam by Kremlin. 2.07 3-4. Birano is 16 hands high and weighs lOt 0 poundof Bingen, 2.06 1-4, backed by the stamina of Arion, 2.07 1-4 and Kremlin,
oat doubt, will make him popular as a sire and consistent as a race horse,
ii,
few desirable mares at $25.00 to warrant, at the farm until May 15th, afu
track. He also, barring accidents, will be raced this fall.
Remember this before deciding what stallion you will choose.
mate*

or, at

<

The Bingen family, properly reinforced,"out-sell all other trotters; and
Braden’s family, and the Directs, out-race all other pacers.
Brown Braden will be available at the farm until
April 15th; after tha>

Express paid

can

Order

by Mail,

to your door

*®“ifP. O. Order or check accompanies order'suit will be sent
perfectly satisfactory on examination, your money refunded
suit, we paying return charges.

to you and if not
on return of the

FULLER=COBB COMPANY.

I

1

His son Direct Braden, 2.20 1-4, at three years old, will be allowed a shor;
Oak Park, Hartford; and then carefully trained with the expectation of in
or better during his four year old form.
For extended pedigree, address,

|

I
|

j
£
£

10c. WILL BUY

R.

A.

Friday,

j

j

i
I

FRENCH & CO.

j

j

their annual discount of 2' ®0
on

This is

j

>;0

Saturday and Monday,

They will give

all Goods.

good opportunity to take advantage of this sale
have their Spring Goods all in.
a

1

Infants’ Coats, [Jonnets, Hats and Dresses a Specialty,
A Nice Line of ladies’ Wrappers. Shirtwaists and Cotton in'
And a Special Corset, “The La Reine,'
That is meeting with good success.

X

One Doz. Easter Post Cards

Anniversary

APRIL 2d, 3d and 5th.

They also have the agency for the May Manton Patterns.
days, April 2nd, 3rd and 5th.

£

Don't forget the

v•V*;-*-’'-r»*•!««. -K*

«i* ♦ J.

the-

BELFAST DEPARTMENT STORE,

Mrs. C. S. W ebber

W. H. RICRHADS.

45 Main Street.

WILL HAVE A LINE IIM

---■

—--

Sale

of

\j

Bangor.

"'ill have their 11th

Lemons, Oranges
and Grape Fruit
Saturday, April 3.

•;

M. B. SMITH, Hartford, Conn.

tall woman, order regular sizes.
short woman, order odd sizes.
small woman, order misses' sizes.

Special

1

navy, rose, gray, tan,

This Suit you

-at

,•

and reseda.

Copenhagen

MODEL 23

Elephant Brand

Spring
jlmt in all t-lie financial transactions in the U.
s. but 6% is clone with currency, me oilier yj
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do not already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above is

j

TUESDAYS and
d\S

WEDNESS
will

give your business, whether huge
small, careful attention.
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

ABSOLUTELY SAFE

lie

-ON—

j

true. If you are not familiar with tins system come to us and we will show you. The

j|

and Summer

Suits, Coais.

t

1

or

)

FROM LOSS

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00

Until further notice.

|j

home, 4 Bell street

I

!|

CALL AND SEE;

■i

OKGANIZKG 1881.

f

]!

Oranges

A. A. Howes & Co.,
Flowers

Easter.
SEEDS!

W. E. HAMILTON.

Belfast Savings Bank.

Roy,

J

not

am pleased to
say I have two young stallions at the farm that I w.-uld
carefully consider their breeding and individuality before you decide 1?,

COLORS
black, blue,

merchant for 63
MARRIED
“Leach’s Corner”
of West Prospect,
Hosmer-Dale. In Pittsburg, Pa., March —,
(ONE DAY ONLY)
is informed that he was born in Middleboro, Fred P. Hosmer of Rockland and Mary Virof
Dale
Pittsburg.
ginia
Water street.
Mass., February 9, 1785, the son of Andrew
California Oranges are now at their best—
Sch. Harwood Palmer, Capt. Creighton, ar- and Hannah Leach, who settled in Belfast in
ripe, juicy and delicious.
DIED
rived Sunday from Newport News with 4,458 1805. Andrew, Jr., came to Searsport in 1809
tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at and married Miss Sally Black of West ProsIn Rockland, March 24, Emma
Adams.
Mack’s Point.
pect in 1811. He died in Searsport January 10, (Gregory), wife of John Adams, aged 59 years,
18 days.
and
The steam lighter Reliance arrived Monday 1871, aged 85 years, 11 months and 30 days. 3 months
Alexander. In Bangor, March 24, Eliza P.,
with a tag on every orange.
His father, Andrew Leach, Sr., was born in
from Boston with hard pine timber to be used
widow of the late David P. Alexander of BelGlencoe, Scotland, September 8th, 1753, and fast, aged 74 years.
in the extension of the Eastern S. S. Co.’s pier
died in Belfast, Maine, March 10th, 1820, aged
Barker. In Troy, March 29, Enoch Barker,
at this place.
67 years. His widow Hannah Leach, died in aged 78 years, 3 months and 4 days.
In Rockland. March 25, Ada A.
Misses Pronell Gilkey, Sara Grinnell and
Coombs.
Belfast in 1837, aged 79 years.
The Leach
Maud Smith arrived Friday from the Gorham family record can be found in the Middleboro Cl ombs, aged 51 years and 5 months.
Flint. In Chicago, 111., January 25, Mrs.
Normal school to spend the Easter vacation town records, Volume 4, page 11.
Emeline M. (Holmes) Flint, a native of RockObituary. Alvin B. West, one of the best land, aged 79 years and 8 months.
with their parents.
GROCERIES,
In Rockland, March 22, Sarah
Harlow.
of this town, passed away at
“The College Girls” under direction of the known citizens
Frances, widow of Capt. Richard Harlow, aged
DRUGS AND
on
Swanville
his
residence
avenue Monday
of
White Entertainment Bureau
Boston, will,
86 years, 5 months and 21 days.
after a short illness, aged 76 years.
In Portland, March 3, Henry
Haskell.
be given under the auspices of O. E. S., at morning
MEDICINES.
He was a hard-working, industrious man, and Noyes Haskell of Stonington, aged 61 years, 3
Union Hall, Saturday evening, April 3d.
had been engaged in farming all his life. In months and 10 days.
the
on
five-mashas
Towle
Kalloch. In Warren, March 21, Maria, wife
shipped
George
early manhood he was considered one of the
ted schooner Singleton Palmer, Captain Potter, most expert wood-choppers in this locality. of George Kalloch, aged 69 years, 2 months and i
20 days.
He was the son of Peter and Hannah (CunThe schooner finished disas second officer.
FOR
Kell£y. In Belfast, March 25, Benjamin
ningham) West and was born in
2 months and 21 days.
charging last Saturday and sailed Monday in a where he had always resided. He Searsport,
leaves a Kelley, aged 75 years,
March
Joel
Lane."
Lane. In Frankfort,
25,
howling northwester for Newport New s.
wife, Mrs. Sarah West, and one daughter, Mrs.
Page. In North Bucksport, March 27, AlNickerson of Searsport, and one brothThe advertising committee of the Searsport Warren
Nathanal Page, of Winterof
widow
meda,
West
of
Waldo... News was receiver, Austin
Board of Trade, consisting of M. A. Cook, J. ed
Monday of the death at Tutuila, Samoan port.
Stephenson. In Brunswick, Me., March 29,
L. Cunningham, R. G. Harbutt, J. H. Sullivan Islands, February 19th, of Frank E. Shute, a
Fred J. Stephenson, formerly of Belfast, aged Lilies, Azaleas, Tulips; Jonquils, Hyacinths,
and J. W. Black, organized Monday with M. A. native of Searsport, and paymaster’s clerk in about 50
years.
the United States navy at that station. He
Roses and Carnations.
White. In Searsport, March 25, Mrs. Jane
Cook as chairman and J. H. Sullivan clerk.
was the son of the late Capt. Franklin Shute
88 years.
White,
aged
his
and
is
survived
Mrs.
H.
J.
mother,
by
Capt. Nicholas Parse and Peter Ward are
In
White.
Park, March 24, Jane W.,
Shute, and one sister. Miss Mildred E. Shute,
making a fifty-foot flag-staff, with topmast, both of this place. His age was a|out 50 years. widow of John White, formerly of Winterport;
SEEDS!
gaff and topmast stays, for Capt. D. S. Good- The burial was at Tutuila.Jane W., widow aged 87 years, 7 months and 18 days.
West. In Searsport, March 29, Alvin B.
of John White, formerly of Winterport, died
and
when
it
will
be
in
ell,
completed,
placed
76 years.
Large stock, high grade, Tested.
at the residence of his sister, Mrs. B. F. Pen- West, aged
position at his residence on West Main street. dleton, in Park, March 24th, aged 87 years, 7
None better to be had.
and 18 days. Funeral services were
Call and see them.
Some 50 and 60 members of Penobscot lodge, months
held Friday at the residence of her sister at 2
135, K. of P., went to Belfast last Friday night o’clock, conducted by Rev. C. H. McElhiney of
on the steamer Castine to attend the district
the first Congregational church. The remains
meeting held with Silver Cross lodge. The were taken Saturday to Georgetown for burial.
Searsport order was accompanied by the K. of
P. Band, which played several pleasing selecShake Into Your Shoes
tions on the way.
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures painThe annual meeting of the corporators of
At the annual meeting of the Village Cemesmarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails,
the above bank will be held at their banking
fill,
corns
the
out
of
and
and
takes
Association
held
March
sting
instantly
tery
Saturday evening,
room on
bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery
27th, the following officers were elected for the
Wednesday, April 14, 1909, at 10 A. M.,
of the age. Allen's Foot-Ease makes tight or
Reliable, energetic for the election of trustees and to transact any
ensuing year: J. W. Black, President; Clifton new shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure for U/AIITCni
I
tI
fvMIl
sell
lubriman
to
other business that may legally come before
Whittum, Vice President; Miss M. E. Shute, sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet
and Shoe cating oils, greases and paints in Waldo and said meeting.
Secretary; J. H. Sullivan, Treasurer; L. W. Try it today. Sold by all Druggists
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps. Don’t adjoining counties. Salary or commission.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Clerk,
Wentworth, Superintendent, and George A. accept any substitute. Trial package FREE.
FAIRFAX REFINING CO..
Cleveland, Ohio.
Belfast, March 23,1909.—3wl2
Iwl3p
x
N. Y.
Bowen, Trustee for three years.
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Miss Mabel

gray,

3.00

77 Oil, kerosene,
77. Pollock,
18 Pork,
1.70 Plaster,
Sa9 Rye Meal,
00 Shorts,
15 Sugar,
6.50a7.50 Salt, T. I.,
2.40a2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
13 Wheat Meal,

In

tan,

navy, rose,

reseda and Copenhagen.

\

8
9.00
26a28

10
20
18;Wool, unwashed,
4.00a4.50
14;Wood, hard,

RETAIL PRICE.

tan,

navy, rose, gray,

Copenhagen.
NEW FINE SHADOW WORSTEDS

Price $17.50

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

Georgiana.

about

black, blue,
reseda and

PRICE CURRENT.

BELFAST

tan,

rose,

NEW FINE PLAIN WORSTED
SERGE i

The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13
•

navy, gray,

Copenhagen.

■

I
aid

speed themselves

NEW FINE STRIPE WORSTEDS

sTOHE

DRUG

1

A few words to breeders living in the
vicinity of Pearl Brook Farr:
and raising a high bred youngster with the
expectation of selling it at
good price.

tan, Copen- |

rose, gray,

and reseda.

I

DIRECT BRADEN. 2.20 1-2, THE MAINE CHAMPION
BY BROWN BRADEN. 2.13.

Si RIPE SUITING SERGES

(

druff and Itching of (

■

until their sides ached at the antics of the
Miss Ethel M. Dodge, who has been visiting
youthful (?) school kids.
Knyvetta Lodge Cotton Seed,
relatives and friends in Boston and vicinity, came home
3£
feeling that they had been well Codfish, dry,
returned last week.
1.55
Cranberries,
repaid for their trip to Belfast through the Clover
6
Seed,
Irving Bailey of Waldoboro was in town last mud and slush, even if they did have to walk Flour,
38
for
towns
week on business, leaving Monday
the bridge and bridge hill.
00
H, G. Seed,
4
Lard,
in Aroostook country.'
From a Senator to a New Short Story
Amos P. Lord made four gafftopsails last Writer. The
April number of The American
BORN
week for the schooner Northland and shipped Magazine contains the
following letter from
Jellison
to
them
Monday.
Cape
Senator Beveridge to Lincoln Colcord:
Basford. In Northport, March 24, to Mr.
United States Senate,
Mrs. George A. Bowen, who has been visitand Mrs. Fred Basford, a son, 10 lbs.
Jan. 24, 1909.
Washington,
the
in
Boston
and
In Searsport, March 27, to Mr. and
relatives
Bailey.
vicinity
past
ing
My Dear Mr. Colcord:
Mrs. Hiram Bailey, a son.
three weeks, returned home last week.
Your story, “The Game of Life and
Crockett. In Liberty, March 28, to Mr. and
Death,” in the February American MagaJoseph P. Curtis arrived Sunday from EverMrs. A. T. Crockett, a daughter.
zine, is one of the most remarkable short
Condon. In South Brooksville, March 14, to
ett, Mass., and is the guest of his brother,
stories I have ever read. The originality
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Condon, a son, Kenneth
Capt. Frank A. Curtis, on Park street.
is astonishing, and the art of it more than
Alfred.
delightful. I should feel that I were negEaton. In Stoughton, Mass., March 22, to
Miss L. W. Edwards, who has been spendlecting a duty which I owe to myself if I
Mr. and Mrs. Hal R. Eaton, a son, Charles Saring the winter at the Searsport House, opened
failed to write you this word of appreciagent.
her house on Water street Saturday.
tion of this little masterpiece of enthralEsancy. In Appleton, March 22, to Mr. and
ling fiction.
Sincerely,
Mrs. David "Esancy, a son.
Miss Sarah E. Brown of Old Tow*n, who was
Albert J. Beveridge.
Meservey. In Camden, March 21, to Mr. and
assistant in the High school last term, has a
The Campus says that Mr. Colcord is
writing Mrs. Clarence Meservey, a daughter.
fine position at Gould’s Academy, Bethel,
Pierce. In Penobscot, March 17, to Mr. and
a story that will soon appear in McClure’s and
Mrs. George W. Pierce, a daughter, Biola
Maine.
that he is also at work on a play.
io attend the funeral of her grandmother, Mrs.
J. N. Putnam, returned Thursday to her home

We make this suit (of which this
is an exact copy) from the
materials usually introduced into a
$25 suit.
The tailoring is first class and up
to cur i s ial high standard.
The coat is lined with guaranteed
satin lining. Perfect shoulders and
well shaped collar.
The skirts are perfectly cut and
hung in new gores styles.
We advise you to buy the plain
worsted serges, as they are newest,
although this suit is made in the
several below mentioned goods:
New shades invisible

picture

HOUSE FOR SALE

tne

regular meeting of Knevetta Rebegin bekah lodge, March 25th, it was voted to give
wharf
steamboat
of
the
a
drama
on
the first anniversary of the
work on the extension
lodge,
June 3d.
Miss Blanche
next week.
Sweetser, Mr. and
We are indebted to George A. Sweeney, Mrs. S. M. Webber, Read Lowell and Mrs. F.
A. Nye were appointed a committee to select a
Esq., of Attleboro, Mass., for a town report of
play and make arrangements for casting and
Attleboro.
rehearsing it. There is considerable talent in
Sch. Elizabeth Palmer, Capt. Wade, was
the order and the drdtna cannot fail to be a
placed under the stages at Mack’s Point Mon- success. It was also
voted to hold a picnic
day morning.
lunch at the next regular
meeting. A rehearsE. C. Pike had a Percheron team horse, al of the
degree team will be held this, Thursarrive
morning
Sunday
weighing 1,800 pounds,
day, night and it is earnestly hoped that every
F.

cheap.

"

Belfast, Me., March 29, 1909.
A*

James

Odd sizes, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45,
47.
Misses sizes, 14, 16, 18, 20.
It is no trick to sell goods cheap.
It is a trick to sell good goods

Dodge’s Corner.
The piano bought by
Granite Grange was brought from Bangor last
Saturday... Mrs. Daniel Carlton has offered
her cottage for sale... Mrs. Chester Trundy,
who has been very ill, is thought to be somewhat better-Little Frank Marden was quite
sick Sunday.
Dr. Watson of Monroe was
called to see him.

SEARSPORT.

<CI7 CH

v* ■

Our system of sizes eliminates the
alteration expenses.

|

=—

-tal|j,)nl^1

Are You Next ?

Vure

The only baking powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
—made from grapes—

I

SEASON 1909.

It Is Correct

Baking Powder
Absolutely

COMPANY Pearl Brook Farm

I

T. S. THOMPSON
Will be

on the streets April 1st, with Crystal
Spring ice and will take orders^for delivery at
residences and stores.

For

HORSES
FOR SALE.

Sale.

We offer for sale 30 thoroughbred Barred Flynn

April 3rd we will receive 25 Iowa horses,
weighing from 1000 to 1500 lbs., consisting of C. Rhode Island Red Cockerels; also about 15 year
matched pairs, work horses and driving horses.
These are fine birds and must be sold
They will be sold at reasonable prices and every same breeds.
horse will be guaranteed. They can be seen at
the City Feed Stable, corner Main and Cross''
Address
PINELAND POULTRY
On

C. W.

streets.
13

J. A.

A New

LANCASTER,

STAPLES.

Paper Hanger

IN

TO WN.

9
Belfast, Maine-

W. M. RANDALL, Proprietor,
S. E. BOWEN, Superintendent.

I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON

Cram.

learn something of my aunt, Harriet
Cram who married Jacob Cates and lived in or
near Knox or Thorndike, Maine, a number of
years ago. Probably dead, but want to learn
something of her children and date and place
of her death.
4wllp
I want to

BENJAMIN CRAM, luka. Kansas.
Alderman Joseph Williamson, who has been
ill at his home on Grove street Augusta for the
past week, suffering from a severe attack of
pharyngitis, was reported»yesterday to be much
improved, but it will probably be several days
before he will be able to be out of doors.—Kennecbec Journal March 29th.

VOU° j

....PLUMBING...

i
.»

nee

FARM

•

Everything in the line of Interior Decorating
quickly and neatly done.
A. T. GAY,
51 Cedar Street, Belfast.
10mlp

Harriet Cates,

;

Heating

and

Sheet Metal Wo»k

fitting up a shop at 46 Church street, opposite the ']•
rent is low and I will give my customers the benefit. M"
tention given to out of town work. Come and talk with n
I

am

My

PNEUMATIC WATER SUPPLY
FOR

Tei2?-2one

COUNTRY

SYSTEM

HOUSES.

W. A. HALL, Belfast,

Main*

